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A. Consultation and
Distribution
1, Agencies and Organizations Comm
menting on the Draft Plan and Envim
ronmental Impact Statement
The following agencies and governing bodies re
sponded to the draft plan/EIS:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Environmental Protection Agency
National Park Service
US Fish and Wildlife Service
US Department of Justice
Bureau of Reclamation
Columbia River InterTribal Fish Commission
State Department of Environmental Quality
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
Oregon State Marine Board
Division of State Lands
State Department of Forestry
State Senator, Joyce Cohen
State Representative, Carl Hosticka
Sherman County
Deschutes County
Linn County
City of Maupin
City of Portland, Mayor
City of Portland, Department of Public Utilities

Copies of their letters have been included in this
document.
The following organizations responded to the plan:
Alumaweld Boats Inc.
America Outdoors
American Whitewater Affiliation
Anglers' Club of Portland
Arnie's Restaurant and Bar
Association of Northwest Steelheaders
California Academy of Scientists
Deixis Environmental Consultants
Deschutes River Adventurers
Deschutes River Public Outfitters
Disabled Citizens' Association
Easter Seals
Fly Fishing Shop

National Organization for River Sports
Northwest Environmental Defense Center
Northwest Rafters Association
Northwest Mining Association
Oregon Cattlemen's Association
Oregon Equestrian Trails
Oregon Guides and Packers
Outward Bound
Portland General Electric
Private Lands Committee
Reed College, PE Department
Rest the West
River Drifters
Santiam Flycasters
Sherman County Cattlemen's Association
Sherman County Historical Society
Sherman County Weed Control District
SOAR
The Dalles Convention and Visitors Bureau
The Dalles Rod and Gun Club
The Wilderness Society
Wenatchee River Outfitters
Wild Water Adventurers
Wildwater River Tours
Willamette Kayak and Canoe Club
Yakima Valley Interns
Yamhill County Mounted Sheriff's Posse

B. Public Comments
Introduction
This section summarizes public comment, received by
the Deschutes River Policy Group from May through
October, 1991, in response to the Lower Deschutes
River Management Plan and EnvironmentallmpaQt
Statement. This summary was compiled by O'Neill and
Company Inc. of Portland, Oregon after their analysis
of nearly 1,700 oral and written public comments
submitted for consideration by the policy group. It
profiles the type and frequency of responses from
organizations, government, business and individuals.

One thousand, six hundred fifty-five responses were
received by the Deschutes River Coordinator at
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department in
reaction to the public's concern over the future of the
Deschutes River.
Respondents chose a variety of ways to express their
opinions on the Lower Deschutes River Management
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (the Plan)
developed in draft form in May 1991. While some

people do not directly address the Plan itself, each
response addresses the issues proposed to be dealt
with in the Plan.
It is significant to note that 850 people (51%) chose the
most common form of response, the form letter, to
express their views on the future of the Deschutes.
One form letter in particular is present in large num
bers, account for 90+% of all form letters received. A
copy of this letter is included at the end of this section.
While most of these particular form letters were simply
signed and sent, some people utilized them to express
opposing positions by adding negatives (i.e. "not"
between "I do" and "believe"), scratching out sen
tences, or adding a written rejection of the letter's
contents at the bottom. Those responses which
negated the contents of the form letters were included
in the individual response rate.
A few other people express anger at being given a
form letter, for example, one respondent stated:

As we were camping, we were approached by people
handing these (letters) out. It makes me mad when a
greedy interest group can interrupt my family's vaca
tion to spread this kind of stuff around.

Source of Responses
Base: Total Respondents

(1655)

%
Form letter
Individual letter
Petition
Testimony from hearings
Source uncertain

51
26
19

3
*

'Less than 0.5%

General Observations
It is apparent from reading their letters that these
respondents represent an array of backgrounds and
opinions, and are as varied in their views as they are in
their uses of the river. Many responses expressed
strong opinions on the environmental aspects of
managing the river. These views ranged from one
extreme:

Take everyone off the river until it can heal itself!
to another:

Overall, individual responses accounted for 26% of the
opinions received. These were most likely to be
thoughtfully written letters with urgent messages. Many
were several pages long, and all reflected a sense of
concern. These letters usually included explanations of
the respondent's connection to the Deschutes. Some
families used this opportunity to express a common
opinion by having each member write.
Petitions were also utilized to give an opinion from a
group with common interests. Several petitions with
various views accounted for 19% of responses re
ceived. They ranged in numbers of respondents per
petition from 12 to 65.
The remainder of the responses (less than 1%) came
from oral testimony resulting from ten public hearings
held throughout the state. Much of this testimony was
followed up by an individual response.
The following table enumerates the source of re
sponses submitted to the policy group as of October
30, 1991.
This does not include 264 public comments which were
directed solely at the BLM in response to the Supple
ment to the Draft Management Plan/Environmental
Impact Statement. These letters and testimony are
addressed later in this document.
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I haven't seen any impact on the river from
humans... until it really gets to be a problem we should
just leave it the way it is.
Others indicate a great concern for the financial
aspects of possible changes in the management of the
river. These responses also cover a wide variety of
views and interests, from the highly personal to
concern for the towns, and even the state, which would
be affected by decisions governing the Deschutes.

Oregon can't afford to limit usage of the river, even with
increased fees.
The only reason we can afford to live here is because
of the Deschutes - every business here would have to
close if people stopped coming.
Whatever the interest in the river, and however varied
the opinions are, one common thread is woven
throughout the responses. Each person who wrote is
deeply concerned about the future of the river and the
decisions which must be made to determine its future.
Most individual responses are written in "loud voices",
strong with convictions that come from an issue
considered significant to people of all types and for all
reasons.

Individual respondents tend to express a connection to
the river that is highly personal. Overall, they display a
desire to protect the river as they would their own
personal property. The primary division in opinion may
be found in whether they view "their property" purely as
a source of pleasure or as an income-provider as well.
This creates the clearest split in reactions to the plan,
and both sides include equally adamant opinions. This
is often mentioned as an argument about whether the
Deschutes may be classified as a scenic wilderness
area or as a recreational river.
The Deschutes has been a recreational river for some
time... don't try to kid yourself into thinking you can ever
make it a wilderness area again.

I've never been to a river more scenic than the De
schutes, especially the way it was only a few years
back. We should all have access to it, but to keep it
scenic, we should only go for the purpose of enjoying
the scenery.
Some respondents wrote to offer the policy group
encouragement, or simply to express their own confu
sion from the complexity of the issues involved.

(The Plan) is impressive and thorough, but I'm still not
sure which alternative would really do the most good
for the most people. It's confusing!
Good luck in saving the Deschutes! Any way you
move, some people are going to be unhappy.
Although the respondents' opinions often are a direct
result of their interests in the river as a form of recre
ation or livelihood, many views are present which do
not correspond to either. That is, many responses
come from people who presently spend little or no time
in contact with the river at all. While this is certainly not
the usual case, there are enough letters of this sort to
warrant observation as an illustration of how intensely
the Deschutes has affected, and will continue to affect
people's lives.

I haven't been on the Deschutes for over ten years, but
I spent fifty years before that going every year. I saw it
then starting to get crowded. Do whatever has to be
done to keep it like it was.
One respondent sent a picture of the river with his
letter. Others told stories of their own experiences.
While the whole of these responses had little real
bearing on the major conclusions of this report, they do
indicate how meaningful the Deschutes is in many
people's lives.

Findings by Issue
The topics addressed in the Plan represent issues
which are complex and vital to the future of the De
schutes. Responses to the Plan are also often com
plex, covering an array of topics and addressing many
issues individually. While some responses centered
around a particular topic, many people addressed
several issues. The percentages used in t11e analysis
for each issue below are based on the number of
responses received about each specific issue.

Reaction to the Preferred Alternative
Seventy-one percent of all responses indicate their
feelings about the Preferred Alternative.
Twenty-four percent of those who did so favor the
Preferred Alternative. Of these, many include points of
disagreement while favoring the Preferred Alternative
overall. Some respondents admit to preferring other
alternatives for their own personal use, but concede
that the Preferred Alternative represents the most
number of people in the fairest manner.

Although I prefer Alternative 4 for myself, I think it is an
unrealistic compromise for the entire community. I feel
the Preferred Alternative is a realistic compromise.
Others in favor of the Preferred Alternative voice very
strong feelings of agreement to all aspects of the Plan.

Everything in the Preferred Alternative is way overdue!
Now that you've found the right ways to help the
Deschutes, I hope you'll put it to work immediately.
Four percent who address the Preferred Alternative
oppose the Plan on the basis that it is too restrictive
overall. These letters generally express opinions that
action from a management team is unnecessary, or
that a particular issue has been dealt with too ex
tremely in the Preferred Alternative.

The Preferred Alternative is too extreme in its regula
tions for the activities I enjoy most on the river. mostly
jetboating and camping.
Four responses say that the Preferred Alternative is
not restrictive enough"
Fifty-eight percent of respondents chose another plan
besides the Preferred Alternative. Most can be attrib
uted to the form letter which supports the Deschutes
River Recreation Coalition's Alternative Plan. A copy of
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this letter is included at the end of this section.
Another 13 percent are generally opposed to the
Preferred Alternative, but they do not indicate which, if
any, plan they favor.

Motorized Boating

I can live with power boats as long as there aren't too
many and I can have a break from them once in
awhile.
Nineteen percent of those who comment on motorized
boating call for either a complete ban or greater
regulation of all motorized boats on all segments of the
river than the Plan currently calls for.

The issue of motorized boating is the most commonly
addressed topic, mentioned by 40 percent of all
respondents (658). It also stands out as the most
fervently debated issue in the responses. People seem
to feel more strongly about the pros and cons of
motorized boating than any other single issue, a trend
that has been found consistently in proposed changes
tor the Deschutes. A desire to compromise from either
side of this issue cannot be found in those comments.

Ban the use of power boats! They're destroying the
serenity we used to find going to the Deschutes.

More than half of all responses (52 percent) which
address motorized boating agree with the Plan's
approach to this issue.

Response: Public comment heavily influenced the
decision regarding regulation of motorized boating. The
decision provides opportunities for controlled motorized
boat use while maintaining a "motorfree" environment
for the majority of the river, especially during the peak
use summer months.

Twenty-nine percent feel that the Preferred Alternative
is too restrictive, that there should be less regulation
than the Preferred Alternative suggests on either time
or area allowed for motorized boating.
Many individual responses express this opinion by
giving examples from their own experiences with
motorized boating.
My wife and I always use jetboat river guides. Jetboats
offer the best opportunity for us to enjoy the area. It
would be detrimental to us to adapt further restrictions
for jetboat use on the Deschutes River.
Others comment that motorized boating provides
access to the river for people who would otherwise not
be able to enjoy the Deschutes. Many call for an
exemption of regulations, should the Preferred Alterna
tive be implemented, for handicapped or elderly users
or for those who live directly on the river and use power
boats for transportation purposes rather than for
recreation.
Many respondents feel that power boats ought to be
allowed on the river, and express a desire for limits and
regulations which they consider "reasonable". How
ever, because they are not specific on the topic of
motorized boating regulation, it's difficult to say
whether or not they concur with the views set forth in
the Preferred Alternative. Most such responses are
again included in the form letter, but there were also
several similar responses from individuals.
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The people who use jetboats are rude and obnoxious.
They disturb the wildlife and have ruined my fishing
experience.
Take the hellish noise caused by power boats off the
river altogether.

Nonmotorized Boating
Twenty respondents address the Preferred
Alternative's treatment of nonmotorized boating.
However, those who speak to the issue more often
suggest additional or less regulation instead of the
level of regulation recommended by the Preferred
Alternative. With the exception of a few letters which
called for total abandonment of the river by all human
activity, no one wants nonmotorized boating to be
banned altogether. Similarly, only two want
nonmotorized boating to be completely unregulated.
Response: Except for exempting float tubes from the
boat pass-through zone requirements, no other
changes from the Draft Management Plan/EIS were
made.

User Fees
Of the one-third (537) of respondents addressing user
fees, almost all (95 percent) indicate that they favor the
Preferred Alternative's approach. Five percent feel
there should be more fees; i percent indicate there
should be less. However, the majority of responses
give a general support for user fees of one kind or
another, including the form letter. Nearly everyone who
addresses this issue expresses a willingness to pay for
their access to the river, whatever their primary interest

in being there. This seems to be an issue that almost
everyone agrees on, and it again suggests that the
Deschutes is vital to a variety of individuals and groups
and important enough for people to pay at least
something to use it.
There are some concerns, however, about how the
money will be spent. Many people urge that user fees
must be used for the river, and are distrustful that this
will be the case.
I can see all the fees going to pad somebody's salary
in a state office.
I would rather spend money on my own to improve the
wildlife habitat of the Deschutes, than entrust it to
someone who might spend it for anything other than
the river itself.
My family and I spend some time on the river picking
up litter as an activity every time we visit the De
schutes. I'd be willing to spend extra money for this
kind of thing, but I don't want my extra fees all to get
washed down river.

Response: Overwhelming public support for user fees
greatly influenced the decision to develop a cost
effective and administratively feasible all-user fee
system as described in the User Fee section.

Use Levels
A total of 340 respondents, or 21 percent of all re
sponses received, address use levels. Of these, 75
percent express the opinion that there should be no
regulation whatever on how people may use the
Deschutes. Another 19 percent favor less regulation
than the Plan currently calls for. Many such comments
indicate the fear that use level regulation will impede or
prevent the respondents' own enjoyment of the river.
The view of the Deschutes as one's own personal
property is common when this topic is addressed.

Some respondents deny altogether that use levels are
high enough to be considered problematic, and hold
the opinion that there should be no use level regula
tion.
The numbers aren't high, especially from Fall to
Spring, when I'd like to go. Even during Summer, there
aren't enough people to turn away.
I've never seen the Deschutes too crowded to be
enjoyed.
Of course, the opposite opinion is also often voiced.
It's a mob scene whenever I've been there lately.
Of those commenting on use levels, five percent feel
that the Preferred Alternative does not provide enough
regulation of use levels to protect the environment of
the river, while another four percent feel that the
Preferred Alternative's management of use levels is
ideal.

Response: The challenge of balancing the public
desire for unregulated access to the Deschutes River
and the Congressional mandate to protect and en
hance the outstandingly remarkable values was a very
difficult one. The policy group felt that a limited re
source (1 00 miles of river) cannot be managed on an
unlimited demand basis and still protect and enhance
river related values. The decision regarding use levels
will maintain overall seasonal use levels while shifting
some peak summer weekend use to less crowded
times or areas. The economic dependence of the local
communities was recognized and will be maintained.
Provisions were placed in the final management plan
to allow re-evaluation of use levels based on monitor
ing under the Limits of Acceptable Change guidelines.

Use Allocation

I'd like to tell out-of-staters to go to their own rivers, but
you can't really do that.. .it'll be a sad day when some
one from Idaho can fish the river and I can't because
there are too many people.
Some respondents admitted that use levels are too
high, but again expressed fears of regulating them.

More than seven out of ten respondents express some
point of view on the permitting system recommended in
the Plan. Of these people with an opinion about
permitting systems, 72 percent argue that a permit
system is unnecessary. Many letters came from people
who fear that any kind of permitting system will either
greatly limit or totally prohibit their own use of the river.

There are too many people on the Deschutes, but if I
tell them to leave, I've got to leave too. I'd rather stay
on a crowded Deschutes than never go.

My family often goes to the Deschutes at a moment's
notice. This would be difficult or impossible if a permit
system is started.

I know my being there increases the use level, and
might even hurt the river (though I always leave it like I
found it). Is someone going to tell me I can't fish the
Deschutes after all these years?

I was born and raised in Maupin. Should I have to
stand in line to use my own river?
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I've been on the waiting list to float on the Colorado for
three years. Please don't turn the Deschutes into this
kind of fiasco.
These concerns are sometimes tied to a belief that
guides would become the only alternative for river use
and would be getting too great a "piece of the pie"
under the Preferred Alternative.
If we just decide some weekend to go down the
corridor, we'll have to either pay a guide or forget it.
The guides are going to make a mint off the Preferred
Alternative's ideas on permits. Once again the buck
takes precedence over the common man's enjoyment
of simple pleasures.
Nineteen percent of all responses address the issue of
a permitting system for the disabled. More than half of
these responses are provided in the form of a petrtion
or from members of SOAR. The other half are provided
by individual responses.
Response:
Deferring the decision for up to two years will allow the
managing agencies to obtain additional information
necessary to select an allocation method which is best
suited for the Deschutes River and still have it ready to
implement, if needed, prior to the end of the 3-year
period when voluntary and indirect methods to reduce
or redistribute use levels will be used. A permrt system
may be avoided if actions by the managing agencies
and cooperation by the users are successful in meeting
use level targets.

Guided and Outfitted Services
Although some fear of guide-controlled access to the
Deschutes is evident, most people who address the
issue of guided and outfitted services agree with the
Plan's proposed regulation. About one-quarter of all
responses (401) pinpoint this issue. Of these, 90
percent recommend following the Preferred
Alternative's plan for guides.
Response: See responses to comments regarding
Motorized Boats and Use Allocation.

Camping and Campsite lmproveB
ments
Despite a great many personal stories of camping
experiences, there are few individual responses that
address the camping issue as explained in the Pre
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ferred Alternative. However, there is larger input from
the form letter in support of ''temporary closure of
campsites for active rehabilitation and bank stabiliza
tion". This letter also gives its opposition to "a system
that restricts camping to designated campsites only".
Similarly, some feel that the restriction of overnight
camping in undesignated areas as outlined in the Plan
would interfere with their own camping experiences.
In summary, 95 percent of those responding (primarily
on form letter) to camping issues want less regulation
than the Plan calls for; 68 percent of those addressing
campsite facilities favor improvements beyond the
Plan's recommendation.
Response: Boat-in camping will be allowed on public
lands except where specifically posted as closed.
Undeveloped campsites will not be designated. Facility
development decisions have been significantly reduced
from the $19,000,000 proposal in the Draft Plan/EIS.
Environmental protection and public safety received
primary consideration in developing the final facility
development decision. (See Camping and Access:
Roads, Trails and Launch Sites sections.)

Facility Improvements: Access
Roads, Boat Launches, Trails and
Toilet Facilities
While only some people express an opinion on the
Preferred Alternative's treatment of improvements of
public toilets, boat launches, access roads and trails,
there is a clear reading on these issues. Nearly all
responses indicate a desire for improved boat
launches and toilet facilities, as long as these improve
ments will not interfere with the environment of the
area. For example, most responses around access
roads and trails favor fewer improvements than those
suggested by the Plan for fear that improvement will
increase use levels.
I would like better access roads for myself, but if the
increased use will spoil the environment I enjoy, then
let the roads deteriorate.
It would be nice to have a smooth ride to the river, but
not at the expense of it turning into a "Disneyland"
atmosphere.
Toilet facilities are the exception to this concern, with
nearly all who speak to this issue agreeing that better
facilities would be an improvement to their Deschutes
experience.
For sanitation reasons, the toilets should be clean and
there should be more available.

Response: Facility development decisions have been
significantly reduced from the $19,000,000 proposed in
the Draft Plan/EIS. Environmental protection and public
safety received primary consideration in developing the
final facility development decision. (See Camping and
Access: Roads, Trails and Launch Sites sections.)

Other Issues
Almost all other potential issues and public consider
ations anticipated by the Committee, J.M. Colosimo
Associates and O'Neill and Company received little
response. With one exception --horseback riding -- all
were mentioned by fewer than 50 individuals. The
issue of horseback riding was addressed by 81 respon
dents.
A summary of these findings is offered below, but the
reader is reminded to remember the small numbers of
respondents addressing each issue and to consider
these findings as informational rather than statistically
projectable to a large population.
- Twenty-three respondents mention specific De
schutes River segments. Most who do, mention the
need to divide Segment 1 into two sections.
- Thirteen respondents focus on the adequacy of the
environmental and economic analyses. Almost all of
these respondents find the economic analysis inad
equate.
- Most of the small numbers of people who address the
Plan's treatment of:
Enforcement,
Information/education,
Fish habitat,
Wildlife habitat/vegetation,
Historical/archaeological resources and
Public safety/services,

Of these, enforcement and education invite the most
frequent comment. For example, comments were
almost always in favor of increased enforcement,
particularly for alcohol and littering regulations.
Half the problems I've seen on the river are related to
drunken rowdiness.
There should be greater enforcement of existing
regulations, and stricter rules .. .particularly for people
who come in and leave a big mess.
Nearly everyone who speaks to the issue of education
is in favor of its expansion and improvement. Most of
these respondents feel that educating the public on
such general topics as wildlife and environmental
preservation, as well as particular topics such as
catch-and-release angling techniques, would be well
worth the extra money spent for good education
programs. Some suggest that user fees be used either
primarily or exclusively for education purposes.
I've give extra money every fishing trip if I knew it'd be
spent on educating the public on preserving the
Deschutes' environment.
- 77 of 81 respondents who address horseback riding
want less regulation of the activity than is called for by
the Plan.
- 27 of 30 responses about livestock grazing recom
mend more regulation or a banning of this activity.
- Fishing, float tubes and bicycle riding were each
mentioned by five or fewer respondents.
The body of the form letter which has thus far ac
counted for such a large number of responses and has
greatly influenced the findings of this summary follows:

want improvements over the Plan's recommendations.
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Dear Ms. Greenleaf:
As a recreational user of the Deschutes River I oppose the Deschutes Draft Management Plan, Preferred Plan. The
Plan is excessive concerning limitation of use levels. I believe that all Oregonians should have equal recreational
access to the Deschutes and that people can recreate and protect the river at the same time. I adamantly oppose a
limited entry, perm~ system.
I support the Deschutes River Recreation Coalition's Alternative Plan which calls for increased recreational use,
while protecting the environment. I support facility development to accommodate camping, boating, fishing and
vehicle-oriented activities so long as the natural character of the area is not significantly changed.
I support temporary closure of campsites for active rehabilitation and bank stabilization; however, I oppose a system
that restricts camping to designated campsites only.
If and when a limited entry system is needed I support policy-making by a group which would be representative of all
recreational users. The need for a limited entry system should not be based on 1988 use levels as proposed in the
Draft Management Plan. This criteria is far too severe and arbitrary.
Management actions, as advocated in the Recreation Coalition's Alternative Plan, can protect natural values and
govern the interactions of recreational users w~hout necessitating a limited entry, permit system for nonmotorized
boating.
I believe all commercial outfitters should be subject to an operation permit. I advocate access for power boats within
reasonable limits. I support low fees for every type of user, and that fees collected should be dedicated for use on
the Deschutes.
Cordially,
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D" Dean Bibles
State Director
Bureau of Land Management
P"O" Box 2965
Portland, Oregon 97208
Dear Mr. Bib!es:
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has revrewed the Draft
Enwonmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Lower Deschutes River Management
Plan, Oregon. Our rev1ew was conducted 1n accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and our responsibilities under Section 309 of the
Clean Air Act

Et.l- -Env1 ron-en!a 11 y

Thrs draft EIS evaluates five alternatives for the cooperative management of the
natural and recreation resources of the lower Deschutes River. In 1970, t!le lower 100
miles of the Deschutes River were designated by voter initiative as a component of the
Oregon State Scenic Waterways System. In October 1988, the same 1DO-mile
segment of the river was designated by the U.S. Congress as a National Wild and
Scen1c River and classified as a recreational river area.

!J~sa t

1s foe tory

Category !--Adequate

Th1s draft EIS presents a comprehensive planning effort to manage the
outstanding natural and recreat1on resources found in the nver corridor. It IS
comprehensive with regard to the participants involved in the development of the
management plan and the issues identified for evaluation.
Based on our review, we are rating the preferred alternative in the draft EIS LO
(Lack of Objections). Th.ls alternative identifies no adverse environmental effects from
tha ~T.c:;nagGr.-:snt pl::::.n. Natur8! resource conditions •:ti!! be i:r:pro<.'ec! by th!s p!2n. The
four action alternatives will provide vary1ng degrees of protection to the resources 1n
the lower Deschutes R1ver corridor. An explanation of the EPA rat1ng system for draft
EISs 1s enclosed for your reference. This rat1ng and a summary of EPA's comments
will be published rn the Federal Register"

Category3--ino:lequate

We apprecrate the opportunity to review this draft EIS. If you have any
questions about our review comments, please contact Sally Brough 1n the
Environmental Review Section at (206) 553-4012
Sincerely,
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~afiA:/~--Ronald A. Lee, Chref
Environmental Evaluation Branch

Fe~,.uary,

19'l7

United States Department of the Interior
:\ATIO:--JAL PARK SERVICE
Pac1fic :\nrthwf'st Rq,'lon
83 Sou!h Kmg Stref't. Svlc 212
Srattle, \Yashmgton 98lO'l

)
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::/hat lS meant by the statement (page 97): l·lill conduct an
~ppropnate l:vel of inventory... 1n areas proposed for surface
dJ..sturbmg pro1ects." Is this doing inventories project-by-project
or of general areas targeted for development or use.
'

8.

In "relocatin? grou~d-dlst~rbing activities" to avoid Natlonal
Reg1ster-ellg1ble Sltes, Hlll the 1nvolved agencles have a pollcy of
ga1n1ng beforehand an adequate understand 1 ng of the 1 r surface and
s~bsurf~ce characterist1cs, 1ntegr1ty, and slgn 1 flcance? To avoid
Sltes 1-nthout understanding their character othennse adds to the
accumulatln? senous management problem 1n the Hest of inadequately
evaluated Sl tes. In other VlOrds, to understand a site that one has
~ocated 1s. more th~n s1mply declanng H to contain potentlally
~~~~~~~~\~~formatJ.on and el1g1ble for the Nat1onal Reg1ster and
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Deschutes R1 ver Coordinator
Oregon State Parks & Recreation Department
525 Trade Street S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

Hovl do the resources that might be labeled "outstandlngly remarkable"
by :-he Orego~ Polley group relate to the1r elJ.glbillty to the
NatlOnal Reg1.ster and prote~tlOn status under SectlOn 106 of the
N~twnal H1s;onc Preserv~twn Act? l'hll resources that the Poll.cy
gro;1p deems . non-outstand1ngly remarkable" stlll be evaluated for
Natlonal Reg1ster ell.glblllty and conSldered under sect 1 on 106?

Dear Sir:

The Plan/DEIS 1s 1mpress1ve 1n 1ntent, but lacks detail on the how, Hhen,
and \·there of the 1nteragency execut1on of ldentlflcation, evaluation, and
protection of cultural resources along the Lot-~er Deschutes River. our
Impression is that th1s document Has prepared and released before a full
range of approaches had been developed and agreed to by the Involved
agencies, He have many quest1ons that He bell eve should be an sHe red before
the Plan can be saJ..d to adequately address the unpacts of the preferred
alternat1ve on cultural resources.
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1.

The preferred alternatJ..ve 1nvolves lugher levels of use from 1988.
HoH 1nll the use be redJ..stnbuted to the Heekdays from Heekends?

~

2.

In most cases, the tern "1vould" or "Hould be" done 1s used for
cultural resource actlons. Can J..t be assumed that 1.f the preferred
alternative is adopted the final Plan and EIS Hill reflect across
the-board substitutJ..on of the term "Hill be done."

(

3.
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(

4.

Nhat is the "coord1nated plan of goals and obJectlves common to BLH,
Tnbally ovmed and state land"? (page 96)

~

5.
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Ho'd ~-Till the Tnbes be approached to "contnbute lnformatl.on on
significant traditional use sJ..tes/matenals"? In many cases funded
stuches may be necessary to produce this inforrnatlon.

G.

Hhat lS meant by the statement (page 97): "The managlng agencles Hill
continue to 1nventory lands under thelr jurlsdJ.ctions for
lnstorlcal/archaeologJ..cal resources and evaluate the s1gn1hcance of
knovm historical/archeological resource sltes"? ihll thls be SectJ.on
110 systemat1c, problem-orlented 1.nventory, or Sect1.on 106 prOJect
by-project inventory?

,, \
10

Hm1 Hill knovm and unknm·m cultural resources be protected from
graz1ng damage?

The report (pages 125 and 126) says that 173 cultural s 1 tes have been
recorded on the lower Deschutes, but prov1.des no summary informatlon
on vhat fractlon of the landscape has been surveyed 10 Hhat manner to
produce t~at flgure except to say that the J..nventory has been
conducted on less than half the land base." Nor is there any
lnformatJ..on on hoH the J..nventory 1nll proceed.
The report ment1ons early hlstor1c roads crossing the reg 1on.
plans are there to document these roads?
\ 12.
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\"/hat

Ho1v ~er~ the impacts for the ~anous alternat~ves arnved at {p
187) ·
~.he Plan 1ncluded no dlscusslon of the d 1 str 1 but 1 on of ·
cultural resources in relat1on to proposed development.
HoH Hill Slt.es be surface collected to avo:1.d damage from hlgh use?

The most signiflcant features specifled 10 the Plan are the development of
an 1nteragency lntegrated data base, the survey or resurv~y of all BIJf
State,, and Tnbally o~med lands ";-nth in s years," and the monitoring of
Slte cond1twn acc~rdlng to deflned schedules. 'fhese are lmportant tasks
The rest seems llnutecl to Section 106 1dent1ficat 1.on evaluat~on and
·
~~~~=~~~~-and the rJonitonng of knm-m accessible s 1t;s to preven~
S1ncerely,

jVj

;J/;1~/V,L_

/~«.If/~
R1chard L. 'i~1nters
Ass1stant RegJ..onal D1rector
Recreat1on Resources and Professional Services

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Portland Field Station
2600 S.E. 98th Avenue, Suite 100
Portland, Oregon 97266
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September 23, 1991

Deschutes RJ.ver Coordinator
Oregon State Parks and Recreat1on Dept.
525 Trade Street S. E.
Salem, Oregon 97310
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Re:

DEIS for the

Lm~er

R1ver Hanagement Plan

The F1.sh and lhldlife Serv1ce (Serv1cel has rev1-ewed the draft Lower Deschutes
R1ver !·1anagement Plan and Env1.ronmental Impact Stater:tent (DEIS), and prov1des
the follow1ng comments pursuant to the Nat1.onal Envlronmental Pol1cy Act and
the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (the Act).

The contact for quest1c:1S
the above co!7'ments on endangered spec1es
or Federal respons1b1l1tJ.es under
Act 1s DJ.ana
who
be reached at
(503) 231-6179 or FTS 429-6179.
(Please make reference
1-7-91-I-506.)

CQ!.l~lENTS

The subJect DEIS dJ.scusses f1ve d1fferent
plans for the Lo>~er
Deschutes R1ver.
In general, we belJ..eve 1t
to adequately descr1be the
potent1al unpacts to threatened and endangered spec1es.

THREATENED

SPECIFIC COi·l!·lENTS
Paoe 1 . I. A. The Plann1ng Area:
The current scope of the DEIS 1s the lower
100 m1les of the Deschutes River from the Pelton «e,·eg'Ulo<n>og
confluence w1th the Colurqb1a R1ver and 1/4 :c1le from each
of the r1ver.
The DEIS 1nd1cates that boundarJ.es may be
as a result of publJ.c
comment and agency analySJ.S.
The Serv1ce
recOI!'.mend and
alterat1on of boundar1es to 1nclude spr1.ng areas wherever
to conserve
1~ater sources that may be
for r:1a1nta1n1ng •~ater qual.1.ty, f1.sh,
wJ.ldl1fe, enderrll.c spec1es
the1r habJ.tats.

ENDANGERED AND CANDIDATE SPECIES

The foll01nng comments are prov1ded as part of 1nformal consultat1on Case No.
1-7-91-I-506.
Eased upon ava1lable
the bald eagle (threatened) r.tay occur ~n tlun
the prOJect area.
W1nter1ng
eagles are noted 1n the v1-c1n1ty of Pelton
Dam and along the Deschutes R1ver.
A bald eagle nest1-ng terr1tory
be
located 1n the v1c1n1ty of South Junct1on.
Ava1lable 1nformat1on
that bald eagles have been observed 1n the area s1nce 1987, but a nest
locat1on 1s uncerta1n.
Add1 t1onal surveys are needed "CO ver1fy the locat1on
of a terr1 tory.
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A b1ological assessment needs
on the effects to threatened and
endangered species.
A statement
included 111 the DEIS as to 1>1hether
or not the bald eagle wJ.ll be affected by the proposed
based upon the
bJ.olog1cal assessment.
If llsted
are likely to
adversely affected
by the
the Bureau of Land
should
a b1olog1cal
Serv1ce and
Respons1b1l1t1es of the Bureau
Land
and the Bureau of Ind1an
AffaJ.rs pursuant to sectJ.on 7(a) and (c)
Act are descrJ.bed in
attachment B.
Cand1date species have no protect1on under the Act but are :..ncluded for
cons1derat1on as J.t 1s possJ.ble candJ.dates could become formal proposals and
be lJ.sted.
If the Bureau of Land
determ1nes the proJeCt may affect
candJ.date specJ.es, they are not
to perform a biolog1cal assessment or
to consult 1nth the Serv1ce.
Hov1ever, 1f the prOJeCt J.S l1kely to adversely
1mpact a candidate specJ.es, Federal agenc1es
1>11sh to request techn1cal
ass1stance from the ServJ.ce.
Based upon
J.nformatJ.on, technical
ass1stance com;.,ents and recommendat1ons for candidate 1nvertebrate spec1es are
beJ.ng provided under the SPECIFIC COi11·lENTS sect1on of thJ.s memo.

Deschutes

Dear Coord1nator:

GENERAL

l1st under sectlon 7(c) of the Act of 1973, as

Page 29, last paragraph.
It should be noted that wh1le motorboats may
contr1bute (accord1ng to the one referenced study) 9 percent of the eros1on,
the t1m1ng of that eros1on 1s 1rn.portant.
Strong currents during floods
contr1bute a
of eros1on but as 1.t occurs the h1gh flo1~s carry
much of the
!·lost
boats use occurs dur1.ng lo1>1er
flows wh1ch allow the sed1ments to
to the bottom.
This can sr.1other
source of food for f1sh.
Because
benthJ.c organlsms \Vhlch prov1de an
greater 1mpacts from less S1ltat1.on
of the flushing actJ.on dur1ng h1gh
can actually occur durJ.ng low flm1

In accordance 1>1ith sec bon 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 ( 16 u.s. c.
1531, et seq.), Federal agenc1es are
to assure that the1r act1ons
have taken 1nto cons1derat1on
Federally l1sted or
threatened or endangered spec1es
all Federally funded,
perm1tted, or Ltcensed projects w1th1n the1r JUr1sd1ct1on.

~e 35
J.tem 5. III. Overall l·lJ.nJ.rn,um Standards For the EntJ.re Plann1nq Area:
The DEIS states that management act1ons 1nll be taken to prevent, stop or
reverse any human damage caused to threatened or endangered specJ.es or
to ind1V1dual plants or anJ.Mals or the hab1tat of any cand1date spec:tes

The Serv1ce has rev1e1·1ed tables 6 & 7 (pages 120-121) and ap,oenaHces K & L.
~/hen cons1dered together, the Serv1ce concurs 1-nth these
fulf1.ll1ng

pnntdonW1b/e,nhed recycled paper
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Page 173: The DEIS indicates that 250 cubJ.c yards of "sultable mater1al" 1s
proposed to be placed 1nto the r1ver between Pelton Dam and the Hwy. 26
bridge.
I t should be noted that one population of the cand~date Fisherola
nuttalli and the best of the few known s1tes for Juga (0.) bulbosa he in that
area, as does a population of
(J.) he."lphilh rnaup~nens~s.
The stated
effects of gravel dumping do
1nto account poss1ble 1mpacts on
sensitive aquatic species such as these. D1rect covering of areas or short
term siltation of areas occup1ed by these taxa may cause their local
ext1rpation. As most of these taxa are nm1 1solated and fragMented
populat1ons, ~t l.S
that they could repopulate.
Areas that the taxa
currently
good hab1tat 1n Terrence Frest' s estJ.mat~on
and are not
The Serv1ce recomr:1ends avoldl-ng 1mpacts to these
sens~tJ.ve mollusc species.
The f1nal t·lanagement Plan and Env1ronmental Impact
Statement (final documents) should address and ldent1fy conservation measures
and a mon~toring program that 1nll be >m[>lecoencea
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Page 181 first paragraph.
A 5-year study perlod 1s
to deterrune lf
vegetatlve standards J.n grazed areas are beJ.ng met to
restoratJ.on of
r1par1an plant communltles.
The plan calls for excluslon of ll.vestock after 5
ach1eved.
If 60
restorat1on of the
J.f restoratJ.on J.s not
r1par1.an zone 1s a
stated >nth
preferred plan), 1t 1·10uld
be ln the best 1nterest of
and 1~ildl1fe resources to achleve that
soon as possible.
Fror:1 that prenuse, J.t 11ould be more prudent to
livestock from the begJ.nning and allm,• restorat1on of the riparlan commun1ty
at its earl1est potential. Th1s \·lould reduce the losses 1~h1ch would continue
to occur to fish and 1nldl1fe 1f grazing \·/ere
while try1ng to
rehab1l1tate the n.par1an zone.
Then, after
goal 1s achieved, conslder
livestock management that would allo1·1 the r1par1.an corr1dor to reta1n 1ts
vegetat1ve composl.tJ.on.
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on f1sh and Wlldl1fe
be d1scussed here.
from widen1ng and 1mprov1ng
result1ng from 1ncreased publJ.C
use.
o1.l1ng, graveling, etc. 1~ould
create 1ncreased recreat1onal use of the area.
Just as a decrease 111
recreat1onal use 1wuld benef1t f1sh and 1nldl1fe (page 182, 3rd paragraph),
J.ncreased recreational use 1·1ould adversely affect these resources.
It does
not appear that the
road 1:-provements meet the Preferred Alternat1ve
obJective of reduc1ng
recreat1onal use levels" stated 1n the ExecutJ.ve
Summary.
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would cause them to become L.sted as e1 ther threatened or endangered. The
Serv1ce supports th1s as a mJ.nunurn standard, but bel1eves that conservat:1.0n
measures r:eed to be developed that are specJ.fJ.c to these spec1es to assure the
standard J.s met.

~

Page 190. VI. Impacts to Threatened Endangered or Sens1t1ve Spec1.es
Preferred Alternative:
The DEIS states that:
1) lmpacts to threatened,
endangered or sens1t1.ve specJ.es 1wuld result from rn.anagement of l1vestock
graz1ng, boat1ng and ca:>~psl tes;
2) that manag1ng agencles 1-nll request

3-7
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techn1cal assistance from the Service to ensure that no
act10ns
contalned in the final DEIS >nll
any
spec1es to the
polnt of causing 1t to become l1sted as
or endangered.
Ho11ever,
the DEIS does not provJ.de
J.nformat1on as to ~1h1ch spec1es, ~1here, and
how each specJ.es w1ll be
by
act1ons proposed w1th1n the
DEIS.
As po1nted out J.n append1x L,
affect1ng spr1ngs, J.ncludlng
1>1ater quality problems, graz1.ng,
divers1on for 1rr:~.gat1on,
channell1ng, road and ra1lroad
and urbanlzation may adversely
affect native mollusc species.
ventor1es for 1-nvertebrates
be needed prior to ident1f1cat1.on of conservat1on measures des1gned to
or m1n1mJ.ze 1mpacts to nat1ve mollusc specJ.es.
If a federally listed specJ.es
lS be1ng affected, a b1olog1.cal assessment should be developed and
consultat1on pursuant to sect1on '! of the Act 1nitiated, and the approprJ.ate
find1ngs descr1bed in the f1nal documents.
The DEIS states that manage::~ent of lJ.vestock grazing 1>10uld 1mprove the overall
cond1t1on for all an1mal specJ.es and vegetatJ.ve specJ.es.
It should not be
assumed that "all" animal and
1~ould benef1t.
Therefore,
mon1tor1ng of the overall
not be adequate 1f
sens1t1ve spec1es, such as
may be affected
The Serv1ce recommends thal cmonorcmq
to assure
management
are not detr1mental to sens1t1.ve
pract1ces 'mp>le">enceu
specJ.es.
The Serv1ce

rev1.e1~ed

the l1sts of cand1date

The DEIS lnadequately addresses l!!'.pacts to threatened and endangered spec1es.
It also lacks detaJ.ls regard1ng conservat1on measures whJ.ch w1ll be
ulplemented to avo1d or reduce J.mpacts to threatened, endangered, and/or
sensl.t.lve specJ.es.
S1ncerely,

f

,

/;>1/1'~
'?~;C.L/:;rzt

1.

Russell D. Peterson
F1eld SupervlSOr

Dli: jc\DEIS
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minimum but, hopefully, will include state and private land as well. A Cultural Resource
Management Plan (CRMP) is needed, and hopefully will be produced, for the area.
2-7 Again, Section 106 inventories, conducted on a project-by-project basis, will be the primary
focus. Future inventories may encompass a larger, more general area of development, however.
All inventories and reports will comply with the State Historic Preservation Officer's (SHPO)
operational guidelines and report standards.
Response to National Park Se!V'ice

2-1 Current use levels will be redistributed at 1990 seasonal levels. Daily use targets will be
achieved by the actions discussed in the Use Levels and Allocation sections.
2-2 11tat is

2-8 Budget and personnel will continue to be major factors in deciding whether or not data
recovery activities will be perfonned at cultural resource sites. The relocation of ground
disturbing activities continues to be the most economically viable alternative at this time.
However, preliminary testing (shovel probes) can be performed inexpensively and may be
utilized to define site boundaries and establish depth. The data gathered may also address
specific research questions and assist in the determination of National Register eligibility. These
methods are currently being employed in the Prineville District, ELM.

COITCCt.

2-3 A combination of livestock exclusion and changes in grazing management is designed to
enhance the riparian vegetation and other natural resources. The vast majority of cultural
resources that have been recorded in the vicinity of the Deschutes River are also located within
riparian zones. The protection of natural and cultural resources within riparian zones is being
addressed, in part, by livestock exclusion, grazing management, recreation management and
monitoring. Miscellaneous range improvement projects will continue to be evaluated on a case
by-case basis through the Section 106 process. In 1992, evaluations on all ELM grazing
allotments were completed. Changes in livestock grazing management are yielding resource
improvements in many of these areas.
2-4 The Final Lower Deschutes River Management Plan, when fully implemented by all
cooperating parties, will constitute the formal coordinated plan. In addition, a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) among the Secretary of the Interior, the Confederated Tribes of the Warm
Springs Reservation and the State of Oregon will be completed to deal with plan implementation.
A second MOU covering coordination on a broad spectmm of land management issues is ready
for signature. This MOU basically outlines the identification, consultation and coordination
processes between the managing agencies regarding resource management issues.
2-5 The contribution of information by the Tribes is addressed in the MOU (II.C.4).
2-6 It is likely that, the continuation of cultural resource inventories in the Deschutes River
canyon will largely be on a project-by-project basis, in accordance with Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act (1966). However, some systematic inventory is planned and
may also be conducted as our needs for the area become better defined and research questions
are developed. Cultural resource monitoring and a Cultural Resource Management Plan will
assist in developing future priorities. An updated inventory of the river corridor is proposed for
sometime within the next 5-10 years. This inventory will include ELM: and Tribal lands at a

balance of tablelands and upland tributaries for the remainder of
the project area, were reconnoitered. Because the geographic focus
of this inventory was lands owned by the Bureau of Land
Management, cultural resources on private lands or lands owned
by other public agencies received attention only when encountered
in transit to ELM lands.
Within the present-day floodplain, characterized by highly
differentiated and localized soils, walking transects varied in
distance from 10 to 25 meters laterally from one another. On
larger terraces having a persistent and stable soil regime this
distance was expanded to 25-30 meters. In high terrace areas and
upper tributary canyons, later distance between transects averaged
100 meters; these transects were conducted in a serpentine pattern
to achieve a 25 to 50 meter visual width per transect. In
circumstances where locally dense foliage prevented the above
visual parameters, lateral distances between transects were reduced
accordingly. The investigators are confident that the above transect
methods accounted for virtually 100% of the surface sites within
the reconnaissance parameters previously described ... Exceptions
to this may include refuse heaps, talus depressions, small cairns
and minimally exposed subsurface sites, all having less than
approximately lO square meters in surface exposure.

To date, only one prehistoric site, on the lower Deschutes River, has been fonnally evaluated
against National Register criteria (35SH23 Macks Canyon). The Macks Canyon site was
excavated in the late 1960s and found to be eligible for the National Register of Histmic Places.
The site was placed on the Register in 1975. The remainder of the known cultural resource sites,
recorded during the "Lower Deschutes River Cultural Resources Survey: Wann Springs Bridge
to Macks Canyon, Shennan, Wasco and Jefferson Counties" (Hibbs, et al. 1976, DRAFT), have
not been fonnally evaluated for significance. They did receive an evaluation of their preselV'ation
status and recommendations concerning mitigation of adverse impacts at the time of recordation.
2-9 Existing National Register sites are part of the outstandingly remarkable values identified
in the Lower Deschutes River Management Plan. Should other sites be nominated to the National
Register they will be appraised regarding their potential contribution as an outstandingly
remarkable value on the Lower Deschutes River. All Federal "undertakings" will continue to
comply with the Section 106 process and cultural resource sites will be properly protected and/or
evaluated following National Register criteria. An "outstandingly remarkable value" under the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act does not affect eligibility to the National Register.
2-10 The following exce1pts were taken from the draft report entitled "Lower Deschutes River
Cultural Resources Su!V'ey: Warm Springs Bridge to Macks Canyon, Shern1an, Wasco and
Jefferson Counties" (Hibbs, et al. 1976, pp. 3a and 3b).
{Visual, on-foot] reconnaissance of BLM lands was completed for
the present-day floodplain and adjacent terraces from Warm
Springs Bridge (State Highway 26) to Macks Canyon. The upper
terraces and associated tributaries were surveyed from Nmth
Junction to Macks Canyon, with portions of the high terraces from
Warn1 Springs Bridge to North Junction remaining to be
inventoried. No lands downstream from Macks Canyon, or the

Response to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Se!V'ice
3-1 See Specific Agency Implementation and Jurisdiction Responsibilities section.
3-2 A biological assessment on the effects to threatened and endangered species was not
warranted based on the limited direct and adverse impacts which could be expected.
Informal or formal consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) with
USF\VS will occur, as applicable, as specific activity plans or projects are developed.
Both ELM and BIA are aware of their responsibilities under the ESA. They are also aware of
the opportunity to request technical assistance and recommendations from USFWS.
3-3 See Botanical and Wildlife elements of the Monitoring and Evaluation section.
3-4 See Fish Habitat/Water Quality and Quantity section and revised Wildlife element of the
Monitoring and Evaluation section as well as response to Deixis Environmental Consultants.
3-5 Riparian recovery would be accelerated by immediate and total exclosure of livestock.
However, under proper management and without the expense required to construct and maintain
exclosure fences, the riparian zone will also improve. Fish and wildlife habitat will gain, not
lose, under grazing systems designed to improve riparian habitat.
3-6 See revised Access: Roads, Trails and Launch Sites and Use Levels section.

A total of 187 cultural resource sites were identified within the project area. Of these, 135 sites
were classified as Native American, 35 as Euro-American sites, and 14 sites were unidentifiable
in regards to their historic origin.

3-7 See Fish Habitat/Water Quality and Quantity section and revised Wildlife element of the
Monitoring and Evaluation section as well as response to Deixis Environmental Consultants.

Future work would, likely, include site evaluations, for National Register eligibility, and site
condition reports, for addressing Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) and implementing
subsequent site protection/prese!V'ation measures.

3-8 See revised Threatened or Endangered Species portion of the Wildlife element and the
Special Status Plant Species portion of the Botanical element in the Monitoring and Evaluation
section.

2-11 Many of the major roads known to be situated within or near the Lower Deschutes River
canyon have been traced and their locations identified on maps. Lawrence E. Nielsen, author
of Pioneer Roads in Central Oregon, mapped the locations of the following roads; The Dalles
to Sherars Bridge and Maupin Roads, Sherars and Bakeoven Roads, The Dalles-Canyon City
Road, Shaniko and Antelope to Prineville Roads, and the Tygh Valley - Prineville Road.
2-12 The table on page 187 (Table 23. Summary oflmpacts to Cultural Values) was developed
from the narratives for the five Alternatives seen on pages 188 and 189.
2-13 We have no immediate plans to surface collect any of the sites. When the need arises, sites
will be mapped and then surface collected following approved methods.
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4
Mr. Barry Phelps
Bureau of Land Management
Prineville Ranger District

Post Office Box 550
97754

Prineville, OR

Dear Mr. Phelps:

Mr. Jacque Greenleaf
Oregon Parks and Recreation Department
525 Trade Street s. E.
Salem, OR 97310

I recently spent a day rafting on the Deschutes River from Wapinitia to
Sandy Beach. While river traffic has increased steadily from 1970, when I
first began rafting, the present glut of people, vehicles and rafts is cause
for genuine concern by anyone with even a passing interest in preserving the
river and the surrounding environment.

Dear Hr. Greenleaf:
Enclosed are copies of letters previously sent to Barry
Phelps, Deschutes Area Recreation Planner 1 BLH, v1hich I am
submitting to you concerning management of the river.
I continue
to urge reduced use to save what. is left of this great river.

On the day in question, I observed several hundred vehicles and well
over one hundred rafts at Harpham Flats alone. The entire stretch of river
from that point to Sandy Beach was an almost unbroken string of rafts with
people waiting their turn to go through the rapids. The take-out points at
Maupin and Sandy Beach were similarly crowded with people, vehicles and
equipment.

Very truly youry

~//~

No river can possibly stand this kind of pressure. Eventually the time
will come when we will destroy this unique segment of our environment. Given
what is both obvious and inevitable, I believe it is imperative for all public
agencies with jurisdiction over the river to initiate a permit system similar
to that employed on the Rogue. I Cii1 convinced that only through the use of
such a system will we be able to preserve what so many people have come to
take for granted.

CHARLES H. TURNER
United States Attorney
Enclosures

hope the BLM will assume a leadership role in effecting this necessary
change.

x:;;;/.~
CHARLES H. TURNER
United States Attorney
cc:

Charles W. Stuckey
Assistant U.S. Attorney
W111 i am W. Youngman
Assistant U.S. Attorney

U.S. Depanment of

~tice

Mr. Berry Phelps

United States A.ttorner
Distnct of Oregon

3:In

312 United Stares('ounhouse

Page 2

January 29, 1990

503/221-:;IOJ

620S.W .Ham
Portland. Orexon 97205

January 29, 1990

concerns are inapposite to preservation of the river and
surrounding environment.
From my perspective, I am convinced Alternative No. 4 is the
only. realistic option to the rapidly burgeoning problem,
notw7thstanding its unfortunate and distasteful regulatory
requ~rements.
Accordingly, I urge you to adopt this approach.

a;;;;:;~~

Mr. Berry Phelps
Deschutes Area Recreation Planner
Bureau of Land Management
Prineville Ranger District
Post Office Box 550
Prineville, OR 97754

Enclosure

Dear Mr. Phelps:

cc:

CHARLES H. TURNER
United States Attorney

I recently received a copy of the publication "Issues and
Alternatives For Management Of The Lower Deschutes River."

William W. Youngman
Assistant United States Attorney

On August 1, 1989, I wrote you concerning this matter. A
copy of my letter is enclosed herewith.
After reviewing the
above publication, I wish to supplement my earlier comments.
I was particularly disturbed to see that "solutions" to non
motorized boating (pages 34-35) included increased use
(Alternative No. 1) and continued unrestricted use (Alternative
No.

Charles w. Stuckey
Assistant United States Attorney

Jeffrey J. Kent
Assistant United States Attorney

b/cc:

Scott Turner

2).

Given what we know about rivers and the experience in this
and other states with over use of waterways, I question the
wisdom or utility of these "alternatives."
Indeed, the term is
designed to solve the problem, not to exacerbate it.
As I previously indicated, I'm convinced BLM must exercise a
leadership role in correcting the problem.
Absent your efforts
in this regard, the situation will continue to deteriorate until
it reaches the point of no return.
Leadership, of course,
requires making hard choices--doing the right thing for the right
reason.
In my opinion, Alternatives Nos. 1 and 2 referred to above
are completely inconsistent with this approach, while suggesting
the possibility of "business as usual." What purpose is served
by considering a "solution" empirical evidence has demonstrated
will not work, except perhaps to placate those whose financial
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION
FEDERAL BUU.DING & U.S. COURTHOUSE
BOX 043·550 WEST FORT STREET
BOISE, IDAHO 83724-()()43

IN REPLY
REFER TO

PN 151

Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks & Recreation Department
525 Trade Street SE.
Salem OR 97310
Subject:

Review of Draft Lower Deschutes River Management Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement - May 1991 (Environmental Review)

Dear Sir:

We have reviewed the subject Draft Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement and have no comments.

Implementation of the preferred plan or any

of the alternatives would have no significant impacts on Bureau of
Reclamation projects within the Lower Deschutes River drainage area.
Sincerely Yours,

R~:±!:::ficer
5
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COLUMBIA RIVER INTER-TRIBAL FISH COMMISSION
975 S.E. Sandy Bou!cvard, Suite 202, Portland, Oregon 97214

Telephone (503) 238-0667
Fax (503) 235-4228

Commission comments on Draft Plan
Page 2
Comments

October 15, 1991

Consistent with the directive of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, the Lower Deschutes
River should be managed to protect and enhance the values for which the river was designated

a pa11 of the National System, such as the
Jacque Greenleaf
Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Dept.
525 Trade Street S.E.
Salem, OR 97310

Dear Ms. Greenleaf,
The Commission welcomes this oppmtunity to comment on the DRAFT LO\YCr
Deschutes River Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (Draft Plan). The
Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Corrunission (Commiss10n) was formed by the Confederated
Tribes of the Wann Springs Reservation of Oregon, the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the
Yakima Indian Nation, the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation,. and the
Nez Perce Tribe. These four tribes have rights reserved by treaty to take ftsh destined to
pass the tribes' usual and accustomed fishing places. 1 Protection <md enhancement of those
rivers and streams, such as the Lower Deschutes River, that provide spawning and rearmg
habitat and migration corridors for these fish are of critical importance to the tribes.
T11e Draft Plan for the Lower Deschutes River is the result of extemive cooperation
and plmming involving several governments and agencies \Vith an interest and responsibility
for resource protection and marmgement of this stretch of river. Under the Omnibus Oregon
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1988, specific statutory language provided for the
comanagement of this river by the Confederated Tribes of the \Varrn Springs Reservation, the
State of Oregon, and the Secretary of Interior, recognizing their respective jurisdiction m1d
authority. TI1ese govem.ments m1d agencies, -..vorking with the Deschutes River Management
Committee, developed a Draft Plan to "protect and enhance the values" of the river.
primary emphasis to "esthetic, scenic, historic, archaeologic and scientific features." 16
§1281 (1988).
Acknowledging and suppo1ting the considerable involve-ment, effort, and responsibihty
of the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation in developing. and eventually
implementing the Final Plan, this Corrunission would only offer the following additional
corrunents.

[o]utstanding scenic, recreational, cultural, geologic, fish and wildlife as
well as historic and botanical values . . excellent whitewater boating
opportunities ... fishing for wild trout, steelhead and Salmon.
Cong. Rec. Sl5248 (daily ed. October 7, 1988). The Draft Plan's preferred altemauve deals
with three particular issues in a manner inconsistent with the Act's directive to protect and
enhance the values noted above. TI1ese three issues are: jet boat use on the river; proposed
levels of recreational use; and pennit allocation under a limited entry system.

The preferred alternative provides for a yearround ban of jetboat use only on the river
section from W ann Springs to Sherars Falls; with summer season2 prohibitions on jetboat use
from just below Sherars Falls to Beavertail campground, and a shorter prohibition period every
other week 3 on the liver section from Beavertail campground to the river's mouth. In
addition, specific trip limits, people per boat, and commercial permit requirements would be
in effect. Besides the obvious enforcement burdens to implement these varied restrictions, the
proposed management of jetboat use is not consistent with the WSR Act mandate to protect
and enhance river values. Jetboat usc was not identified by Congress as an outstanding value
to be managed for on this river, and jetboat use is in fact may be inconsistent with the values
that Congress has identified, such as scenic and cultural uses.
Alternative 4 would ban motorized boat use on all river segments during the entire
year. This alternative would be consistent with cJl values identified by Congress. The
preferred alternative should be modified to incorporate this aspect of Alternative 4.
Recreational Use Levels
During the last 20 years, as the popularity of the Deschutes River has increased
because of its values for fishing, whitewater rafting m1d scenic beauty, the level of recreational
use has increased dramatically. On some river segments, such as Segments 1 and 2 (Wann
Springs to Sherars Falls), the levels of use are 10 to 100 times greater than the management
use levels established for other Wild and Scenic Rivers in the west. Tills extremely high usc
level leads to obvious environmental and social problems, m1d is primarily evident on sununer
weekends. Continued uncontrolled growth would dimmish the scenic and recreat10nal values

1
Treaty with the Yakima Tribe, June 9, 1855, 12 Stat. 951; Treaty with the Tribes of
Middle Oregon, June 25, 1855, 12 Stat. 963; Treaty wrth the Umatilla Tribe, June 9, 1855.
12 Stat. 945; Treaty with the Nez Perce Tnbe, June l L 1855, 12 Stat. 957.

2

May 15th to September 30th.
July 15th through Labor Day.
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of the river, as well as result in increased streambank. degradation.

preserves the better guide services through regular market pressures. This alternative is in fact
consistent with the tribes' cultural views, and more in keeping with the spirit of the \Vild and
Scenic Rivers Act, that rivers, such as the Lower Deschutes, "be protected for the benefit and
enjoyment of present and future generations."

The preferred alternative would utilize a three year period during which voluntary
mm1agement actions would be used to avoid these impacts by setting usc limits for summer
weekends, attempting to shift use to weekday periods. By making these use levels slightly
greater than the 1988 use levels, the preferred alternative also attempts to minimize disruption
to boaters. Several methods of implementing the voluntary reductions are provide in the Draft
Plan, including: specific boat launch and landing site designations, redesign of existing sites,
and measures to protect these sites; increased presence of unifonned and volunteer pers01mel
for information and resource education; staggered launch times; a weekend permit system; and
additional camping and use restrictions.
Even with the voluntary management options available, proposed use levels for the
river between the Locked Gate and Sherars Falls are at least three times as high as any other
segment per river mile. Considering the values that the river was designated to protect, and
the environmental and social impacts of concentrated use levels, serious consideration should
be given to reducing use levels in this segment in line with usc levels on the river's other
segments.

Summary
To conclude, the Commission defers to and supports the views m1d positions of the
Confederated Tribes of the Wann Springs Reservation and offers these additional comments
in support of resolving the critical issues identified in a manner which respects both the
sovereignty of the tribe and the incalculable values of the Lower Deschutes River. If you
have questions regarding these comments, please contact John Platt or Jim Heffernan of the
Commission's staff.

s~~enely,

cf(!j/. ~(9-U
Ted

Pem1it Allocation
Recognizing that the voluntary management methods for minimizing the social and
environmental impacts associated with increased use levels may not be effective, the Draft
Plan has proposed an allocation system for pennits under a limited entry system. Should a
limited entry system become necessary, the preferred altemative would allocate the permits
between COJrunercial guides and a "pool" of permits available to the general public. A major
flaw in implementing this system is the manner of allocating these pcnnits: a majority of the
pern1its would be allocate based on the commercial/public ratio established during the three
year period of voluntary management measure!).

Str~ng, (f {I

m

Executive Director
cc:

Fish and Wildlife Conunittees
Noteboom

TI1is method of allocation acts as illl incentive to conunercial guides to maximize their
river use during the next three in order to establish a favorable pennit allocation ratio relative
to the general public. TI1is system will effectively drive commercial guides to encourage
increased use levels - thereby guaranteeing the need for a limited entry system - to establish
a desired ratio. In the long term, the effect of the system is to "commercialize" the river by
allocating a greater adjusted pennit allocation to the commercial guides. In addition, this
alternative would allow the guides to transfer their established pennit "share" as if it was a
private - as to opposed to public - right.
Alternative 4, the allocation method endorsed by the tribes m1d other agencies, is
called the "freedom of choice" method. Under th1.s alternative, should a lmuted entry system
be necessary, all permits would go into a common pool that would give each private citizen
an equal opportunity to obtain a pem1it. While a guide could apply for a pcnnit on behalf
of a patticular customer, their would be no guarmlteed allocation to guides. This alternative,
with its market-based approach, allows the public to decide which guides they wish to use,
allows them greater opportunity in deciding what dates they desire to float, and effectively
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Title:
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Draft Lower Deschutes River Hanagement Plan, Hay 1991

DEQ Water Quality Division Comments, Hitch Holgamott, 229-6691
Intergovernmental
Relations Division

The draft plan does a good job of describing existing uses and the
potential impacts of those uses on water quality and riparian
vegetation.
A discussion of the potential cumulative effects of
those impacts and a commitment to manage with cumulative effects
in mind 'tlould be useful.
The state 1 s antidegradation policy
should also be addressed in the plan. Under this policy Vi&ter
quality must be adequately protected to maintain or enhance
beneficial use support.
\·later quality cannot be alloHed to
degrade (or continue to degrade) from existing levels even if
numerical 'dater quality standards are not being violated.

July 30, 1991

Brian CunninghaJ1')8
USDI, Bureau of Land :\1anagement
Prineville District Office
185 E. 4th Street
Prineville, OR 97754
Subject:

7-1

Draft Environnental Impact State~nt
LoNer Deschutes River :\1anagement Plan
PNRS# OR9l0530•10l·4

7-2
Thank you for sutmitting your Draft Environnental Impact Staterrent
for State of Oregon review and cmment.
Your draft was referred to the appropriate state agencies for
review. The Departments of Fish and Wildlife, and Envirormental
Quality have offered the enclosed caTinents which should be
addressed in preparation of the Final Envi rormental Impact
State:In::!nt.

7-3
We will expect to receive copies of the final staten-ent
required by Council of Environnental Quality Guidelines.

as

Sincerely,

t;l?~tru--uu
Enclosure

l

A goal of the preferred alternative for management of riparian
areas to protect water quality (page 40} is to achieve full
vegetative potential i·lith a minimum of 60 percent of potential
reached in 15 years.
Yet the alternative suggests no changes in
existing grazing management systems for five years.
During the
five year period monitoring would be conducted to determine
progress in meeting the goal.
If progress is not demonstrated a
variety of grazing management systems could be implemented.

!

Alternative 3 also has the goal of reaching full vegetative
potential but suggests full potential should be reached l·lithin 25
years.
It would immediately implement the same management systems
listed in the preferred alternative.
Livestock grazing would be
allowed where objectives are achieved if vegetative condition can
be maintained.
The only significant difference betHeen the
preferred alternative and alternative 3 appears to be the five
year monitoring period.

!

The five year delay is not necessary for several reasons:

INI'ERIXNERNI!Em'AL REIAT!GlS DIVISIOO

Margie Druery
Acting Clearinghouse Coordinator

The discussion of Hater resource values states, 11 Historically the
Deschutes River has been renowned for its high water quality ... rr
lqhile this is generally true, it is also true that the 1988 Oregon
Statewide Assessment of Nonpoint sources of \'later Pollution
identifies the lower Deschutes as moderately impaired as a result
of erosion and thermal cover removal.
Livestock grazing Has
identified as an associated landuse along with recreation.

1)
It is well documented that livestock grazing in riparian zones
has contributed to extensive damage to streams in the west
(Armour, et.al., 1991).

155 Cottage Street NE
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 373-7652

2)
It has also been demonstrated that livestock management is the
key to restoring damaged riparian areas where grazing occurs and
there are no major technical impediments to improving riparian
areas (GAO, 1988). The U.S. General Accounting Office has

l356T

recommended both BLH and the Forest Service take steps to enhance
riparian area improvement efforts.

7-4

3)
The condition and trend of riparian vegetation on public lands
in the Lower Deschutes is already knoHn.
This is demonstrated by
Tables 4 and 5 (page 119) of the draft management plan. Hhen a
typographical error is corrected in Table 4 (92 + 37 = 129 not 12}
it can be seen that 40 percent of riparian acres are in less than
good condition.
Twenty seven percent are in good condition (but
are not reaching full potential).
Only one third of all publicly
owned riparian acres in the Lov1er Deschutes are described as at
climax condition (much of this is on islands). Table 5 indicates
that less than 40 percent of riparian acres are improving.
Over
60 percent are either stable at current conditions or are
declining.
Because of economic pressures, conditions on private
and Tribal lands are likely even worse.

7-5

4)
The discussion of environmental consequences of alternatives
indicates the impacts to water and vegetation would be nearly
identical for the preferred alternative and alternative 3.
(Except that the preferred alternative Hould have a small negative
impact on fish & \Vildlife while alternative 3 would have no
effect.)
This may be true in the long run, hmvever alternative 3
v10uld result in a greater positive impact in the short run and a
sustained positive impact in the long run.

7-6

5)
Table 20 on page 176 of the draft plan indicates livestock
grazing management would be more expensive for alternative 3 than
the preferred alternative. This is misleading. The cost of the
preferred alternative apparently assumes no additional management
costs after the five year monitoring period.
Yet the description
of the alternatives (Chapter IV) indicates that exactly the same
management systems implemented with alternative 3 may be
implemented in the preferred alternative as \vell.
Any management
systems that are necessary after the monitoring period would have
a higher cost because of inflation.
It is also important to
recognize that costs of grazing management under any scenario
could be covered by grazing fees.
It is documented that current
grazing fees do not cover the cost of management (Armour, et.al.,
1991). The fee structure needs revision.

7-7

Five years of study before implementation of grazing management
systems is not needed.
The intensive monitoring should, hm.;ever,
be conducted coincidentally v1ith implementation of management
systems. This will allow evaluation of effectiveness of the
management systems and will help to insure that improvements in
riparian condition are achieved.

!

Armour, C.L., D.A. Duff, \'l. Elmore. 1991. The Effects of Livestock
Grazing on Riparian and Stream Ecosystems. Fisheries, 16(1) :7-11.
U.S. General Accounting Office. 1988. Public Rangelands, Some
Riparian Areas Restored but Widespread Improvement \'fill Be Slow.
GAO/RCED-88-105.
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Response to Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
7-1 The vegetative potential standards were originally set forth in the 1986 Two Rivers Resource
Management Plan, Record of Decision and Rangeland Program Summary. Implementation of
grazing management to affect desired vegetative changes did not start occurring until 1989. A
number of grazing allotments are still being evaluated to determine needed changes. Generally,
the existing management direction for livestock grazing is not what has been occurring over a
period of years, but management that has been recently implemented, or has recently been
approved and is about to be implemented in the next grazing season ..
7-2 One difference between the preferred alternative and Alternative 3 is the 5-year monitoring
period. However, if management outlined in the preferred alternative provides the anticipated
improvement) the long term difference will be reflected in the amount of dollars not spent in
range improvement projects and subsequent maintenance.
7-3 We agree that livestock management is the key to restoring damaged riparian areas where
grazing occurs and there are no major impediments to improving riparian areas. It's key to note
here that management, not exclusion, of livestock is stressed as a first approach to achieve plan
goals.
7-4 Typographical error has been corrected.
7-5 We agree
7-6 We agree. We are assuming, based on positive results in other riparian and upland
ecosystems, that we would not have to constmct additional exclusion fence. However, if positive
results are not achieved, costs of the management tools in the preferred alternative could equal
those shown for Alternative 3.
7-7 Grazing fees are set using a formula established by Congress in the Public Rangeland
Improvement Act of 1978. The fee is derived annually by using a base fair market value of
livestock grazing on public lands and adjusting it according to private land lease prices, beef
cattle prices and the cost of livestock production. Any change in livestock grazing fees would
have to be done at the National level.

STATE PARKS
SALEM OFFICE

October 18, 1991

ocr 2 2 1991

$l Oregon State

Parks

Ms. Jacque Greenleaf
Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department
525 Trade Street SE
Salem, OR 97310

Gregon

Greenleaf
October 18, 1991
Page 2

DEPARTMENT OF

Livestock Grazing

FISH AND

Livestock grazing impacts on riparian and upland
habitat is a serious concern.
The Department has made
it a high priority to restore riparian habitat on
state-owned
lands
bordering
the
river.
The
Department 1 s restoration efforts are readily evident.
For example,
Table 5
(page 119)
indicates that
approximately seventy-three percent of the state-owned
acres along the river are improving in ecological
c-ondition.
The preferred alternative
(page
40,
paragraph 1) states that public and tribal-owned lands
would be managed to reach a minimum of sixty percent of
the vegetative potential within fifteen years.
It is
doubtful
that this
degree of
,J.i~.rerse
vegetative
recovery
can
occur
without
carefully
regulated
livestock grazing.
In order to meet the plan's
riparian objectives,
the final plan must provide
detailed information on the methods used to determine
vegetative site potential, vegetative trend, and the
frequency of monitoring.
If the rate of recovery is
insufficient to meet the plan objectives, specific
remedial
measures
should
be
discussed.
It
is
understood that upland vegetative recovery \Vill likely
require more time than riparian recovery. However, the
same discussion concerning site potential, monitoring
and specific remedial management actions should be
included in the final plan.

WILDLIFE
OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR

Dear Ms. Greenleaf:
The Oregon Department of Fish and l'lildlife (Department)
submits the following comments on the Draft Lower
Deschutes River Hanagement Plan and Environmental
Impact Stcrt:.erneiit for your cor.sidera...:ivn.

8·1

Department personnel have been active participants
during the nearly four years of preparation that
preceded development of this draft plan.
The effort
and dedication displayed by all the Policy Group
members during this planning process is commendable.
Although three controversial management issues await
final
resolution
(i.e.,
use
limitations,
use
allocation, and motor boat use), the Policy Group is to
be congratulated on the numerous other issues that ·were
discussed and resolved by its members.
The
draft
plan's
preferred
alternative
carefully
considers protection of the river and the associated
natural resource base.
The preferred alternative
includes
fishery
resource
objectives
that
are
consistent with the Department's Lower Deschutes River
Fish Hanagement Plan.
The preferred alternative also
provides the opportunity for the reintroduction of
native wildlife species into the planning area.
This
wildlife management option is consistent with the
Department's objectives to restore the \Vildlife species
diversity of the Deschutes River Canyon, which will
also contribute toward enhanced vlildlife viewing and
possibly
provide
for
rigidly
controlled
hunting
opportunities.

Accelerated riparian vegetative recovery is important
in the Department's attempts to rebuild depressed
populations of wild summer steeled and fall chinook
salmon, as well as to maintain a healthy wild resident
trout population.
Improved riparian vegetation will
also benefit a multitude of wildlife species, including
song birds 1 waterfowl, upland game birds 1 fur bearers,
raptors 1
and big game animals.
Therefore,
the
Departr.:ent recora.'Tier.ds rest fror.t livestock grazing for
all riparian areas in poor or fair condition until
these areas meet the plan's riparian objectives.
At
that time, limited livestock use could be reconsidered,
providing the grazing would not result in a reversal of
the vegetative condition.

Although the plan's preferred alternative addresses
any issues that may directly or indirectly benefit
fish and wildlife resources, the following issues are
also of concern to the Department.

Ill

Riparian Restoration Incentive

8·2
2501 SW First Avenue
PO Box 59
Portland, OR 97207
(503) 229-5406
FAX (503) 229-6134

l

The "management common to all alternatives 11 section
discussing Fish HabitatjWater Quality (page 94, #3)
11 • • • livestock
states
operators
with
grazing
on
interspersed private land will be encouraged to adjust
their
grazing
on
adjacent
public
lands. 11
The
Department recommends that the final plan emphasize an

Greenleaf
October 18, 1991
Page 3

8-3

even stronger program that would accelerate livestock
grazing reforms by developing cooperative riparian
enhancement agreements with private and tribal land
managers.
The management agencies may offer a variety
of incentives, which could include fencing and upland
water
development
materials,
andjor
financial
assistance to encourage rehabilitation of the river's
riparian corridor.

l

Greenleaf
October 18, 1991
Page 4

8-4

be charged a fee to construct and maintain loading,
Hatering and resting facilities. However, the plan
does not indicate where these facilities will be
provided, or the timing of facility construction.
The
plan should also discuss measures which will be taken
to prevent trail erosion and avoid conflicts with
hikers and bikers who use the railroad grade.

I

Improved Vehicle Access

Horseback Use

The plan's preferred alternative would allow day-use
horseback access on the
east side road between
Deschutes State Park and Harris Canyon (page 86,
paragraph 3).
A Coordinated Resource Hanagement Plan
v1as developed for the lower twenty-four miles of the
river canyon shortly after the state acquired the
Deschutes River property.
This planning committee,
comprised of local, state, and federal resource agency
representatives as well as river users and adjacent
landowners, agreed that public horseback use in this
segment of the Deschutes Canyon had the potential to
conflict with adjacent grain farming operations, as
well as livestock operations. Neighboring landowners
stated that horses might introduce noxious weeds that
could significantly impact their grain production. The
planning
committee
also
expressed
concern
that
horseback riders might disrupt authorized livestock use
in the canyon.

8-4

8-5

Improved Trail Access
The plan's preferred alternative proposes development
of several new foot trails along the river.
These
trails could help redistribute some recreational use
and potentially reduce congestion and user conflicts in
other areas.
The Department supports this access
development strategy.
Trail improvement would not
encourage the large increases in river use that would
likely result from major road improvements.

Hiking and non-motorized bicycle use is already well
established on the proposed horse trail.
Serious
conflicts with the other recreational users in this
section of the canyon could arise with the introduction
of this additional use.
Some sections of this road are
composed of extremely fine soil that is susceptible to
\·lind erosion \Vhen the surface crust is broken. Regular
horseback riding on this unimproved road has the
potential to break up the surface and make foot and
bicycle travel more difficult.
After heavy use, this
fine dust can accumulate to sufficient depths so as to
make walking and cycling difficult.
The draft management plan needs to be amended to be
more specific about how horseback access \·Till be
regulated to prevent conflicts \Vith adjacent farming
operations and established recreational uses.
For
example, specific measures for control of noxious \·leeds
should be described.
The plan should be amended to
indicate who will be responsible for trail and facility
maintenance and general administration of this ne>·J
special use. The plan states that horseback users will

~

One of the draft plan's more controversial issues is
the potential restriction of river recreational use due
to the steadily increasing numbers of people on the
river. However, the plan's preferred alternative (page
82, paragraph 1) proposes to significantly upgrade
river access roads.
This proposed improvement in
vehicle access will likely accelerate river use and may
ultimately force the management agencies to hasten
implementation of a limited- or permit-entry system.
Road improvements, particularly road widening, could
threaten the river and its associated riparian corridor
or,
at
the
very
least,
result
in
considerable
excavation and scarring of the canyon walls. The final
plan should clearly state that the proposed road
improvements will not go beyond the absolute minimum
federal road safety standards.

Access Acauisition

8·6

The "management common to all alternatives" discussion
on access (page 101, #2) states the management agencies
Hill pursue opportunities to acquire new legal public
access to the river through land purchases, easements,
or exchanges from willing landowners.
The Department
supports this position.
The popularity of the river,
accentuated by the Federal and State Scenic Waterway
designations, dictates that public access should be
acquired along the river whenever the opportunities
arise.
The Department recommends that the final plan
contain a detailed public access acquisition strategy.
This strategy should set priorities for potential
\ acquisition of sites, as well as develop a mechanism
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Greenleaf
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for interagency cooperation in the project.
This
strategy should also detail the procedure required to

Providing toilet facilities at each one of these sites
is not feasible, since the maintenance of numerous
remote toilets presents a multitude of management and
maintenance problems.
Those problems can be avoided if
human Haste is packed off the river by the river users.

!

establish a Deschutes River Public Access Fund to be
used for acquiring access.
The Department suggests
earmarking a portion of the river boaters pass fee for
use in the public access fund.

Hazardous Substance Spills

Recreational Use Honitoring

B~

7

I

The preferred alternative (page 57, last sentence)
states 11 • • • indirect and voluntary management actions
would be given a three year period to achieve desired
boater use limits. 11 However, the plan does not provide
specific information as to how, when, or where river
use 1vill be monitored during this three-year interim.
The final plan should provide these specifics.

8-8

The recent catastrophic spill of chemicals into the
Sacramento River as a result of a railroad derailment,
as well as pollutant incidents in Oregon, indicates how
serious this possibility is for the Deschutes River.
The final plan must address this issue Hith a strategy
for avoiding or controlling the spill of hazardous
materials into the river as the result of a highway,
railroad, or agricultural accident.
Recreation Riparian Impacts

Law Enforcement

The preferred alternative (page 90) states that law
enforcement
would
increase
on
the
river.
The
Department agrees that
law enforcement activities
should be increased upon consideration of existing use
and user problems as well as the potential increases in
use, as proposed for the Maupin area (River segment 2).
Additional wildlife law enforcement will be needed to
insure the proposed re-introduction of native wildlife
is successful.
The continued high incidence of angling
and
hunting
violations vlithin
the planning
area
indicates that increased wildlife law enforcement is
justified.

B-9

Hotor Boat Use
The Department is aware of no def ini ti ve studies or
quantitative estimates of direct or indirect effects of
motor boat traffic on fish and other aquatic organisms
in rivers.
However, the Department's concern for wild
fish production in the Deschutes leads us to support
the preferred alternative of limiting motor boat use.
Our specific concerns are as follows.

Human Waste
The preferred alternative (page 100, #4) states that
campers will be required to carry out all human 1-vaste
from sites with no sanitation facilities.
This
requirement should not be limited to campers only. The
plan should require all boaters using sites without
sanitation facilities to carry containers for human
Haste.
Collection facilities should be provided to
accommodate the dumping of human Hastes at all the boat
take-out sites.

B-10

The preferred alternative discussion on pages 72 and 73
partially addresses the use of undeveloped campsites
and roads within the riparian corridor between the
Deschutes Club Gate and Hacks Canyon (River Segments 2
and 3).
This use has destroyed important riparian and
upland vegetation.
The Department recommends that the
final plan require restoration of these sensitive areas
and
provide
alternate
upland
campsites
in
less
sensitive locations.

Despite
existing
river
regulations
requiring
the
burying of human waste away from the river, the problem
increases throughout the season in the undeveloped
areas.
In some of the areas near popular, undeveloped
campsites, it is difficult to walk along the river bank
by the end of the recreation season because of the
accumulated
human
waste
and
associated
litter.

1;-;re do not have a quantitative estimate of the effects
of
motorboats
on
aquatic
species
and
habitats.
Hov1ever, an Oregon Marine Board report on motor boat
induced streambank erosion on the lower Deschutes River
(1990) concluded that motor boat use (including the
effects of boat waves and the direct impact of boats
against banks) accounts for about eight percent of the
total erosion.
Neither the Marine Board Study nor the
draft management plan considers the possible impact of
unseasonable streambank washing (i.e., summer and fall)
and the associated disturbance to near-shore sediments
on the 'vater quality or aquatic life of the Deschutes
River.
The unnatural, unseasonable,
and repeated

Greenleaf
October 18, 1991
Page 7

Greenleaf
October 18, 1991
Page 8

flushing of fine sediments along the river's margin
could negatively impact populations of aquatic macro
invertebrates, l·lhich are an important component in the
diet of juvenile steeled, salmon and resident rainbow
trout.
The unseasonable Hater turbidity, occurring
Hithout the benefit of elevated river flov1,
could
degrade
the
river's
gravel
substrate.
Sediment
settling on the gravel can reduce permeability, thus
interfering
with
free.
water
exchange,
which
substantially reduces the water flow through river
gravels and limits or eliminates fish spawning, egg
incubations and fry emergence.

The Department sincerely appreciates the opportunity to
review and comment on the Draft Lower Deschutes River
Hanagement Plan.
·we urge the Policy Group to continue
reasonable
recreational
use
of
this
outstanding
resource while maintaining it for future generations.

Approximately forty percent of the wild fall chinook
spaHning
in the Deschutes River has historically
occurred
in
river
segments
three
and
four.
Approximately ninety-eight percent of the steeled and
resident trout spawning occurs in river segments one
and tHo.
The fall chinook salmon spawn from October
through November, immediately follcvling the river's
most intensive period of motor boat use and well before
higher winter river flOi'l has an opportunity to flush
accumulated fine sediment from the river substrate.
Due to the importance of this section of the Deschutes
to fish, the management plan should consider earmarking
a portion of the river boaters pass fee to implement a
monitoring program to determine the potential impacts
of motorboat use.
Instream Flows
The Hanagement Standard for Instream flow levels on
page 282 should be changed from 3,000 cfs to 3,500 cfs
to be consistent Hith the 3, 500 cfs instream 1vater
right that the Department applied for in January, 1991.

B-11
The Department also recommends that number 13 on page
95 be amended to indicate that the State of Oregon and
the Confederated Tribes are currently involved in
negotiations to establish an appropriate minimum flmv
for this section of the river.
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Response to Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

program can be modified as appropriate.

8-1 The plan sets specific guidelines for recovery of upland and riparian vegetation based on
ecological condition. If, after five years, there has not been measurable improvement in
vegetative condition, in actively grazed pastures, the grazing program will be drastically altered
to produce the target, ecological goals. The details of the vegetative condition monitoring will
be developed and utilized by the interagency plan implementation team during the monitoring
and evaluation phase of the plan implementation.

8-5 Improved Vehicle Access:

Extrapolation of the U.S. Forest Service classification technique developed by Bud Kovalichick,
which was used to classify riparian areas in the Deschutes, Fremont and Ochoco National
Forests, and a comparison of good condition sites along the Deschutes River with poor to fair
condition sites was used to categorize the riparian potential. Rather than a classification
reflecting percentages of individual types of vegetation expected on a specific site. ELM sites
were characterized based more on the vegetative communities expected.

Any proposed road improvements on the access road upstream from Maupin will be designed
to minimize negative impacts on the river, water quality, or the canyon's aesthetics.
Improvements to this section of road will be based on Federal road safety standards.
8-6 Access Acquisition:
Close management agency coordination wiH be critical to effective implementation of the
Deschutes Recreation Management Plan. \Vork on acquisition priorities and mechanisms for
acquisition will continue for the life of the plan.
8-7 Recreational Use Monitoring:

Vegetative trend will be detennined by utilizing actual use statements, photo points, nested
frequency studies, ecological condition and trend, riparian and water quality surveys. (See
Monitoring and Evaluation section.)
Monitoring frequency will vary by allotment and type of study. Generally trend studies (photo
points, nested frequencies, riparian and water quality surveys) are repeated on a 5-year minimum
cycle. More frequent cycling of these studies would not allow enough time to reflect changes.
Livestock utilization studies would occur a minimum of every two years; precipitation and actual
use infonnation would be collected annually.

Recreational use monitoring will be developed by the managing agencies as part of the plan
implementation process. Monitoring will be closely coordinated to avoid duplication and yet
gather as much data as efficiently as possible.
8-8 Hazardous Substance Spills:
A hazardous substance spill response plan will be developed with local, state and Federal
agencies working with the railroad.

8-2 Riparian Restoration Incentive:

8-9 Recreation Riparian Impacts:

The plan encourages management agencies to seek out and work with private and Tribal
livestock operators to achieve riparian and upland vegetative recovery. There are a number of
potential funding sources that are available to provide cooperative assistance for the private or
Tribal land manager.

Degraded riparian habitat between Macks Canyon and the Deschutes Club gate will be restored
with the use of barriers to restrict vehicles to predetennined areas outside the riparian area.
Alternate upland campsites may be developed within or outside the planning area.
8-10 Motorboat Use:

8-3 We agree that a stronger effort should be made in regard to interspersed private/public
lands. The final plan emphasizes developing cooperative relationships with private landowners
to establish management and improvements.

Plan provisions will result in a significant restriction on the use of motorboats on the river.
8-11 Instream Flows:

8-4 Horseback Use:
Proposed horseback use on the east side road, between Deschutes State Park and Harris Canyon,
will be restricted to minimize conflicts with other area users and avoid resource degradation. The
facilities required for this new use (i.e. loading, watering and rest facilities) will be funded by
the horse users and developed before the activity begins. State Parks and ODF\V personnel will
monitor the horse use and its impact on other users and the trail surface. If conflicts arise, this

The suggested additions to plan wording have been made to reflect ongoing negotiations between
the State of Oregon and the Wann Springs Confederated Tribes to resolve the instream flow
issue.
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October 8, 1991
Deschutes Plan, page 2.
STATE

day use boaters.
appropriate.

MARINE

Prineville,

97754

Dear Jim,
The State Marine Board has reviewed the draft Lower Deschutrs/
R1ver Manaaement Plan and Environmental Impact Statement anf:i~
offers the following comments for consideration in developing the
final plan. We have not attempted to address portions of the
plan for which there is general agreement.

--_~::-~_~=zzt~

-g'(ov
·'

Use Limits
The plan needs to more adequately recognize that high use levels
are a weekend phenomena on 8-10 \Veekends during the summer. A
permit system to ration use should be a last resort.
The biggest
problem is competion for campsites during those weekends. The
Deschutes is classified as a 11 recreational 11 river and should be
managed to support a variety of legitimate recreation uses. ~
Presently, there is minimal on the ground management by BLM.or
State Parks. This should be increased before a permit system is
imposed.
It is premature to establish arbitrary use limits
before exercising a variety of management techniques that have
been identified during the past four years.
The preferred alternative should attempt to manage crowding
through the following methods.
Additional site controls should
be imposed at access areas and campgrounds to prevent riparian
damage and limit crmvding by structured means (ie: parking
capacity, limiting vehicle access).
In several areas of Segments
2 and 3, use can be controlled by design without the user being
aware of "controls". These structural improvements should be
implemented before a permit system, and be given an opportunity
to \.:ork.
Limiting access on the roads in Segment 2 should be considered to
reduce congestion and crowding. An entrance station above Maupin
1>1ith fee collection should be considered especially during
\Veekends to control and limit access, as well as to generate
revenue.
Campsites should be considered as the limiting factor or carrying
capacity for boaters travelling from Trout Creek to Segment 2 on
overnight trips. Assigning campsites, or a campsite reservation
system should be considered rather than a permit system to be
the river for day use.
Let 1 s address the problem of competiti
for campsites and not try to impose unnecessary restrictions o
3000 Market St. NE 11505
Salcm,OR97310
(503} 378-8587
FAX 378-4597

9-2

9-3

The segment from Warm Springs to '!'rout Creek should not be under
permit for day use only. Likewise, the segment from Harpan flat
to Sherar 1 s Falls should not be under permit for day use only.
The plan should consider a prohibition on commercial overnight
trips during \Yeekends in the peak season (no commercial starts
Friday;saturday during peak times).
There is ample non
commercial demand for use of the river on peak weekends.
Use limits should only be based on campsite capacity. The
present limits are arbitrary, and without basis. A permit system
should be the last resort if resource damage is unacceptable
follmving implementation of the above actions.
By using campsite
reservations for overnight trips during the peak season, the plan
could reduce crowding and the primary problem of competition for
campsites.
There is no evidence that day use is causing resource
damage outside of access points, which should be controlled with
structural means to control users and prevent damage.
Hotorized boating.
There are no significant environmental
motorized use of the lov1er Deschutes.
nature, and revolve around competition
campsites, particularly in Segment 4.
very seasonal. Total bans should be a
management actions are attempted.

problems associated with
Conflicts are social in
for fishing water and
The social conflict is
last resort after other

The social conflict in Segment 1 and 2 can be solved by a
seasonal restriction, from Hay 15 to September 15.
There have
been no compelling reasons advanced to support a year round
closure in this part of the river.
With a seasonal closure in
Seg.1, 2 and 3, over 75% of this river would be closed to
motorized use during peak season. J1otorboats provide a
legitimate means of access for sportsmen during the off season.
In Segment 4, the alternating week approach is a creative attempt
to deal with a social problem, and should be tried as an
experiment. However, during weeks open to motorboats, non
powered craft must be excluded to promote fairness and prohibit
the social conflicts which will be otherwise inevitable. The
other features of the preferred alternative for Segment 4 should
be tried as experimental and modified as experience indicates.
The legislation authorizing this as a Wild and Scenic River
recognizes existing recreation uses as legitimate uses of the
river.
The plan needs to treat all of these users fairly.

October 8, 1991
Deschutes Plan, page 3.

October 8, 1991
Deschutes Plan, page 4

Allocation
If a permit system is not required because of alternative actions
taken under use limits, then allocation is not an issue. We
believe a campsite reservation system can be created that avoids
the divisiveness caused by the allocation issue in the draft
plan.

I hope the Bureau will carefully consider our comments relative
to boating management on the river as v;e proceed to negotiations
on the final alternative.
I believe these represent a beginning
as v;e try to arrive at the best management actions for protection
of this recreation river.
Having worked on the plan now for 4
years it is sometimes difficult to step back and see it in the
proper perspective.

If a permit system must be imposed, some form of split allocation
which provides maximum flexibility, should be imposed.
The
reason for a split allocation versus freedom of choice is to
allow greater business certainty and allow outfitters the ability
to cater to visitors who would othenlise be precluded under an
advance lottery system. The system, if needed, should provide as
much flexibility as possible.

9-1

Additional campsites should be developed where

BOARD

Implementation issues
The Marine Board doesn 1 t have the resources available at present
to implement the allocation system as suggested on p.271.
If the
BLH supports a permit system, and decides to include one in the
final decision, it should be prepared to implement such a system
11ithout the Board.

!
!

Acquisition
We note that the plan does not address land acquisition. This
oversight should be corrected in the final plan. There may be a
variety of opportunities to improve public access and land
ownership along the river.
The plan needs to provide for future
acquisition as opportunities arise and funds are available.
Hazardous materials
The public has noted the fact that the plan does not address the
potential for spills of hazardous materials, especially those
associated Hith the railroads.
The results could be
catestrophic.
The plan needs to address this issue.
\ole suggest
that the u.s. Coast Guard, Department of Environmental Quality,
State Fire Harshall, and Public Utility Commission be consulted
in this matter.

l

Summary
The Harine Board considered the comments reflected in this letter
at its October 3, 1991 meeting. The Board discussed these and
unanimously endorsed them as our position on changes needed for
the draft plan to be acceptable.

As we expected, the draft plan was not
public as the best alternat.ive for the
diverse interests to expect consensus,
vie1>1 need to be \•leighed and considered
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widely accepted by the
river.
There are too many
and all of these points of
in the final plan.

I look forward to working with you and the other policy group
members in developing a mutually acceptable alternative out of
the draft plan and public comments.
Sincerely,

t~n£~
Director

Harine Board Hembers
:t-1artha Pagel, Governor 1 s Office
Policy Group J1embers

Gregon
DIVISION
STATE

We recognize, as Nell, that DSL's position regarding
ownership may come as a surprise to the planning team. ~·le
regret any inconvenience that may arise from our not
having raised this issue earlier.
In recent years we have
been trying to clarify the extent of the state's ownership
and assert the public's right whenever appropriate.
Recent federal court decisions have also made it
increasingly clear that statehood vested each state with a
broad and guaranteed submerged land ownership right. This
guarantee is also vested in the Submerged Lands Act.

OF

LANDS

STATE LAND BOARD
BARBARA R013FRTS

James Hancock, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Prineville District
PO Box 550
Prineville, OR

97754

Goo.;mor
PHIL KEISLING
S.:cretJry ofSt~h·

14e do not think our raising the Ot·mership issue at this
late date changes the effort that has gone on so far.
In
our opinion, the draft plan does a good job of addressing
issues raised by the public trust doctrine. We also
believe that the preferred alternative preserves the
public's right to use this waterway while providing
reasonable management guidelines and public safeguards.
As a result, we endorse the preferred alternative as the
best means to preserve the river's remarkable values.

ANTHO~Y MEEKEI~

State Treasurer

Dear Mr. Hancock:
The Division of State Lands (DSL) is pleased to offer the
attached comments on the Lower Deschutes River l>lanagement

Please feel free to contact me or Deputy Director Gary
Gustafson regarding this issue. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.

Plan.
We fully endorse the Preferred Alternative as
outlined in the dra:Lt___Q_lan. We offer a number of comments

that we believe will strengthen that alternative by
providing greater protection to the river's outstandingly
remarkable values, and consistency to our mutual river

management responsibilities.

Sincerely,

Our review was based on the dual responsibility of the
State Land Board and the Division of State Lands as both a
landowner and regulator.
In both roles, the overarching
management philosophy is found in the "public trust
doctrine.'' Above all, this agency's role is to protect
the people's rights to the waterway for navigation,
commerce, fisheries, and recreation.

t::c~~e::-Director
JCN/bh
ltH:236

DSL is the administrative arm of the State Land Board. As
such, we represent the state's proprietary interest as the
owner of the submerged land under the Lower Deschutes
River, a navigable waterbody.
(The specifics of the
state's ownership claim are discussed in the attached
comments.) Ot·mership to the beds of navigable
waterbodies, such as this portion of the Deschutes River,
was granted to Oregon in 1859 as an incidence of
statehood. Under state law, DSL is responsible for the
management of the beds and banks of navigable waterbodies
(ORS 274.005-274.590). As a result of this ownership, DSL
should be acknov1ledged as a major landm·mer in the
pla~n~n? area and ~hould become involved in the planning
act1V1t1es from th1s point forward. We recognize,
however, that the treaty creating the Warm Springs
Reservation may limit the state's ownership along the
Reservation.

Enclosure
cc:

Martha Pagel, Governor's Office
Dave Talbot, Oregon State Parks and Recreation
Randy Fisher, Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife,
Portland
Paul Donheffner, Oregon State Harine Board
Dean Bibles, Bureau of Land Nanagement, Portland
Jim Noteboom, Confederated Tribes of the
Warm Springs Reservation

775 Summer Street NE
Salem, OR 97310-1337
(503) 378-3805
FAX (503) 378-4844

DIVISION OF STATE LANDS

Lower Deschutes River
Draft Management Plan--Cormnents
P'age 2

COMMENTS ON DRAFT LOWER DESCHUTES RIVER MANAGEMENT PLAN

(Wild and. Scenic River)

Add the Division of State Lands to the list of
state and local government agencies.
Include
the follOt<Jing:

Page l 7

"Dear Friends'' letter
and Page 2

10· 1

Page 2

10-2

Reference is made to HB 3019 passed by the 1987
Oregon Legislature. The correct citation is
SB 202 of the 1987 session. HB 3019 became
Oregon law as a result of the 1981
Legislature.
It authorized the Boater Pass
program. SB 202 re-authorized the Boater Pass;
designated the area as the "Deschutes River
Scenic Waterway Recreation Area''; required the
development of a recreation management plan;
and established the Deschutes River Management
Committee (see enclosure).
Land ot-~nership. Mention should be made here
that the State of Oregon claims ownership of
the bed and banks (up to ordinary high tvater)
of the river within the planning area (other
than Reservation lands). The state's claim
includes the Deschutes River from its mouth to
and possibly beyond Pelton Re-regulating Dam.
Under state law (ORS 274.025), the Division of
State Lands is the agency responsible for
managing the state's interest in these lands.
Ownership to navigable waters of the state was
granted to Oregon at statehood in 1859. Ample
evidence exists to support the determination of
the Deschutes WSR Area as "navigable."
Commercial tourism, log drives, ferries, etc.,
give credence to this claim.
Recent court cases in Alaska and Utah
(particularly Alaska vs. Ahtna Inc.r & Bureau
of Land Management) bolster the validity of
Oregon's claim.
~'ie do not expect, based on the preferred
alternative, that the state's claim interferes
with the extensive management planning of the
river that has already taken place.
In fact,
the preferred alternative very effectively
protects the public trust values of commerce,
navigation, fisheries, and recreation.

10-3

"The Division of State Lands is the
administrative arm of the State Land Board
(composed of the Governor, Secretary of
State, and State Treasurer). Under
constitutional and statutory guidelines, the
Board is responsible for managing the assets
of the Common School Fund as well as for
administering the Oregon Removal-Fill Law.
These assets include the beds and banks of
Oregon's navigable waterways and are to be
managed for the "greatest benefit for the
people of this state, consistent with the
conservation of this resource under sound
techniques of land management . .,
"DSL leases state-owned lands and minerals ...
.. DSL also administers the state's
removal-fill law, which protects Oregon's
waterways from uncontrolled alteration. The
law requires a permit for fill or removal of
more than 50 cubic yards of material within
the state's waterways. The permit-review
process involves coordination with the
applicant, adjacent land owners, and
natural-resource and land-use agencies from
local through federal levels. Within Oregon
Scenic Waterways, special authorization is
needed from the Board and DSL for "any
alteration of the bed and banksw of the
lower Deschutes River (ORS 390.835) ...

Page 17

It would be helpful to offer a full description
of the Oregon Scenic Naterway Program and the
roles/responsibilities of the state agencies
involved (i.e., Water Resources, Division of
State Lands, Oregon State r'larine Board, and
specifically, State Parks).

Page 44

Preferred Alternatives. The discussion states
that ''unstable riverbanks . . . would be
stabilized.'' Please note that any removal/fill
or alteration of the bed or banks of the river,
up to ordinary high water, will require
approval of the State Land Board
(ORS 390.835[2]). If more than 50 cubic yards
are disturbed, a permit from the Division of
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Lower Deschutes Ri vex:

Draft Management Plan--Comments

Lower Deschutes River
Draft Management Plan--Comments

Page 3

Page 4

Page 44 (coot.)

10-4

l

Preferred Alternative (the addition of gravel
for spawning). This action, if performed under
the auspices of ODF\'l, is exempt from State Land
Board review (ORS 390.835{2)).
In addition,
the work would qualify for a Removal/Fill
permit general authorization if it does not
exceed 100 cubic yards at a specific site.

Page 45

Page 86

i0-5

Page 106

10-6

Page 270

10 " 7

l

Roles and Agency Relationship (State and
Local).
No mention is made here of the role of
State Parks and DSL in protecting the
identified Outstandingly Remarkable Values
(Recreation, Fisheries, Wildlife, Scenic) via
the Scenic ~1aterway Act and/or Removal/Fill
Permit program.
This is particularly important
as it relates to the protection and enhancement
of these values on private lands.

!

Limits of Acceptable Change. We fully endorse
the use of this planning/management tool.

Page 280

Upland and Riparian Plant Communities.
"ltlanagement Action" the following:

Page 285

Problem--inadequate foot access.
It is
important to point out here, that by virtue of
the public's ownership of the bed and banks of
the river to ordinary high Hater, the potential
for public access along the bank may be more
extensive than has been thought or is depicted
in the draft plan.

Fish Habitat/Water Quality and Quantity #7.
See comment from Page 44. We strongly agree
that "sidecasting'' should be terminated. All
such activity done without Land Board approval
and/or permit from DSL violates the Oregon
Scenic \~aterway Act and/or Removal/Fill Law
(ORS 514). Given the high public interest in
protecting and enhancing the natural and scenic
values of this area, acceptable alternatives to
this practice must be found.

Page 94

Pages 107-112

State Lands is also required (ORS 541). We
would recommend that such actions as bank
sloping, revegetation and other non-structural
techniques be employed in these areas.
Such
treatment would be more consistent with the
plan's overall fish/wildlife/scenic goals than
hardened structures (e.g., rip~ap).

Add to

~The Division of State Lands will utilize
these standards in determining the
acceptability of proposed removal/fill
permits and State Land Board scenic waterway
authorizations.
In instances where these
standards cannot be met or maintained,
acceptable mitigation will be required9a

10-8

Scenic and Geology.
The "key indicator"
definitions should be changed as follows in
order to be consistent with the Oregon Scenic
~·laterway Act:

Page 289

"Cultural modifications (human-caused
changes) ~ubstantially impair the
by altering the landform,
vegetation, color or character of the area~A

lli!t!U:.~Y

Utility and Transportation Corridors. Any new
utility or transportation corridors that impose
into or cross the river (i.e., below ordinary
high water) will require an easement from the
Division of State Lands.
In addition, existing
facilitie~ will require an easement at such
time as they undergo major structural
alteration, replacement or relocation.
In
1986, ODOT obtained such an easement for the
Highv;ay 26 crossing of state-m<1ned submerged
and submersible lands at Warm Springs.

10-9

The "I•1anagement Action" proposed for
implementation appears to be speculative and
lacks enough detail for us to comment on
substantively at this time.
This element of
the plan is critical to DSL and the State Land
Board.
This management direction forms the
basis for future permit decisions for proposed
removal/fill projects. We recommend that the
agencies develop these standards, etc. prior to
adoption of the final plan.
In doing so, this
ORV vii 11 gain the same level of management
certainty and direction as the others in the
plan.

Outstandingly Remarkable Values. We fully
agree with the assessment of the ORV' s.
lwr:237

Response to Oregon State Marine Board

Response to Division of State Lands

9-1 Alternative measures for controlling crowding were developed and incorporated into the final
plan.

10-1 See revised cover letter.
10-2 See Text Revision section.

9-2 Campsite capacity was considered in developing proposed use levels. Further work will be
done to develop allocation methods after the Final Plan is approved.
93- Existing studies do not identify significant environmental effects related to motorized boating
on the Deschutes River. Additional study is proposed through the plan. Social conflicts with
motorized use are the primary concern at this time.

10-3 See revised Specific Agency Implementation and Jurisdiction Responsibilities section under
State of Oregon.
10-4 See revised Wildlife Habitat/Vegetation section.
10-5 See Appendix B.
10-6 See revised Utility and Transportation Corridors section.
10-7 See revised Specific Agency Implementation and Jurisdiction Responsibilities sr..ction under
State of Oregon.
10-8 See revised Scenery and Geology element of Monitoring and Evaluation section.
10-9 Agree, however, due to staff and funding limitations, this could not be completed prior to
final approval of this plan. The managing agencies wi11 develop specific standards for this item
upon implementation of the plan.
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DEPARTMENT OF

August 5, 1991
Deschutes River coordinator
Oregon Parks and Recreation Department
525 Trade Street S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310
The Oregon Department of Forestry has reviewed the
Draft Lower Deschutes River l1anagement Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement. While we see no major
forestry issues because of the limited area of forest
involved, we would like to address concerns that we
feel ,.;ill reoccur in other joint river planning
projects. Our other concerns are: corridor boundaries,
the dual federal/state planning process, "outstandingly
remarkable values 11 (ORV) to be protected, boundary
location, fire management and other impacts upon
private lands and private property rights.

FORESTRY

Dual Federal/State River Planning Process

State Forester's Office

STEWARDSHIP IN
FORESTRY

We are particularly concerned with the cumulative effect of
overlaying both the one-quarter mile Oregon Scenic Waterway
boundary (with its 320 acres per river mile) and the irregular
boundary of the National 'i•lild and Scenic Water that averages 320
acres per river miles.
Table 1 (page 2) shows a total acreage of 41,367 acres for the
100 river miles described in this plan. Average area enclosed by
the proposed plan would be slightly more than 413 acres per river
mile.
We find that the map of the federal segment (l1ap 13} tends
11-2 to minimize inclusion of private lands while maximizing areas of
public land. The more uniform one-quarter mile Scenic Watervmy
boundary adds these excluded areas to make up the joint river
planning area which thus exceeds the area intended by both the
\ federal and the state legislation.

Corridor Boundaries

11-1

A legally sufficient and accurate description and map
is required for federal Wild and Scenic River
boundaries with the consideration that they be
describable features rather than metes and bounds or
along contour lines. A number of corridor boundary
segments are along curved lines described in very
general terms (e.g., southerly along the mean high
water line). The Scenic Haterway boundary is mostly a
randomly curving boundary since it parallels the river.
These random boundary lines are very difficult to
locate on-the-ground when management projects are
planned. The legal description of the proposed
administrative boundary is displayed by township and
range in Appendix A.
None is displayed for either the
composite area nor the State Scenic 'l·laten,;ay. None of
the map exhibits include township and range notations.
This information is necessary for acreage computations
and orientation. \·Ie foresee that boundaries will need
to be located on-the-ground in a reasonable and cost
effective manner in order to manage adjacent resources.
Generally, we find insufficient information included in
the draft in either mapped or tabular form to enable us
to make substantive recommendations for on-the-ground
boundary locations.
Recreational use on the river is
described in quantitative terms, however information on
other values are in subjective and comparative terms
that may not meet federal planning standards.

11-3

11-4

11-5

11-6

2600 State Street
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 378-2560

!

The Department of Forestry supports a boundary sui table to
preserve those river qualities critical to maintaining the values
which led to the designation of the Deschutes River as a
recreational river area while allowing continued, responsible
management of resources on the lands adjacent to these river
corridors.

l

In the federal planning process the determination that a river
area contains "outstandingly remarkable" values is based on
professional judgement on the part of the planning team. This is
a term that is not applicable to State Scenic Waterway values.
The draft plan is unclear whether determination of ORV's is being
made only for the federal river corridor or applied vlithin the
entire joint river planning area.

I

We note that the boundary may be adjusted during this planning
process as a result of public comment.
Such adjustments vmuld
have to be limited to the federal proposed boundary since the
State scenic corridor is of uniform width.
Hopefully these
changes will be provided for public review before a final
boundary is designated.

l

Deschutes River coordinaton
August 5, 1991
Page 3

Deschutes River Coordinaton
August 5, 1991

The Department of Forestry strongly encourages consideration of a
reasonable application of the standard: 11 • • • average maximum of
320 acres per river mile as measured from the ordinary high water
mark on both sides of the river ... " By averaging minimum acres
on non-federal lands, where imposition of regulation for
recreational uses is currently a questionable policy, against the
wider boundaries on federal lands, and adding the additional
acres from the state scenic waterway boundary, total acres
included in the joint river management area are increased.
Table
1 and the other map exhibits includes lands within both systems
and states " ... where the boundaries do not coincide, the wider of
the two is used ... H i'lhile Maps 13/14 display the proposed
national Wild and Scenic River boundary, the additional Scenic
Water portion of the corridor is not described.
Land ownership
shown in Table 1 should be broken down by river segment to match
with specific management actions necessary to protectjenhance
values and address river specific issues. River management
programs will be different for each river segment based in part
on proportions of public and private lands combinations.

that area's content throughout the entire river length.

Page 4

Section 8.33e, of the Forest Service Handbook (FSH 1909.12),
states a preference for quantitative terms in findings of
eligibility and classification that should be equally applicable
to BI.J1 and State Parks mapping.
Section 8. 33e specifically notes
that use of comparative terms are to be avoided.
Host of the
tables in chapter VI summarize and describes impacts of
alternatives only in comparative terms such as "high", 11 medium 11
and "low" such that they are not readily comprehensible nor in
conformance with FSH requirements.

Fire Management
The Department of Forestry generally agrees with the emphasis of
the fire management program (page 105) in protection and
suppression of wildfire to protect both public and private
property. More specifically, ,.,e support coordination of
prescribed fire use with fire protection agency programs and Hith
adjacent landowners.

Display of 0RV 1 S

Oregon's Forestry Program for Oregon recognizes that fire is a
major agent that controls the dynamics of forest ecosystems, and
that Oregon's successful fire suppression program has resulted in
unnatural buildups of fuel and other undesirable changes to
forest ecosystems. The FPFO supports prescribed burning that is
necessary to maintain the natural role of fire and it also
supports efforts to determine the degree to which prescribed
burning is necessary to maintain productive forests \Yhile
developing ecologically sound and effective slash utilization
strategies.

We recommend that 11 values 11 in the corridor be displayed for
public review.
ORV's are mapped into the joint river management
planning area by varying the federal boundary to assimilate areas
that are said to contain "outstandingly remarkable" river values,
and 11 associated 11 values.
We find that the Assessment of ORV's
(Chapter V) is very general and conclusive rather than
descriptive.

11-7

ORV's that are being included in the river corridor and the
effects of such inclusions in terms of additional land outside of
the one-quarter mile corridor, should be displayed as a map
exhibit for public review and comment.
Based on a composite of
these tvm boundaries, the total impact on federal forest lands
could be much in excess of the average 320 acres per river mile
limitation of the federal law.

The evaluation of recreational values states "Within its 100 mile
length, there are distance segments favored for ... overnight
camping, ... fishing floats, whitewater adventures ... "
However, mapped features are limited to man-made features such as
campgrounds, developments, roads and trails, boat launch and
landing areas, and livestock grazing allotments. The map of
white water areas is the only natural feature displayed in map
form, even though the assessment of ORV's (page 107) lists
recreation, fishery, wildlife, cultural, archaeological,
historic, geologic, scenic and botanical values.
We do not
believe it is reasonable to assume that these values are
"outstandingly remarkable" over the entire 100 mile length of the
river, thus, it would seem reasonable to describe these important
values as to its location in map or tabular form.
Appendix c shows examples of the different ecological conditions
and notes 11 • • • the dramatic differences ... " in vegetative
potential along the river.
These differences could readily be
displayed in mapped form and thus demonstrate the variation of

Hmvever, consistent with this support, the FPFO encourages "cost
effective federal fire management policies that emphasize planned
ignition fires over natural ignition fires and that consider
impacts to the state of Oregon's forest fire protection program.''
To this end, the FPFO supports aggressive action in the control
of wildfire as the appropriate suppression response to minimize
risks to bordering lands, particularly lands protected by the
Department of Forestry.
Private Lands

11-8

The EIS seems to overlook the issue of private lands in the Lower
Deschutes.
Relationships with individuals and groups (page 23)
only recognizes that there are 10,241 acres of private land
within the boundaries of the planning areas comprising almost 25
percent of the surface ownership. This average overlooks the
imbalance in the upper segments where 70 percent of the upper 57

l
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miles is private and 40 percent of the next 12 miles are private.
The assessment of environmental consequences (page 254)
concludes that no direct impacts to private land would occur
under any of the alternatives since none of the proposed
management actions require changes in the use of property nO\V in
private ownership. However, the concerns of landowners
associated with intensively managing this river for wild and
scenic values does not appear as an issue.

!

We believe that one must go further than simply implementing
State and Local regulations to insure a desired future condition,
particularly in those portions of federal and state scenic rivers
that involve private lands. The private landowners needs to be
involved in the development and committed to implementation of
the river plan as much as possible. They also should be provided
with federal andjor State incentives to ensure their commitment
to the planned use of these public values.
Difficult issues
involving real and perceived exclusive rights to management
cannot be resolved by landowner education such as proposed for
protection of the historical/archeological resources.
Once the
objectives and standards of the desired future condition are
chosen, river planners need to work with the private landowners
to maintain their assistance and support to the plan.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments to this
phase of the planning process and hope our comments will be of
use in determining the boundaries for this river.
If you have
any questions regarding our response, please contact Ray Miller,
378-2664, in our Resources Planning Section.
Sincerely,

Ann Hanus
Assistant State Forester
Resource Policy Division
AH:RM

cc: Fred Graf, Area Director
Executive Staff

Response to Oregon Dcpat1ment of Forestry

11-1 Corridor Boundaries:
The boundary for the State Scenic Waterway is established by State law as a unifonn 114 mile
from the bank on each side of the river. 111e preliminary National \Vild and Scenic River
boundary was established in accordance with Federal law as a variable boundary not to exceed
an average of 320 acres per river mile. In delineating the preliminary \Vild and Scenic River
boundary, efforts were made to work with all involved landowners and interested individuals and
groups, including the use of detailed maps which are available for review in the Prineville
District Office. A paramount consideration in preliminary boundary delineation was some fonn
of on-the-ground identification, either physical features (canyon rims, roads, etc.) or legally
identifiable lines (survey and property lines) which provide the basis for protecting the river's
outstandingly remarkable values. It is also important to note that any delineated wild and scenic
river management area boundary is subject to change over time if changing resource conditions
or values warrant change. In addition, any project outside a designated boundary must consider
potential adverse effects on nearby or downstream \Vild and Scenic River areas.
11-2 Dual Federal State River Planning Process:
Table 1 indicates total acreage within the planning area, including lands within the State Scenic
Watenvay and the preliminary National \Vild and Scenic River boundary. Where these
boundaries do not coincide, the wider of the two is used to detennine total planning area
acreage. The preliminary \Vild and Scenic River boundary includes 31,720 acres, or an average
of 317.2 acres per river mile. The descriptions of recreational and other values are sufficiently
location specific to meet Federal planning and environmental analysis standards. Some site
specific infonnation, such as sensitive plant and animal habitat or cultural sites cannot be
published without jeopardizing the resource value protection.
11-3 Since there are no commercial forest lands within the State Scenic Watenvay or preliminary
Wild and Scenic River boundary, the total impact on Federal forest lands is not considered
significant regardless of final boundary configuration.
11-4 The outstandingly remarkable value requirement is derived from the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act of 1968 and fonns the basis for the establishment of the Federal Wild and Scenic
River conidor boundary. The identification of outstandingly remarkable values is based upon
an assessment of the river's resource values, including a review of the Omnibus Oregon Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act (1988) legislative history. The preliminary Wild and Scenic River
boundary delineated in the Draft Lower Deschutes River Management Plan/Environmental
Impact Statement is subject to change based on site specific infonnation obtained through the
planning process. 111ere were minor adjustments made to the boundary as a result of public
comments.
11-5 The discussion of outstandingly remarkable values is for the entire planning area.

11-6 You are correct. Changes were only made to National Wild and Scenic Rivers boundary.
11-7 The identification of outstandingly remarkable values is based on a resource assessment
process using parallel ELM/Forest Service criteria and procedures. Although some variability
of values occurs between river segments, the values identified as outstandingly remarkable occur
throughout the entire 100-mile length of the river and are portrayed accordingly. Site specific
information, including information obtained through the planning process is available for
inspection in the Prineville District Office.
11-8 Since the Federal government has no authority to regulate or zone private lands, land use
controls on private lands are solely a matter of state and local zoning. Although the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 includes provisions encouraging the protection of river values through
state and governmental land use planning, these provisions are not directly binding on local
governments.
l11e Federal govenunent is responsible for assuring the river is managed in a manner which
meets the intent of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. In the absence of local or State river
protection provisions in comprehensive plans or ordinances and rules, the Federal government
could assure compliance through purchase of private lands or interests in private lands.
Specific landowner concerns resulting from management actions proposed in the Draft Lower
Deschutes River Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement are addressed in the
final EIS as appropriate. For example, the plan provides for a variety of actions to reduce
trespass, control and reduce wildfires, inhibit spread of noxious weeds and a variety of public
infonnation and education efforts involving signing of properties.
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Deschutes River Management Plan Policy Group
c/o Jacque Greenleaf
Oregon State Parks & Recreational Department
525 Trade Street SE
Salem. Oregon 97310

Dear Mr. Greenleaf:
SUBJ:

The Deschutes River Management Plan represents years of work by the plublic land
management agencies in Oregon. I welcome this opportunity to respond to the call for
public input. The plan establishes a management framework for this important resource
for the future.
My pa11icular concern is the allocation system for use of the river. The Deschutes is a
recreational river, not a commercial river, and it is therefore important that any allocation
system be weighted in favor of private boaters and the public. For example, the provision
allowing professional river guides to own allocations as a private prope11y right must be
rejected.
The issue of levels of use is also imp011ant. Currently, use is intolerably high,
on summer weekends. Without better management, the river will no longer
provide a quality recreational experience for anyone. The levels of use on the lower
Deschutes exceed use levels on other rivers throughout Oregon and the West. Therefore,
it is important that the management plan provide a balance by limiting use on weekends
and shifting use onto weekdays, which might, in fact, allow a slight increase in use
overalL
parti~ularly

ely.
Lc:L
Car1H1lt
State

rep~esentative

Allocation System

Dear Policy Group Members:
I strongly oppose the preferred alternative provision as too heavily
weighted toward guides and against private boaters and the public.

The provision that would allow guides to own allocations as a private
property right salable to the highest bidder on the open market must be
rejected.

The plan should not result in the conversion of the Deschutes River from
a limited recreational river to a conunercial river with deregulation caused
by the highest bidder.
The Deschutes River is an Oregon treasure.
environmental and recreational treasure.

It must be maintained as an

Sincerely,

ur~

cqhen
I)

Senator
trict 13

JC:bh
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to use their land.

Sherman County has some concerns about the development and implementation
of the uses and controls on the Deschutes River.
responsibilities and added expenses.

Along Hith controls comes

Hith the strain on funding for services

already in the counties, there Hill need to be additional revenues from the
agencies to cover those expenses incurred.

The people who own and utilize the land next to the river have a historic right
There should be cooperation between them and the agencies

for proper management.

He have to remember that the river belongs to everyone

and one group should have no more control than the other,
Because recreational activity is the biggest issue it should receive the
most attention in this plan.

There needs to be cooperation in

this matter by all parties.

BOATING - HOTORIZED AND NON-MOTORIZED

He sit in a unique position geographically, having the Deschutes River on
our \Vest side, the Co]umbia on the northend and the John Day on the east side,
the Colu:1bia being mainly controlled by the Corps of Engineers.
in its infancy as far as user group controls.

The John Day is

It has a fragile ecosystem

because of the 1vide variances in stream flmvs.

All boats should be licensed or registered for use on the river.
The number of boats allowed should be determined by safety and what the river
can feasibly hold.

The allocation between guides, outfitters, fishermen rafters

and tourists could be determined by a seasonal demand-use ratio, alloHing for

The concern here is, what happens

on the Deschutes River is going to have an i!'1pact on the John Day River.

If the

some segments to be utilized more for one use than the other, because of the
character of that part of the river.

Deschutes becomes overcrowded and too restricted, people will start looking at
the John Day.

CANPING

He 1wuld like to address some of the issues on the management plan for the
Deschutes River,
3

& lf

Although Shenr.an County Hould only be related to segments

of the plan, we are concerned about the whole 100 mile section.

\fuat

governments would be advised, standards and management would have to address

happens on any one segment will impact the others.
i·lhat 1ve have on the Deschutes is a r:1ultiple-use river, therefore making it
unique and ultimately harder to control.

the environmental concerns.

As a recreational and scenic river, it

attracts many different people and interests:
tourists, etc.

Because of the demand for campsites at peak time, the possibility of
acquiring land \Vith a paynent in lieu of taxes to avoid loss of revenue to local

boaters, drifters, fishermen,

Because of its accessibility it is going to be a peoples' river

and should be maintained as such as long as the river is not abused.

This is

GUIDES

&

OUTFITTERS

All who perform this service need to be registered and licensed.

They

have more liability because of the nature of their work in serving the public.

where guidlines have to be laid out, taking into account the environMental

It is better to have fewer responsible guides and outfitters than more who

concerns and, just as important, the econotrlic impact.

are unqualified and abuse the system.

He believe that there

He need professionalism, not a hobbyist.

should be more study done on the revenue the river generates.
Different people have different ideas as to what is needed for proper
supervision and Hhat \Vill work.

The process in the Deschutes River }lanagement

Plan is to strike a balance that will 1mrk.

One problem might be that there

Fishing is the oldest use of the river and should be enhanced by education
of all vrho use the river to give the fisherman courtesy to pursue his pleasure.

are too many governing agencies to r.1anage the program.
All the major issues that will be addressed have different values and
importance.

have the expertise to knmv Hhat is best for the river area and the people who
use it.

ACCESS - ROAD, TRAILS AND LAUNCH SITES

Allm,,ing for local impact, the agencies who manage them should

l1'hether the users are visitors, private property owners

or the Tribe.

There is a dichotoPly here because the better the access the more people
will use the river, which does not alleviate the problem.

Improve existing

- 2 
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launch sites, maintain safe roads and mark the trails to be used.

Do not
that there is a need for some controls on the use of the river or someday 1vhat

alloH any additional uses such as horse packers.

you go there to see \"on't be there.

People who use the river, either visiting

or making their livelihood from it, should give something back to it.

LAH ENFORCEHENT & EHERGENCY SERVlCES

just be takers.
There is a lack of funding for proper la1v enforcement.
through user fees and citations.

This could be funded

The agencies should give funds to the local

authorities to perform laH enforcement instead of using rangers.

He believe

this vmuld bring r:1ore stability to the laH enforcement program.

Trespassing is an illegal act and should be dealt Hith like any other
violation.

Boundaries should be \Yell marked.
County Commissioner

This is Hhere people can be informed as to proper conduct while in the
river area.

If people 1vant to use the river, they should be prepared to pay

for the privilege.

FIRE

Expenses incurred and need to be funded.

SHERMAN COUNTY
P.O. BOX 365
MORO, OREGON 97039

Hfu'IJAGEHEN~

Educate the users on proper fire safety and good camping procedures.
Fire fighting would be the responsibility of the governing agencies, Hith
assistance from local districts.

NOXIOUS lmED CONTROL
The spread of noxious weeds is a probleill 1vhere people and vehicles travel.
The area along the roads and river should be periodically monitored by the local
Heed districts and funded by the governing agencies.

There needs to be more

direct attention to this issue.

He have attempted to address the issues concerning Sherman County.

l1'e did

not take to task the alternatives that \·lere presented in the plan, believing
comments on the issues 1vould fall in line or add to them.

The feHer controls

there are, the smaller the probler:s of administering the program.

- 3 
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Deschutes River Hanagement Plan Policy Group
cjo Jacque Greenleaf
oregon State Parks and Recreation Department
525 Trade Street S.E.
Salem, OR 97310

Jacque Greenleaf
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department
525 Trade Street SE
Salem 1 OR 9 7 310

Dear Sirs:

Thank you for the opportunities provided the public to comment on
the Deschutes River Draft Hanagement Plan.
Hy purpose in writing is to make certain that the Sunday,
September 30, 1990, column in Bend's "Bulletin" newspaper written
by Robert W.
Chandler,
editor and staff writer,
entitled
"Deschutes/Time to Limit Use" is made a part of the official record
and proceeding. A host of extremely good points were made in the
column, and I believe the concerns and perspective addressed are
representative of the thinking in Deschutes County, the most
populous county along the route of the Deschutes River.
Again, that you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

~;~OUNTY

To~ Throop,

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft
Deschutes River N:anagement Plan. The preferred alternative does
an acceptable job of determining levels of use for the river and
in allocating time for jetboat activity.
Proposed re-emphasis on
\<leekday use and de-emphasis of weekend use is a commendable
objective for the plan.
I lived near the Rogue River the first 18 years of 11\Y life.
A recreational plan was adopted for the Rogue many years ago that
emphasized commercial activity at the expense of private use.
consequently, I have concerns about the proposed allocation
system for the Deschutes. The draft plan should be amended to
allow more use by private boaters and the general public. There
should be a place for commercial guides on the river but not to
the extent that it forecloses private use. Again, please
consider amending the plan to strike an acceptable balance
between private and commercial use.

BOARD OF CO!-flUSSIONERS

appreciate the opportunity to comment.

I

Sincerely,

JI4/(A/l

Commissioner

Richard Stach '·~
Linn county Commissioner

TT/alb

Enclosure

LAW OFFICE OF
-~--------·----DANIEL

E. VAN VACTOR - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - · - ·

BEND
(503)389 6700

RECEIVED

MAlLL'iGi\D[}RESS

725 N.W BROADWAY
BEND, OREGON 97701
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1>1s. Jaque Greenleaf
Oregon Parks and Recreation Dept.
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October 3, 1991

17-5
Hs. Jaque Greenleaf
Oregon Parks and Recreation Dept.
525 Trade St. s. E.
Salem, OR 97310
Re:

r·

Assurance that the City of Haupin does not become the
garbage receiver 1 collector and disposer of garbage for
the Upper Deschutes River by providing garbage collection
at the city park by BIJ.f or Oregon State Parks at NO COST
to the city.
-----

6.

Assurance that the Deschutes River 11anagement Plan
recognizes that "HISTORY. HERITAGE AND CULTURE" of the
City of Maupin as entwined \'lith the river historically
and economically since the first white settlers arrived
on the banks of the Deschutes.

7.

ASSURANCE THAT THE HISTORY, HERITAGE AND CULTURE OF THOSE
CITY OF MAUPIN CITY RESIDENTS, WASCO, SHERMAN AND
JEFFERSON COUNTY RESIDENTS AND LAND OWNERS ADJACENT TO
THE RIVER BE RECOGNIZED AS OF EQUAL STANDING Tb THE
CONFEDERATED
TRIBES
OF
THE
WARM
SPRINGS
INDIAN
RESERVATION.

B.

Based on an in-depth review of the Draft EIS 1 the City
has determined the preferred alternative will have a
NEGATIVE IMPACT on the economic stability of the City of
Haupin. (See SWOT analysis attached). An additional in
depth analysis of the economic impact on the City of
Maupin should be done before the plan is adopted.

9.

The Preferred Alternative has adopted usage numbers for
the river that are NOT SUPPORTED by empirical data.

Written Comments/Deschutes River Management Plan/
City of Maupin

Dear Ms. Greenleaf:

17-6

The City of Maupin adopted the following position statement at
their September 24 1 1991, city council meeting and requests that
it be made part of the record on the Deschutes River 11anagement
Plan:
The City of Maupin objects to adoption of the "Preferred
Alternative" draft of the Deschutes River Hanagement Plan.
The City has concluded before an acceptable plan can be
adopted further study and additional revision is required.
Study and further revision should include consideration of
the following:
Assurance of adequate POLICE and EMERGENCY SERVICES
PROTECTION and ENFORCEMENT ability of plan provisions in
a fair and equitable way.
This will assure all user
groups of their entitlement.
Assurance that all Oregon State Adjudicated Water Rights
in the Deschutes River Basin is RECOGNIZED AS A PRE
EXISTING WATER RIGHT with acknowledged priority over and
above the plan provisions.

17-7

l

These comments were unanimously approved by the Haupin City Council
at their meeting of September 25, 1991, and made part of the
minutes.
.~ef1 truly you~s,

·~'(cWy\~\\,()wr
Ho~liday

Assurance that the Oregon State Parks FULFILL THEIR
OBLIGATION to manage the river as provided for in the
Oregon Scenic Waterway Act and the Federal Wild and
Scenic River Act.

Sherry
Mayor

Assurance that the Deschutes River is recognized as a
"NAVIGABLE" stream entitling the public to public access
to the mean ordinary "high" water mark.

DVV:ps
Enc.
cc: Wasco County Court
Sherman County Court
Jefferson County Court

Very truly yours,

cf2e~i:::Jd~c!U-City Attorney
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Office of
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Deschutes River Hanagement Plan Policy Group
September 27, 1991
Page 2

Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 8234120

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

However, my daughter talked me into another float in 1990 after a
6 year no float period.
I was very pleasantly surprised.
The
permit system is working.
The flora, trees, grasses, and willows
have grown back more than I ever o;vould have imagined; and \Vi th the
plantings we sa\·1 at each camp site we visited, there \Vill be more
and more in the future. This is in the face of the additional use
that has occurred in my absence from the river.

18
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Hy reaction is that the public on the whole is respectful of the
land and YJants to improve it, and with a little directioh and
enforcement the river blossoms and can be used by many.
I feel to
change the plan radically at this time vmuld be a mistake even
though I would welcome the restriction of no power boats in
Segments 1 and 2.
Pov1er boats break the silence of the river,
disturbing the peace for all. Also, fishermen's boats are flooded
v1ith v1aves, and I am sure the banks Hill be damaged eventually.

Deschutes River Hanagement Plan Policy Group
cjo Jacque Greenleaf
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department
525 Trade Street, S.E.
Salem, OR 97310
Dear Sirs:

Secondly, I don't feel that the guides should receive any more
autonomy or leverage than they have now.
Even now they take over
campsites that could and would be used by the public by sending
persons ahead to set up camps that \•Jon't be used until much later
in the day, when their clients arrive.

I began rafting the Deschutes River from Warm Springs to Haupin and
belmv in 1969 and did so annually, sometimes multiple trips, until
1984. After a 6-year hiatus, I rafted the river again both in 1990
and '91 from \'?arm Springs to the lagoon just above Sherars, i.e.,
almost all of Segment 1 and 2.
Because of the hiatus, I have a
good view of before and after the introduction of the permit
system, and I wish to relate my observations to you.

The Deschutes must remain a public recreational river and not a
commercial river.
Please either make no changes at this time or
do it very cautiously v1ith clearly defined goals.

on my first trip in 1969, we did not see any other rafters (we
being approximately 20 people on four inner tube rafts), but \•le did
see fishermen both in drift boats and on the bank. One of my most
vivid memories was seeing a fisherman standing on the bank with
bottles and cans strewn everywhere. Bottle and can litter \Vas also
present on the Reservation side at the popular gathering places of
Warm Springs residents.
This was before the Bottle Bill, but we
Here environmentally conscious, and we picked up many bags of the
litter.

Thank you for listening. Thank you for your service to the people
of Oregon.
You have a tough job.

J.E. Bud Clark
Hayor

In the 15 years between that first trip and my trip in 1984, I saw
the enormous increase in use of the river and the degradation of
the flora.
I sav1 trees deeply scarred v1i th people 1 s initials; I
saw remnants of trees cut down for firewood; I sav1 permanent
concrete fireplaces built (later removed by the BLH); and I sm-1
campsites turned into dust bowls by multiple impacts. It was very
depressing for me to witness this degradation, so I did not \·mnt
to float the river again to see our beautiful Deschutes damaged
even more.

[Dictated, but not read]
JEBC:dt:l

CITY OF

SHERMAN COUNTY WEED DISTRICT
Gretchen KafoU!y, Commissioner

PORTLAND, OREGON
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

304 Scott St , P 0 Box 384

1220 S.W 5th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204

MORO. OR97039

{503] 565-3655

Telephone: (503) 8234151

c·

·-------------~--~--
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October 9, 1991

September 3, 1991
Jacque Greenleaf
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department
525 Trade Street, S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310
RE:

Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon state ?arks and Recreation Dept.
525 Trade Street S.E.
Salem, or. 97310

LOWER DESCHUTES RIVER ltANAGEMENT PLAN

Dear Hr. Greenleaf:
Deschutes River Policy Group:
I am encouraged that a river management plan is being completed for
the Lov;er Deschutes River.
As one of Oregon 1 s most valuable
resources and one which is used extensively, it requires sound
~anagement to preserve and protect it for future generations.

I strongly oppose the Allocation System being proposed in the plan.
The Deschutes River is a public resource and must remain available
to the public. To sell to the highest bidder the right to use the
river, especially for commercial purposes, is an outrageous
concept. It is reminiscent of previous efforts to restrict use of
the Oregon beaches.

On the issue of jetboats. I oppose their use on this popular river.
Oregon provides numerous alternative sites for their use and I
believe that the volume of traffic on the Deschutes is not
compatible Hi th these vehicles.
I support the provisions in the preferred alternative to limit the
use of the river on iveekends and to shift some of the use to mid
t'eek day..§. I continue to be concerned about the long term effects
on the river and the surrounding environment' of heavy use year
after year.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the
fon1ard to its completion and implementation.

plan,

I

look

Tnanlc you for the opportnni ty to comment on the Lo11er Deschutes River Hanagement
"Plan. Sl1erman County h'eed District has built a positive >mrl.cing relationship
uith all managing agencies and private land mmers, He look fonlard to a continuing
uorking relationship in the future.
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The language
is generally
described in
,.,hi tetop are

in the plan 1\'itch relates to noxious •r:eed control, pages (96 and 105)
acceptable. Ne vould like it to be noted that in addition to the Heeds
the plan a nu.m!::er of ot11ers, including s!celeton '·reed, scotch thistle and
all a serious concern to the W"eed district.

In spite of t11e efforts of recent years by those involved, t"here are large inf'2s
tations of noxious '·reeds H11ich are grm·ring uncontrolled, particularly along tl-te lO'iv
er 17 miles of river. These veeds are easily spread by Hind, 'vater, motor vGl:licles,
recreation, t-rildlife and livestoclc,
I t is the view of the Sherman Connty h'eed District, that all public and private
endities, be aggressive and persistent in controlling noxious weed in accordance
Hith the policy and regulations of the applicable district.Further more the manage
ings agency need to be avare of the additional funding that these measures ,.,ill entale
as Cne -tfJ.ct"f!Ts- 1:rn,,.iJ.Brrret"i"t:ctTieir:

The district looks fonvard to cooperating ,.,i th the managing agency during
mentation of the plan.

Respectfully submitted,

/]t>O~
Shennan County hTeed Board
Bob King, Chairman
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Response to Daniel E. Van Vactor for the City of Maupin

Response to Shennan County Weed Control District

17-l See revised Emergency Services section.

20-l See revised Noxious Weed section.

17-2 See revised Fish Habitat/Water Quality and Quantity section.
17-3 See specific Agency Implementation and Jurisdiction Responsibilities section.
17-4 See Appendix B.
17-5 The ELM, State Parks and City of Maupin will jointly analyze options related to garbage
collection.
17-6 The history and heritage related to settlement along the Deschutes River is recognized as
an integral part of the cultural values present.
Tribal treaty rights, historical values and private property rights, as well as economic interests
have been considered in the development of the final plan.
17-7 Agreement by Deschutes River Policy Group regarding use levels resolves these concems.
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RECEIVED
3840 N. Elmran Dr.
Hest Linn, OR
97068
September 6, 1991

THE ANGLERS' CLUB OF PORTLAND
RESPONSE TO THE LOWER DESCHUTES RIVER HANAGEMENT PLAN
AND ENVIROID·l:ENTAL STATEHENT

and Recreation Dept.
REs

:r

Dear Jacque:
Please

find

enclosed

a

copy

of

the

Anglers'

Club

of

I.

Portland

The Anglers' Club of Portland is a conservation and social
organization composed of 98 members and 9 commercial members {all
of whom are fishing specialty businesses).
The Anglers' Club is
'"ell known for its conservation efforts which result in the
donation of many man hours per year to habitat protection and
development efforts, and the monitoring of threats to fish habitat.

respons~ to the published "Lov1er Deschutes River f·lanage:nent Plan
and Env1 ron_me_ntal. Statement."
He 1'/oul d 1 ike foi' th s document to
be our ofhc1al 1nput to the process.
Please
ize that tn 15

opinion

an?

thus

.Anglers·

Club

1s

of

\le have elected to submi
to generating a form 1

and
the

evaluati.on. of the
mass ma1l1ng

public

represents

and

as

the

be

opinions

1·1e1

of

the

111

the

all

107

The Deschutes River and the Anglers' Club of Portland have a
long standing relationship.
The Deschutes River is the site of
annual meetings and workshops.
Hembers of the Anglers' Club of
Portland put in more days on the Deschutes than any other river as
individuals.
Many members are, or have been at one time,
commercial guides on the Deschutes.
Books and magazine articles
about the Deschutes have been written and published by members of
the Anglers' Club of Portland.

our thoughts in this fashion as opposed
.
As a
t 1·1e hope that

issues will
techniques

also hope that. Olll'
.
be of some ass1stance 1n

should

opinion

given as much
of other user groups.

INTRODUCTION

He

of the issues and the document 1.1 i ll
remainder of the planning process.

Sincerely,

This response to the Lower Deschutes River Management Plan
(henceforth referred to as the Management Plan) is the result of
our impassioned concern for the river and its future.
It is also
the result of our desire for our collective viewpoint to be heard
by the Deschutes River Pol icy Group and the Deschutes River
Executive Review Board. We are deeply concerned about the lack of
representation of the general public in the Policy Group. Not only
is the private individual fisherman not represented (Gene Ov;ens,
the designated sport fishing representative is a former commercial
outfitter), but neither is the non-commercial boater (it has been
established
that
the
designated
non-commercial
boater
representative, Pansy Nofziger, is lobbying on behalf of the
Deschutes River Public outfitters, an organization representing
commercial outfitters).
We are also very concerned about the
perceived inability of the Policy Group to address and resolve the
conflicts between public and commercial river user interests.

~jtl·l~~

Conservation Director
Anglers' Club of Pol'tland

Our response is divided into two sections.
The first
devoted to social issues, and the second to habitat issues.

II.

SOCIAL ISSUES
1.

undeveloped sites and seven nights in developed sites (the present
rules are not enforced and no enforcement plan is made).
i) Remove some types of use from some areas, i.e. off-highway
vehicles, motor boats (the proposed limitation on power boat use
does nothing to protect Section 4 from overcrowding).

USE LEVELS

There has been consensus in the past that the Deschutes was
over-utilized.
In 1980 a Blue Ribbon Task Force was appointed by
the Governor of the State of Oregon to evaluate problems on the
Deschutes River.
They recommended that use levels be limited to
1980 levels, which was a total number of river user days of 80,000.
In 1990, user levels had increased by 80% to approximately 140,000
user days.
And these numbers represent boaters only and do not
reflect the increased number of non-boating campers, fishermen,
etc. The number of commercial outfitters has increased from 56 in
1980 to 136 in 1990.
It should be understood that the number of
commercial outfitters does not include the total number of
commercial boats, guides, boatmen, or unlicensed outfitters.
River user densities reach peaks in the months of June, July,
August, and September.
Use is frequently spread out over the
length of any river section at mid-day.
In the early and later
parts of the day use is concentrated at camp sites, launch sites,
take-outs, parking areas, and preferred fishing sites.
As a
result, the numbers describing the use of any section under
represent the actual level of congestion at those times of day. A
better measure of river congestion ivould incorporate the numbers of
users at such sites, and the number of days that such facilities
are presently unable to acceptably handle such levels of use.
No
such effort is made in the Management Plan.
This is quite
unfortunate because there are frequently occasions during periods
of peak use that camps are overcrowded, parking lots are over full,
highways and roads are extremely congested, and conflicts break out
over fishing water.
The conclusion of the Policy Group, as described in the
Hanagement Plan, is that essentially the Deschutes is overcrowded.
On pages 428 through 439 target reductions in use levels are
described for the Preferred Alternative Plan. 'I'hese reductions are
to be reached over three years through passive measures which are
described on page 58 and include:
a)
Launch and landing area site protection (method not
specified for accomplishing this).
b) Designate separate motorized and non-motorized boat areas
at launch and landing sites.
c)
Redesign launch and landing sites for more efficiency.
d)
Expand weekend management personnel for educational
purposes.
e)
Design a voluntary system for staggering river starts.
f)
Institute a self-regulating system for evenjodd use on
weekends (no further description given) .
g) Institute a permit system for weekends (no implementation
information is given, i.e. vrhat the limits will be, how allocations
will be made, implementation date, etc.).
h)
Restrict camping lengths of stay to tH"o nights in

This system would be monitored and when ''limits of acceptable
change" have been exceeded a user allocation system would be
implemented. The total season limit would be 152,000 user days 
this represents an increase of nearly 22,000 user days or 16%. We
are to believe that the passive management system described above
will solve the present problems of overcrowding AND accommodate an
additional 22,000 user days.
This is not a realistic approach to
overcrowding and instead is consistent with the Policy Group's
statement on page 389 that "crowding is a significant problem in
this section (section 4) , both because of the absolute user numbers
and because of the competition for fishing and camping spots. 11
However, the Policy Group 11 believe(s) that overall levels of use
should be maintained at about the current level." This statement
can only be interpreted as meaning the Policy Group recognizes
problems of overcrmvding but is unwilling or unable to address this
problem.
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The Anglers' Club of Portland believes that many areas of the
Deschutes are over used in certain months of the year. We concur
with the 1987 Oregon State University study (the Shelby Report}
that concluded that the Deschutes was overcrowded in 1987.
We
suggest that Sections 1, 3, and 4 be regulated to at a minimum, not
exceed 1988 levels of use.
The notable exception to this
recommendation 1 s in Section 2.
Studies indicate that users of
that section do not mind either the crowding or "carnival like
atmosphere." In addition, that section of river contains the town
of Haupin and is adjacent to a paved road. It would also be unfair
to those river users who have historically avoided this stretch of
river due to i·ts atmosphere to have to pay the price of
accommodation by having the other sections of river act as overflow
areas for Section 2 river traffic.
This would act to further
degrade the quality of the recreational experience available in
Sections 1, 3, and 4. This would dislocate the impact of increased
use onto habitat that is far more susceptible to damage from
increased use.
The Anglers' Club of Portland believes that now is the time to
address the issue of overcrowding on the Deschutes in an
appropriate fashion. Public funds have been utilized to bring the
process to this point and a repetition of data collection,
assessment, and public hearings in three years only evades the
issue of dealing with the problems currently documented.

2.
Use
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is

USE ALLOCATION
allocation

should

be

accomplished

by

that

allocation

method designated 11 Freedom of Choice.u A split allocation systeni
that is a component of the Preferred Alternative is described on
page 59.
This split allocation system, as presently proposed,
would potentially allow commercial use to grow from 16.8% of total
river use in 1982 and 18.3% in 1988, to 21.4% in 1990, to a
potential maximum of 55%. This is as a result of allocating 15% of
the permits to commercial users, then forcing private users to
compete with commercial users for another 40% of the permits, and
leaving only the remaining 45% of the permits guaranteed for
private users.
Either all users should compete on an equal basis
for permits, or commercial use should be limited to no greater than
its present levels. The Hanagement Plan on page 64 states that the
Plan "should treat all outfitted and non-outfitted publics
equitably.u We agree. we also believe that this means competing
on a level playing field and not displacing public users in favor
of increasing commercial use of the river.

It is suggested by the language of paragraph 3 on page 393
that commercial outfitters would be allowed to sell their permits.
This violates the criteria established on page 64 for evaluating
allocation methods. The plan should "not create a private property
value out of a public resource. 11 Allowing outfitters to sell their
permits does just this. There is no valid justification for this
profiteering at the public's expense.
All permits should revert
back to the managing agency and reallocation should be made by that
agency using either a lottery system or waiting list.

3.

The Policy Group and Executive Review Board capitulated on
this statement (that all users should be treated equitably) and a
justification is given on page 393. The argument is developed that
the commercial outfitters play a significant role in attracting
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tourists to Central Oregon, and thus are an important component of
local economies.
This in turn makes protection of commercial
outfitters access to permits to be in the public interest.
The
Anglers'

Club

is

extremely concerned that

being made without supporting data.

such conclusions are
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The season of most intense

river use, the period when commercial outfitters make the majority
of their income, and the period being considered for a permit
system, is June through September.
It is hard to believe that an
industry with such a short season has a major impact in towns such
as The Dalles (also supported by farming, ranching, shipping,
aluminum smelting, wind surfing, and The Dalles Darn) and Hadras
(also supported by ranching, farming, logging, The Warm Springs
Reservation,
and Lake Billy Chinook tourism)
would suffer
significantly from the minor inconvenience of having commercial
outfitters compete with the public on even terms.
As mentioned
above, we do not believe that Section 2 should be regulated, thus
the impact on Maupin would be minimal.
The Policy Group's
reasoning also grossly undervalues the contribution to local
economies made by private river users.
It should be noted that
private river users presently make up nearly 80% of the total
number of river users.
In addition, many of the commercial
outfitters do not live in the towns where it is feared there will
be an economic impact.
It is thus the position of the Anglers'
Club of Portland that the economic impact of a common pool
allocation system as described in the Management Plan is distorted,
exaggerated, and unsupported.

Power boat use conflicts with ALL other user groups.
They
turn a wild and scenic river into a reasonable imitation of a
freeway at rush hour. Actually, the noise level created by power
boats frequently exceeds the noise levels of many freeways as power
boats are not held to the same noise standards as automobiles, many
power boats do not have mufflers or other engine noise decreasing
equipment. Public testimony and letters from the public testify to
the significance of their impact on other user groups. What is not
represented any where in the Hanagement Plan is the fact that
already many other user groups do not use section 4 because of the
power boats in the months of July, August, and September.
This
would suggest that power boats have already exceeded any limit of
acceptable change.
The Policy Group's justification of continued use of power
boats on the Deschutes River includes the following arguments from
page 385 (with our responses):
1. A seasonal ban would provide a motor-free environment on
75% of the river during peak use.
RESPONSE:
This provides no
motor-free environment in the most heavily fished section of river
during summer steelhead season. 'l'his inequitably decreases rafting
and power boat. conflicts, but does nothing to resolve drift boat
and power boat conflicts (drift boats make little use of most of
Section 1, or any of Section 2 during July, August, or September

The public has overwhelmingly testified that their desire is
to have allocations made by the "Freedom of Choice 11 100% common
pool.
It thus seems to be a violation of the public interest to
implement any other system. To select out that part of the public
that pays a commercial outfitter to get preferential treatment is
at best unequitable.

compared to sections 3 and 4.
This Plan disproportionately
protects areas with limited public access (the Warm Springs
Reservation and Deschutes Club waters).

RESPONSE:
This is true, but the primary area of continued power
boat use in the Preferred Alternative is on a section of river
where no other recreational motorized vehicle use is allowed
(Section 4).
Power boat use is banned under the Preferred
Alternative in the only section with a paved road.
This
justification is totally invalid under the proposed Management
Plan.

2.
Motorized boating is a long-established use of the
Deschutes. RESPONSE: This is like saying that a neighbor with a
barking dog who has lived in a neighborhood longer has the right to
allow his dog to continue to bark and disrupt the rest of the
neighborhood based on its historical precedence.
Further, if one
does argue historical precedence, drift boat and raft use of the
Deschutes precedes the heavy inundation of power boats, and thus
power boats should be banned.
3. Motorized watercraft are an important means of off-season
access. RESPONSE: This does not justify continued power boat use
during July, August, and September.
There are other means of
access, and as the Plan points out on page 385, section 7,
motorized use is allowed along much of the river.
Additionally,
there are other methods of river access as demonstrated by the
majority of river users.
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8.
The seasonal ban allows motorized boat use to continue
where it has existed before.
RESPONSE:
That is part of our
objection, please see the preceding discussions.
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a.
Do not place any seasonal or other time related
restrictions on power boat use that are difficult for all parties
to plan around.
b.
Create a strict boundary on power boat use at Harris
Island. Allow power boats unlimited use of all of Section 4 below
Harris Island with the exception of the 2 mile pass through zone
that is described in the Preferred Alternative.
This plan v;ould have the advantage of giving power boats an 11
mile stretch of river for their unlimited use. Eleven miles is not
an unreasonable one day float for rafts or drift boats to pass
through without stopping for camping or fishing. This plan 1vould
also eliminate a confusing schedule of use as presently suggested
by the Hanagement Plan.

s. There is little or no safety problem as evidenced by the
lack of accidents.
RESPONSE:
There are no law enforcement
personnel to monitor such occurrences on the Deschutes for the most
part. Hany accidents are probably not reported if there wasn't a
loss of life.
However, there are many anecdotal reports of
fishermen being knocked over by boat wakes when wading deep, near
misses with power boats and rafts, and finally shooting incidents
due to hunters who were transported by power boats. Frequent users
of Section 4 are also aware of incidents where power boats have
become stuck on boulders and rocks in several rapids for prolonged
periods (days) posing a threat to float. traffic by obstructing
passageways through those rapids.
6.
The Deschutes is a 11 recreational river 11 rather than a
wild river" (assurnably this refers to the definition given in the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act). RESPONSE: We would agree, however a
nrecreational river" is neither a freeway or a racetrack.
The
conflicts created by power boat users, the increased level of river
traffic created by power boat users, and the impact on the river
atmosphere created by power boats are all inconsistent with the
values of a recreational river.
7.

Motorized vehicle use is allowed along much of the river.

The only justified power boat use on the Deschutes River is
for law enforcement and transportation of members of other
government agencies performing within their official capacities.
We also realize that a total ban on power boats is politically
unlikely. As a result, 1ve would suggest the following compromise:

4. Fewer people on the river during the off-season minimizes
the impact of power boat use. RESPONSE: It does not minimize the
impact to those other users who are on the river at those times.
Remember, one of the goals of the Plan is to divert traffic into
periods of lesser use. As more and more use is diverted into off
peak periods, the social impact of power boats will become. greater
and greater during the 11 off-season. 11
Reason number 4 1s not a
justification for continued power boat use during peak times in
Sections 3 and 4.

11

POWER BOATS

No other issue has been as controversial as the power boat
issue.
It is hard to imagine that such a small group of boat
owners could generate so much controversy. But such is the nature
of the power boat user and the impact of power boat use.
Their
approach can be heard from over a mile away, and their departure
can be heard for another mile. They create a heavier impact on the
river than any other user group by carrying more users more miles
in any given time period.
They frequently are used to shuttle
multiple boatloads of river users into the canyon in a single day.
A study conducted by the Oregon State Harine Board in 1989 found
that up to 81 power boat departures and arrivals took place in a
day at Heritage Landing alone.
This does not include power boat
traffic from Hacks Canyon, Beavertail, Pine Tree, or any other
launch site.

4.
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INCREASING USER ACCESS THROUGH ROAD AND SITE INPROVEHENT

One of the overwhelming concerns of both the Policy Group and
the public is increased use of the Deschutes.
Increasing access
will only aggravate this problem.
Increasing access will only
serve to make other sections suffer the same problems presently
manifested in Section 2.
Increasing access not only needlessly
spends tax revenues and user fees, but is akin to stepping on the
accelerator instead of the brakes in the face of an impending auto
accident.
Site hardening and iQprovement should only take place where
such development will protect natural habitat.
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5.
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RIVER SECTION BOUNDARIES

River Section 1 is the longest of the four designated river
sections under the Management Plan. The other sections are 15 to
23 miles long.
Section 1 is 41 miles in length.
Within that 41
miles are two distinctly different areas of river use.
The first
is the Warm Springs to South Junction reach.
This area is
primarily utilized by the fishing public. It lacks any significant
white water and is thus not a preferred section of river for white
water enthusiasts. The second stretch of river in Section 1, from
South Junction to Locked Gate contains more rapids and white water
and receives less fishing use. Any penni t. system should take into
account the differences between these two areas and perhaps be
designated Sections lA and lB.

II.

other hand, certain mayflies important to the trout diet are more
prolific in Sections 3 and 4 than in sections 1 and 2 (the March
Brown, or Rithrogena morrisonii as an example).
Predation too is different in varying stretches of river.
Depending on various relevant bird populations (osprey, heron, and
other fish predators), otter and mink populations, and fish
populations that feed on other fish species' eggs and fry, trout
survival can vary in relation to the health of populations of these
predators.
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,
Given these diverse variables related to trout management, it
lS
extremely unlikely that the current management plan can
adequately address the needs of maintaining healthy wild trout
populations in all four sections of the Deschutes.
our
recommendation is to establish a monitoring program in each twenty
mile stretch of river with spot monitoring between the sentinel
monitoring areas. Not only should the trout size and population be
monitored 1 but also human and non-human rates of predation 1 health
of trout food items, and water quality deserve monitoring as well.

BIOLOGICAL AND HABITAT ISSUES
1.

GENERAL STATEHENT

The Anglers' Club of Portland in general concurs with current
plans for habitat protection and the assessment made of the status
of the Deschutes River Canyon. We greatly appreciate the level of
study and concern demonstrated for the Deschutes and its environs
in the Management Plan. The exception is the lack of a wild fish
management plan and the reliance on the study by Peter Klingman, et
al, to evaluate riparian soil conditions.
2.

The present slot limit designated by the Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife has worked extremely well in providing for the
return of healthy wild trout populations in most of the Deschutes
River. We heartily support the continued use of this slot limit.

I'HLD TROUT
3.

The goal for wild trout under the Management Plan, as stated
on page 36, would be to maintain wild trout at a total population
of 1,500 to 2,500 fish per mile larger than eight inches in the
Nena creek area. Neither the Plan, nor the Preferred Alternative,
provide for monitoring or management of wild trout beyond these
parameters.
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Fishing pressure too can vary relative to the section of river
considered.
Recreational trout fishing is heaviest in Section 1
between Warm Springs and South Junction.
There is significantly
less trout fishing pressure in Section 4 than in other sections.

It is hard to believe that monitoring of the Nena creek area
alone (Nena Creek is located approximately 1 mile downstream from
the Locked Gate) would provide adequate data to make management
decisions that are appropriate for the entire 100 miles of river
below Pelton Darn. In that part of the Plan designated 11 Section v.,
Affected Environment, 11 the difference in trout populations is
described (page 123) . Not only are the trout population densities
different in various portions of the Deschutes River, but the
nature of invertebrate trout foods are different. As an example,
the large stoneflies (Pteronarcys californica)
that are so
prevalent in Sections 1 and 2 are nearly non-existent in Sections
3 and 4.
It is well known that these stoneflies make up a large
source of protein for trout at various times of the year (thus the
popularity of the annual stonefly hatch with anglers).
On the
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No steelhead management plan is presented or described in the
Lower Deschutes River Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement. This is an egregious oversight.
It is well known and
recognized that the Deschutes River wild steelhead population is in
jeopardy. As long ago as 1977 the steelhead fishing season had to
be closed on an emergent basis because of the rapid decline in the
numbers of steelhead returning to the Deschutes to spawn.
The
taking of wi.ld steelhead was banned at that time. Again last year,
the public asked that the season be closed early in response to the
alarming decline in the number of steelhead caught and passing over
Sherars Falls.
The reason(s) for the recent decline in wild steelhead
populations after their resurgence in the early 1980's is unknown.
Neither this issue nor an evaluation of the current status of the
wild steelhead run is presented in the Hanagement Plan.
The only
data given is found on page 411. It shows an escapement of 17,576
steelhead and catch and harvest of 28,560 steelhead.
It is not
explained whether these numbers are averages or are numbers from a
specific year.
Inquiries made through the Oregon Department of

Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) indicate that this data is from 1987.
Data from the 1990 steelhead run show an escapement of 4842
hatchery steelhead and 3653 wild steelhead.
The total catch and
harvest for 1990 was 11,652 steelhead.
Thus in three years time
the total steelhead escapement has declined by roughly 50%, and
harvest has declined by nearly 60%.
The Management Plan does
nothing to actively address this near crisis situation.
It is
worth noting that the numbers for the 1990 steelhead runs are
declining below the limits of acceptable change as defined by the
management goals outlined on page 36 of the Management Plan.

group.
Successful release of a wild steelhead is not the same as
"throwing the fish back. 11
Instead, releasing wild steelhead
requires a careful revival of the fish after a long fight.
Educational efforts have been unproductive to date and the reported
number of dead wild steelhead found washed ashore continues to
increase annually. Our recommendation is to ban the use of power
boats on the Deschutes, and to ban the use of devices that replace
fishing skill with technology (side planers and fish finders).
4.

It is the Anglers' Club of Portland recommendation that of the
money presently earmarked for site development, road improvement,
and annual maintenance (projected budget of $19,089,000 on page
278) that 30% of those funds be diverted to evaluation of the
causes of the decline in the steelhead population and to efforts to
mitigate this crisis with non-hatchery interventions. These funds
should be transferred to the ODFW with specific provisions that
these funds be used for the protection of the Deschutes River
steelhead run.
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5.

RIPARIAN HABITAT DESTRUCTION DUE TO BANK EROSION

The
Lower
Deschutes
River
Hanagement
Plan
and
Environmental Impact Statement relies on the report titled
11 Investigation of Hotorboat-Induced Streambank Erosion of the Lower
Deschutes River" (Klingman, et al) for data and conclusions about
the nature of river bank erosion and it's effects on riparian
habitat. This is a grave error as this study is extremely flawed.
The study has the appearance of having been done in a fashion to
support predetermined conclusions
rather
than arriving at
conclusions based on objectively collected data.
The specific
flaws in the report include the following:

All steelhead fishing on the Deschutes River should be catch
and release only, or a moratorium on steelhead fishing should be
implemented, until enough data is collected to prove that the wild
steelhead of the Deschutes are not in danger of further population
declines.
Thresholds for emergency steelhead closures should be
set rather than closing seasons after extensive evaluations and
discussions.
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OTHER ANADROHOUS FISH

There was less data available to the Anglers' Club on spring
and fall chinook runs. However, our concerns about these runs are
the same as for the steelhead runs, and the discussion of the
steelhead runs is applicable to the chinook runs as well.

All future use of hatchery facilities on the Deschutes River
should be preceded by in-depth environmental impact studies that
would detail the effect that hatchery intervention would have on
wild resident steelhead populations.
All further efforts to
protect the wild steelhead populations should include habitat
protection as the cornerstone of such efforts.

Power boat use has had a disproportionately large effect on
the steelhead population. Power boats are used by large numbers of
commercial fishing guides and they transport as many fisherman
clients as they can seduce into using their services.
As noted
previously, these boats are often used to ferry multiple boat loads
of anglers into the Deschutes River Canyon. Many power boats are
equipped with electronic fish finding devices. Commercial guides
are known to often use fishing devices such as side planers (a
plastic device attached to a fishing line that uses river currents
to carry a fishing lure out into the river) so that even novice
fisherman who are incapable of casting with a spinning rod can
place lures over areas that fish have been located in with the fish
finders. This approach to fishing amounts to a very efficient and
effective wholesale slaughter of the steelhead run to please the
guided client. With the steelhead runs declining in a precarious
fashion, this style of harvest is no longer tolerable.
Novice
fisherman are not skilled in catch and release techniques and thus
the mortality to wild fish is unacceptably high due to this user

IHLD STEELHEAD

21-6

1) The entire length of the Lower Deschutes River was evaluated in
two days and covered 73. 6 river miles (or 14 7. 2 miles of river
bank).
There is absolutely no way that a careful scientific
observation and evaluation of so much river bank could be made in
such a short period of time. Additional information was gathered
from 1"=400' composite maps of aerial photographs. These sorts of
maps lack adequate detail to make accurate observations.
2)
Klingman, et al, adrni t on page 11 of their report that they
have only made approximations due to the limits of their method of
study.
3) Klingman, et al, list areas of severe bank erosion on page 13
of their report. They fail to define "severe. 11 Either they have
defined severe in such a manner to exclude major and significant
erosion or their study methodology failed to detect major erosion
areas as the table on page 13 fails to list many areas of serious
bank erosion on the Deschutes within their study area.
4) The report on streambank erosion only evaluates linear effects
of bank erosion and does not evaluate cubic volumes of lost bank
materials.

5)
The major conclusion that Klingman, et al, arrive at based on
their data is that 11 no major change of river course is being
threatened in the study area, nor are structures being endangered."
(page 49, Klingman, et al)
There ~re ot~er far reaching e~f7cts
due to river bank erosion and lf Kllngman, et al, l1m1ted
themselves to this criteria for evaluation of bank erosion, and

this is their
reinvestigation.

primary

conclusion,

then

this

issue

needs

6)
Klingman's study only intensively studied the impact of power
boat generated wave action in the Heritage Landing area where he
found a significant impact on bank erosion due to power boat wake
action.
Failure to use similar study methods in other reaches of
the river did not prevent him from concluding that power boats have
a minimum impact in those other reaches.
7) Despite a paucity of accurate data or sites of intensive study
outside of the Heritage Landing area, Klingman, et al, arrive at
very precise numbers for assigning levels of causes of bank erc;'sion
(human non-boating activities 24%, motorboats 9%, grazing an1mals
6%, natural causes 61%).

i-6

8)
The bank erosion report provides an ample supply of data and
methods for determining boat wake size in it's appendices, but this
information is not utilized to evaluate jet sled wakes, nor is this
information integrated in any way into the fabric of the main body
of the report.
The Anglers' Club of Portland recommends that:
1) Bank erosion be evaluated not just on the basis of whether the
river course is changed or not, but also on the following criteria:
a)
Has erosion created unsightly changes in the riparian
zone?
b)
Has erosion had an affect on the vegetation?
c)
Has the redeposition of eroded materials affected
spawning gravel or other river features important to the
river habitat?

21-6

Rapids.
Cattle bank erosion has been observed to have an extreme
impact in some areas.
As an example, approximately 4/10ths of a
mile downstream from Ferry Canyon on the west bank is an area where
cattle have broken down a steep bank that resulted in the bank
retreating up to 3 to 4 feet.
This bank destruction and it's
effect on spawning gravels needs to be curtailed or reduced to a
point where cattle have a far less severe impact on the Deschutes
River habitat.

l

IV.

CONCLUSION

It is our hope that the Deschutes River Policy Group and the
Executive Review Board will re-evaluate the Management Plan,based
on this review of the issues and the public input received to date.
We would ask that commercial interests not be the paramount
influence in the decision making process, but rather that the
decision making bodies create management policies that will protect
the Deschutes River for public enjoyment for generations to come.
section 10 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act mandates that a
management plan's "primary ewphasis shall be given to protecting
(the river's) aesthetic, scenic, historic, archaeologic, and
scientific features. 11
Our recommendations are made with the
meeting of these criteria as the overriding priority in developing
a management plan for the Deschutes River.
Respectfully submitted,

)1/(!f 1!j; L ~

Greg ~cMi}lan
conservation Director
Anglers' Club of Portland

~/,#-

~&~~

President
Anglers' Club of Portland

2) Power boats be prohibited from further use of the Deschutes in
areas where any native Deschutes River fish may spawn. The reason
for this is that although other causes of bank erosion may cause
more cubic feet of bank loss, power boat bank erosion is the only
form of erosion associated with wave action that is perpendicular
or transverse to the direction of river current flow. This results
in transportation of eroded bank materials into potenti~l spawning
gravels.
This situation is unique .to powe~ boat eros1on.
F~ood
and high water erosion are accompan1ed by h1gher and more lam1nar
down stream flows thus depositing materials away from the site of
erosion. Other human activities result in the deposition of eroded
materials where the bank meets the water line.
3)
All cattle access to the Deschutes needs to be limited in the
manner in which it is limited in Section 4 in the area of Colorado

Organizations:
Response to Anglers Club of Portland
21-1 Proposals in the Draft Plan/EIS on use levels, allocation and motorized boats have been
modified based on public comment on those issues as well as discussions by the Deschutes River
Policy Group and Executive Review Board.
21-2 Facility proposals in the Final Plan have been reduced from those in the Draft Plan/EIS.
The emphasis for most facilities is resource protection and public health/safety.
21-3 The Deschutes River Policy Group recognized the differences within Segment 1 in
preparing the Final Plan.
21-4 Wild Trout:
The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife is developing a comprehensive Fish Management
Plan for the lower Deschutes River and tributaries. This plan, expected to be adopted by the end
of 1992, includes specific provisions for increased trout population monitming beyond the Nena
Creek area in an attempt to gather more representative population data. The ODFW draft plan
proposes to monitor trout populations in the Trout Creek and Jones Canyon area.
The management plan contains important provisions aimed at restoring degraded instream and
riparian habitat along the river. Aquatic and riparian habitat protection and enhancement will be
important for the maintenance of resident and anadromous fish populations.
21-5 Wild Steclhcad:
The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife is developing a comprehensive fish management
plan for the lower Deschutes River and tributaries. This plan, expected to be adopted by the end
of 1992, includes specific provisions for managing the steelhead population.
Steelhead numb~rs in the Deschutes River are not stable. Fluctuations in nm size are the result
of many potential factors occurring outside this planning area. Changes in nm size and inriver
harvest can be misleading since out-of-basin stray steel head have comprised a significant segment
of the annual nms in recent years.
21-6 Riparian habitat destmction due to bank erosion:
The use and effects of motorboats on the lower Deschutes River is a controversial subject with
many diverse opinions. The "Investigation of Motorboat-Induced Stream bank Erosion of the
Lower Deschutes River" was conducted by a reputable professional hydrologist, who based his
conclusions on a limited resource survey and remote sensing techniques. More study on this
issue is proposed in the Final Plan.
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Association of
Northwest Steelheaders
P.O. Box 22065
Milwaukie, Oregon 97222
503/653-4176
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DR1>1P Comments
15 October, 1991
Page Two
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order to
on Segment 2 is unfair .
Fisherme11
used areas of Segment 2 because the
congestion can slow
fishing and the
is not
Pleasant.
Segment 2 receives the
fishing
tl1e middle of the week and during the Fall,
Winter
Spring.
A limited entry system
fishermen in Segment 2
the Slimmer
to relieve p1·essure on the
Most fishermen in this
section access the river by automobile or by foot in any
case, and thus a limited entry system would not resolve the
congestion caused in this segment by recreational boaters~

15 October. 1991

Greenleaf
River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Department

525 Trade Street

S.E.

Salem, Oregon 97310
The

user fees for fishermen
such as a
pass of some so1·t, but not
system.
Recreational
on Segment
cause
congestion, riparian
safety
risks.
Limited entry on Segment 2 should
applied to
address these primary problems when they occu1·-on the
weekends betv.Jeen June 15 and September 15 _
2,

Re:

Comments by the Association of Northwest
Steelheade1s on the Deschutes River t1anagement
Plan Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Ms. Greenleaf:
Possible solutions could include the following:
The Association of Northwest Steelheaders is a 3,000
conservation organization whose members
the Deschutes River within the
area.
Our members have· been
in the
of the Deschutes River faymany years, and this
will continue.
The
following comments, a combination of observations,
Association positions, and legal review, are submitted for
your serious consideration.
These comments
ic testimony on both the
and user
to the Deschutes River Management Plan (DRMP)
and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)_
The corrroents are
divided by issue for your consideration.
I.

1/
limit party size by total number of people and by
number of boats

2/

3/

limit total number of t1- ips per party per day

4/

close and sign damaged camping areas

raise the camping fee and charge for camping at
51
Oak Springs

Limited Entry

6/
require outf1tters and
educational talk before
in a lecture hall or
Dutchman Flat whe)·e the Bureau
outfitters could
ethics_
This

opposes the implementation of
The Association
Deschutes River at this time.
a limited entry
The data relied upon in the DRMP to support the proposed
is likely to be inaccurate.
Most
current user conflicts on the Deschutes
scope and duration.
The two areas of
are
in
4 (Macks Canyon to the
user conflicts take
Segment 2 Dutchman Flat to Shears
mouth) and in part
Falls).

use

Comments
15 October, 1991
Page Pour

DRNP

IV_

Power Boats
The Association would
2 only during the
Day_
At other times
high enough to warrant a

Access

The Association would support the installation of
toilets (outhouses) along the river, but that is more
a
clean up and protective action than an improvement.
The
river environment must be orotected from our own wastes.
in the planning area should be directed
land acquisition, enforcement and
environmental monitoring of
fish
population health, water

Power boats should not be restricted
4 as is
in the Preferred Alternative
The
, weekPlan will only serve to double the number of boat-s on
the 1·iver during the t.Jeek~on and accentuate the conflicts.
The conflicts on Segment 4 occur between July 15 and
September 15.
They can be mitigated by the following
actions:
-No excursior boat
between these dates (

:!2-4

also believes that all camping should
those areas cu1·rently assessed the $2
fee registration points can easily
along the river.
The fees raised
help pay for enforcement and
of outhouses.
In no event should user fees be
"improvements" of campgrounds or roads.

for river use
September 15).

-The number of guides should be reduced to pre-DRMP
levels.
-The number of round-trips should be limited to two if
there continues to be conflicts between commerical and
private users.

III. User Fees
The Association
user fees for all types
of users.
It is our
from limited legal
review that both
and the BLM have the
legal authority to
a user fee.
If this is the case,
a comprehensive fee syster. should irrrnediately be
implemented.
Boaters should pay higher fees, with power
boaters
the
fees.
Non~motorized boaters
should
pay more
the current rates.
Bank
hikers, bikers and
user
a vehicle into
Deschutes River area
recreate
also pay a user fee.
This fee could either be a daily fee, or similar to the SnoPark
for each cal· in the 11ount Hood area.
The
Association sees with llser fees for all
unfairly burden faMilies and people of

boat ban on
July 15 through
the use levels are
boats on Segment 3 should be
of use are not high enough to

The Association strongly
the
of
better roads and hardened
on the
River.
The
of roads and
along the Deschutes
will
lead to more users
eventually and more quickly
to a
need for li~ited entry systems.
These modern
improvements will attract
other user I.Jho do not
currently use the Deschutes
it is a
No campgrounds should be hardened
no
Paved roads :.-.Jill
and increase the safety
nore traffic and higher
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Segment 4

4 are the result of f is hi ng
ing a limited number of
and
to resolution by means more easily
than
those conflicts in Segment 2.
The
conflicts occur
between boating and non-boating
, and between

DRr·lP Comments
15 October, 1991
Page 'fhree

22-3

on river
to
educated and
the boater pass fee.

Segment 2

The Association strongly
the ability of
private fishermen to use the
River without
subject to the uncertainty of a limited
conflicts in Segment 2 are not the result
pressure, but rather from extensive recreational

II.

to hold a brief
This could be

7/
any limited entry plan should be administrered on
the 100% common pool system.

B.
A.

limit total number of triPS for each day of the

weekend

tt,.:o miles of the river, from the bottom of
the
of Rattlesnake Rapids should be for
only
July 15 and September 15.

costly and heavy-handed solution
emphemeral and
defy a

time
have lead the
Deschutes and that t.Jill
V_

Environmental Protection and Conditions

Though the access and user issues dominate the thoughts
and words of man'/ interested
, it is the
environmental
of the
which deserve the most
attention.
any of us care about this river if the

DRHP Comments

DRHP Comments

15 October, 1991
Page Five

15 October, 1991
Page Slx

water were not so blue,
and wildlife not so
diverse, the v1ews so
Flows ~ot so strong
and the fish not so
Deschutes River is
believe that if baseline environmental conditions are
measut·ed, and standards for continued habitat pt·otection are
established, the user and access issues must and will fall
into plBce,

taking actions that would result in more hatchery-wild fish
interactions.

A.

C_

Riparian f'1anagement

management as a
and water qual
itself contains
restoration that
livestock.
The
enormous in terms
fish, wildlife and

Railway Operations

There was 1 i ttle if any mention of U:e impacts of the
trains that run
the Deschutes.
such as the
herbicides

DRMP

'
.tor

The Northwest Steelheaders do have sevel·al concerns
about this aspect of the DRt1P.
First, the Bureau of Land
(BLM) does not have the most sterling l·ecord for
of
on public lands.
Riparian restoration
conducted in some areas with gl·eat
arr<ount of

Manage~ent

plenty of fuel for a
hand
of litter

22-6

22·5

for serious toxic contamination as a
time there are taxies
any
plan
the local counties
the
in the event of such
River deserves this
The DRt-iP does not
8.

Pel ton Dam

The Pelton Darn license will expire in 2001.
State
agencies should consider their options for the
The abil
to control releases to scour
is
utmost concern.
The natural
flows are missing from the lower
ec•os:ts1:em,
the sedirnentation that is occuring
the entire lower river_
If it were not
of the reservoirs behind Pelton and
fisheries, removing the dam and restoring
what was
a flourishing fishery would be the wast
preferable option.
However
the fisheries there now,
over Pelton
considered !1ave serious
for the wild trout, steelhead and chinook
populations in the river below Pelton.
ODFW as well as the
Warm Springs Tribe must seriously considel· these before

DRr1P Comments

15 October, 1991
Page Seven
Flows in the Deschutes River must be met first,
diversion on the Deschutes must be equiped with a
pass screen.
This is required by Oregon law.
The DRt1P also does not take a firm stand on
ivate
land
also public
within the
private
either the
Wildlife and
Water Resources, cannot
The DRMP appears to
take a status quo stance on
in areas of
public
substantial
of public
It is clear
the DRt·1P,
cont;.nue to be
managed under existing
those existing plans to
if
protecting the natural resources within
corridor.
This is required under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
D.

to monitor
unanswered in the
the EIS.

Fish Resources

The fish resources of the Deschutes
most valuable
least in the
Steel headers.
and the water
protected at anY cost.

22-7

The emphasis in the DRMP appears to be on exclosing
grazing livestock from riparian at·eas during the summer
months or until particular riparin areas have been restored
to certain acceptable levels. Experience tells us that
fencing out livestock enables most
areas to rebound
, and that most often,
is more
and more habitat for fish and wildlife
gettinq and keeping the livestock off.
The Northl.Jest
Steelh~aders
intensive efforts to restore riparian
also like
recovery

Limited entry into riparian areas could occur for
where there are no upland watering
upland watering as a solution to
out areas.
These upland watering
escape
either
water
is
, would
Scenic

DRMP Comments

15 October, 1991
Page Eight
The question that
to mind is what
Surely the dams have
an
incidental commercial takes,
general ocean conditions.
In-r
causes could be
attributed to
pressure, loss of spawning habitat,
juvenile mortal
to unscreened diversions, loss of
riparian
and hooking mortality for smolt.

certain that

l-elease

between hatchery steelhead and wild
also have an adverse effect.
ODFW must be
Steelhead
Plan is
it Wild Fish
to ask about the hatchery
t!>e Deschutes since catch and
apppeared to solve the problem.

seems to be holding its
for wild trout on the
Nena Creek may not be the best indication.
Why
was this site chosen?
Consideration should be given for
two different areas of the river to
are maintained fol· trout
, the trout
below Shears
of decline due to bait
population is on the rebound,
a
separate monitoring area should be developed in this area.
VI.

There are several limiting factors thal prevent the
fish resource from
its full potential on the
Deschutes.
The first has
recognized in the DRMP and
that involves
gravel recruit~ent.
The Pelton Dam
prevents this
naturally, as adequate flows
cannot scour the
of the silt and organic
The Northwest ::-,teelheaders fully
to improve these current conditions.

many
These questions remain
this is a severe inadequacy in

Legal Issues
A.

NEPA

and

to take an

The second
factor, for steelhead and Chinook,
a1·e two mai 'lstem
Rivel· Dams.
Opet-ation of these
is under review in other forums, and improvement there t-Jill
likely help the Deschutes

this case,
prepare an

as the
area damage is another
on these Breas for food sources,
srnolt and fry, and
froi"' predators_
The more the riparian zone is
and protected, the
greater the survival rate for adults and juveniles.

Preparation of this EIS must comport with existing
federal
designed to enhance NEPA compliance, as
well as
the BLM's own NEPA regulationo:. and guidelines.
The r~orthwest Steelheaders find that the DRMP-EIS fails to
comply with NEPA in several critical respec~s.

The introduction of hatche,-y steel head may also be a
limiting factor for wild Deschutes steelhead.
The Oregon
Departrl)ent of Fish and Wildi fe believes that Deschutes
summer steelhead may be in trouble,
catch arld
release regulations tnat have been in
for some time.

First, the cumulative imapcts analysis is either
.
or non-existant
40 C.F.R. @1508.7.
NEPA requlres
either direct, indirect or cumulative, be
. 40 C.F.R. @1502.16.
The DRMP also
to
alternatives not
the
of the lead aQency.
40 C.F .R. Q1502.14(d _
DRMP also

fish

l

chose to

that
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15 October, 1991
Page Nine

~

did not

address possible conflicts b8tween the
, staLe and local objectives
enforcement and land use planning

p>·ooosed

regarding
40 C.F.R.

The DRMP also also fails
and need for the plan.
need should
state the
need to which the
is
action.
40 C.F.R.

define the
2.
The
proposing the

Deschutes is the most J.mportant aspect of the DRf·tP, and if
it is not possible to PJ-otect and enhance envi l"onmentaJ
conditions under the current conditions of use, then those
conditions n1ay warrant change.
The relatively
stale of the Deschutes River should not be
overzealous users
the Deschutes as
children and our chi
Deschutes Ri\1er that deserves our

These areas of
with NEPA appear
technical in nature, but
combination of all of them
decrease the effectiveness of the ORMP as both a good
tool and a public involvement
The BLM
enough experience with NEPA to avoid
these
omissions.
B.

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act

The federal act
that rivers
under
the Act be managed for
outstandingly remar
features
which caused them to be designated.
16 U .2, .C. @1271.
The
Act carefully defines the various
retained by
parties within
corridor in
sections.
The
lead
to take such actions
that would affect
river
so
the rivers are protected in accordance with
the purposes of the Act.
16 U.S.C. @1283(a).
However, in
the
the Act states that nothing in this
rights in those lands

.c.

§1283( b).

There is an inherent conflict in the Act, however, an
earlier portion of the Act sheds some
on this
conflict.
Section 1279 states that
within the
boundarie.s of a river
from entry, sale or
public land laws.
The only
valid existing mineral or water
not
clearly grant exceptions for grazing permits or guiding
permits as valid existing rights or priviledges.
The BLM should administer the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act in the st~ongest possible terms in order that the
remarkable values of the Deschutes River are
maintained.

VI.

Conclusions

The Association of Northwest Steelheaders' written
comments reflects the Association's views on the
of the
environmental and social issues.
The ecologic

Response to Association of Northwest Steelheaders
22-1 Altemative methods to control crowding were adopted in the Final Plan in an attempt to
avoid a limited entry system.
22-2 See Response 21-2.
22-3 The potential for an all-user fee has been identified in the Final Plan.
22-4 Management of motorized boat use has been modified from the Draft Plan/EIS. Further
study is proposed conceming environmental effects of this use.
22-5 Sec Emergency Services section.
22-6 The effectiveness of the BLM in management of grazing allotments within the Lower
Deschutes lliver conidor has improved dramatically over the last two to three years. We believe
this effectiveness will continue to improve as the plan is implemented and new grazing systems
are initiated.
22-7 The vegetative condition standards are outlined in the fish habitat/water quality and quantity
section of the management plan.
22-8 Budgeting for and hiring of additional staff to implement and monitor the plan is not totally
controlled at the BLM district office level. However, once the plan is approved, there will likely
be additional emphasis placed on staffing levels so compliance with the plan can be achieved.
22-9 See response to Anglers Club of Portland.
22-10 Although the cited portions of the CEQ regulations require cumulative impact analysis
there is not requirement to fonnat EISs to separate direct, indirect or cumulative impacts. The
EIS planning team preferred and used an impact assessment fonnat which combined forms or
sequence of impacts for reader convenience as well as improved understanding by
decisionrnakers. The various text and tables in Chapter VI of the DEIS do summarize all fonns
of impacts from all potential sources. For example) Table 21, page 180, includes impacts to fish
and wildlife from livestock, roads, campsites, etc. including "Overall" which was intended to
equal "cumulative" impacts.
22-11 Chapter VII, Implementation, beginning on page 269, notes that successful implementation
of the proposed plan (or any altemative plan) would require coordination and cooperation
between all of the managing agencies. While we believe that the plan itself, as well as various
Federal and State laws will promote conflict resolution, it is possible there could be differences
"regarding environmental enforcement". Resolution of any such issues through an open process
of ongoing coordination as well as joint participation in project or activity plans. For example,
ELM would continue to work with applicable State, Tribal and Federal entities when developing
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habitat management plans. TI1is should reduce. if not eliminate, the potential for interagency
conflict.
22-12 We agree that the DEIS "Purpose and Need" section is biief, but the essence of the EIS
process is the resolution of issues as identified through the EIS seeping process (40 CFR
1501.1(d)). The major issues for the Deschutes Plan were displayed for public review and
comment in the thick January 1990 mailers as well as DEIS Chapter II, beginning on page 27.
The purpose and need for the plan is to comply with the intent of laws, resolve the issues,
develop and prescribe management directions and a process for monitoring and evaluating
progress.

Response to Northwest Mining Association

RECEIVED

July II, 1991

JUL 1 5 1991

23-1 No Surface Occupancy Leases:

SUBJECT: Lower Deschutes River DEIS

The adopted land use plan decision allows no surface occupancy on BLM land along the
Deschutes River. Lease development would have to be accomplished by such methods as slant
drilling from outside the canyon. Exceptions to the no surface occupancy provision could allow
for onsite development if equipment could be buried or screened from view so that no signiJicant
residual impact would occur to visual and recreational values.

Gentlemen:

23-2 Collectable Minerals and Fossils:

Deschutes River Coordinator

~i~g~~aJ~~tr~![k~.f. Recreation Dept

STATE PARKS ANO

RECREAnON DEPARTMW1

Salem, Oregon 97310

The Northwest Mining Association (N\VMA) has reviewed the draft Lower
Deschutes River Mana~ement Plan and Environmental Impact Statement recently

i~!ret,o fug ~t\r~%

H·a· 9~u;·~ o7~ ~~~i~tiag;g;Jrtbn~ver '\s,o()3um':ri;J~obt~~

throughout the U.S. and Canada. Our association represents a diverse range of
indivtOuals, from individual prospectors to some of the largest mineral producers
in tl1e country.
Overall, the plan appears to be well thought out and the
preferred alternative represents a very legitimate attempt to balance the sometimes

m~c~~asmfrrri}~~s i~n~o~~~~~e p~~an'fyc~~~in~~!!fi~es~~c~~~1'at::i~Ssuefhe

Collectable minerals and fossils are available on BLM land under the restriction that no
mechanized equipment be used. Common fossils may be collected but vertebrate and
scientifically significant invertebrate fossils are not open for collection. Petrified wood may be
collected under the restrictions that one person may remove a maximum of 25 pounds plus one
piece per day and not more than 250 pounds in a calendar year. No explosives or mechanized
equipment may be used and the petrified wood may not be bartered or sold to commercial
dealers.

~~~ti~e :;co~izfo tht!t ;~ir~e 8~~t ~ifulno~~x~~aatigf·c~~e~~~ fu~~ufu~
amount of -~d that will actually be closed to mineral entry is relatively small

(page 125). Second, we heartily endorse the continued use of existing utility and
transportation corridors for new right-of-ways (ROW) (page 106). This represents
a reasonable trade-off between no new ROWs and tfie possible proliferation of
new corridors. Third, the proposed no surface occupancy provisiOn for leasable
minerals and energy development (page 125) is very proolematic, though less of

!
!

ho~~n~~~ ~'iea~!o~~~ldth~~ee;e\~~~s~~g ai!ni~N~~~~ n:'a~ jgfg:ftsi ~g~~~1
1
1
0
r~~e ~~ca1fg~~a pfa~~~~n~ ~fm~~ft h~~s~ (~~d'erang!~ctdriJ~i~fts.fro~o ~ ~r:~
rec1amationi etc.). Fourth, t11e discussion of collectabfe minerals and fossR; ~page
b~2)s~~hw~g3~~esb~b s~~~~~~~etge d¢~~- som~iffli, ththele~~!u~~ti~~ontha~ a~~d

quantitative improvement in air quality can be achieved by removing livestock
from riparian areas (page 167) IS dia1Iengeable and this reference should be
deleted m the final E1S. The only documented benefits that we are aware of
from cooling due to improved riparian habitat pertain to ~ temperature and
If there are any reports containing
its relationshifJ to coldwater fisheries.

~~~~ractigl ~~ee~ta;~~~b~~~o ~~fue~t ~ cf~~~-~~~a~x~:~i ii~ s~gnittt~W;

localized micro-climate, we would very much like the opportunity to review them.

Please keep us on your mailing list so we may receive other planning document'\
and notices.
Sincerely,

_

Jv- ~

R. K. "Ivan" Urnovitz
Manager, Government Relations

41.1 PEYTOI'\ BUILDI!\G SPOKANE. WASJ-l!NGTOi>.' 9920! 509/624·!158 b\X 509/623-124! KARL W ),.JOTE. EXECUTI\'E DIRECfOR
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Norrhwesr Environmental Defense Center
10015 S W Terwilliger Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97219

lncorooration Of Listed Alternatives

(503) 244-1181 ext.707

(A) .Grn.mlg,

October 3, 1991

Alteratrve No. 4's prohibitron of livestock grazing should be
integrated rnto the Preferred Alternative. The removal of livestock
from BLM, state, and Tribal riparian areas rs essential to managr)lg

Jacque Greenleaf
Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Dept
525 Trade Street S.E.
Salem Or 97310

the Deschutes for water quality and wrldlife habitat.
The benefits of this alternative are tremendous. The removal
would result rn prompt and substantial revegetation of natrve

Re: Comments on the Deschutes River Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS)

species. This in turn would improve the riparian soil while
preventing stream bank erosion and improving the water quality
It
would also increase the wildlife habitat by providing better food and
cover. The endangered species in the Deschutes Rrver Corridor (DRC)
would undergo srgnificant beneficial impacts, according to the DEIS,
rnstead of the "continued improvement" of the preferred alternatrve

Dear Ms. Greenleaf:
The Northwest Enwonmental Defense Center (NEDC) rs a non
profit crtrzen conservatron organrzatron dedicated to preservrng and
protectrng the natural resources in the Northwest, partrcularly rn
Oregon
Our primary rnterests are water quality and preservatron of
The
habrtat whrch rs critrcal for the maintenance of water quality

The scenrc quality would also return more rapidly to the state that
resulted rn the Deschutes being designated a Wild and Scenrc Rrver

Deschutes Rrver rs critical in that respect to much of central
Oregon, and represents a Significant resource for the commun1t1es of

The National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and its Oregon
equrvalent the Scenic Waterways Act demand that the
adminrstrators of these desrgnated areas shall place prrmary

plants animals, frsh and people that live not only wrthrn rts basrn.
but throughout the Northwest.
NEDC appreciates the opportunity to partrcipate rn the revrew of
the DEIS.

Our comments fall rnto two categories.

emphasrs on "protecting its esthetrc, scenrc, historic,
archaeological, and scientific features." USC 16 § 1281 (a), ORS

24-1

Frrst, we address

390.835(1 ). The Preferred Alternative does not follow these
standards because it greatly overemphasizes the benefits of grazrng.

management practices found in the lrsted alternatrves that should be

The loss of grazrng rn riparian areas would only result rn three

integrated rnto the Preferred Alternative. Second, we request
adoption of rmportant management practrces that are not addressed
rn the DEIS

lessees of publrc land losing 300 AMU's of forage. The Preferred
Alternatrve finds these rmpacts outweigh all of the beneficral
results of Alternatrve No. 4

The costs of fencrng and the

development of upland sprrngs are srgnrficant, however these
NEDC/ DEIS
COMMENT PG. 1

NEDC/ DEIS
COMMENT PG. 2

expenses could be mitigated through the revenue gained rn a
recreatronal user permit system. (Discussed Below) At the very

the automatrc closing of any campsite smaller than 500 feet for
rehabilitation, rs more likely to protect habitat and water quality
than the Preferred Alternative's mitrgatron approach.

least, the costs of the upland springs could be mrtrgated by creatrng
lrmited entry areas for lrvestock waterrng whrle keeprng the great
maJority of the rrparran lands protected.

24-1

Moreover, that three lessees could limrt the restoration of riparran
lands to 60% of ecologrcal status within 15 years (Preferred
Alternative), or full vegetatrve recovery withrn 25 years
(Aiternatrve No. 3) is not consistent with the relevant state and
federal statutes. lntegratron of the grazrng regulations of
Alternative No. 4 rnto the final plan rs necessary to manage the DRC
the way our legrslators rntended
(B) Revegetation

The DEIS rs permeated with the rdea of construction. The DRMP
calls for the pavrng of roads and the construction of new campsites

24-3

wrth water and toilet facilities. This would increase the number of
recreat1onists by bring1ng in those who often avoid Oregon's more
prrmitive campgrounds. The resulting overuse would do nothing to
solve the environmental protection 1ssues. lf construction must take
place, the DRC should avoid as much damage to sensitive areas as
possible by the concentrating effects of access points and
campsrtes. Alternative No. 3's requirement of constructing new
parking lots and pullouts away from sensitive areas should be
adopted. Similarly, if there must be new campsites they should be
specifically designated and constructed away from sensitive

Revegetation of the nparian areas is crucial for 1mprovmg the
water quality and wildlife habrtat of the DRC. Alternatrve No 4's
revegetatron plan should be adopted. The seedrng and plantrng of
only "natrve specres" and the burnrng and waterrng of the rrparran

24-2

difficulty of obtarning these types of seeds is attributed to therr

NEDC also supports the increased use of portable latrrnes.
Alternatrve No. 1's approach to sanitation facilitres (pg.74) was
created as a result of this Alternative's policy of rncreased used.
However, thrs does not mean that the additional sanitation facilitres
cannot be incorporated into the Preferred Alternative. The rdea of

rarity, but it is also premised on continued grazing. If lrvestock use
was prohibrted, increased natural revegetation of the plants would

requrring the recreationists to pack out their own human waste,
consrdered in the other Alternatives, seems wishful thinking at best.

reduce theses costs.

In reality thrs plan results in both scattered litter and possible
health hazards
Concentration of the waste outwerghs the uglrness

areas will help marntarn genetrc drversity
This rs essentral to the
health of the area's ecosystem. The high costs assocrated wrth the

Although controlled burnrng may cause some

safety concerns, rt is stdl a manageable technrque that rncreases
natural success1on

24-3

wildlife habitat and riparian areas.

and expense of portable latrines

(C) Recreational U;;e.

Alternatrve No. 4's approach to foot access should also be
rntegrated
Trails parallel to the river already exrst. If these do not

Camping in sensitive wildlife habitat should be prohibited, and
the restrrctrons of Alternative No. 4 (pg. 53) should be rntegrated

prove sufficrent, then only naturally appearing pornt access trarls
would be provided with consideration to the riparian areas. The

l

rnto the Preferred Alternatrve.

Also. Alternative No. 3's (pg. 76)

firm stand on rehabilitating riparian and wildlife areas, rncluding
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NEDC I DE IS
COMMENT PG. 3

Preferred Alternative's approach to constructing new trarls rs a
waste of both resources and the limited amount of riparran area
NEDC/ DEIS
COMMENT PG. 4

Also, this alternative contains a provis1on designating mountain bike
trails. If there actually proves a demand for these, they must be
provided for well away from tl1e sensitrve habitat.

24-4
Alternative No 4 's approach to boat launching should also be
adopted. The redesigning I reconstructing of only the exrsting
major launching facilities, combined with the closure and
rehabilitation of the pnmrtive and undeveloped launch srtes, rs
essentral.

Management Practices Not Addressed In The DEIS.

These practices would go far in mmrmizmg recreatronal

rmpacts on the riparian areas and stream bank erosron

(A) Water Quality Standards.
Hrgh water quality is an essential element of the habrtat of wrld
trout and the vanous species of anadromous fish
The f1shery of the
Deschutes rs consrdered by many users to be rts most valuable
natural resource
Quality water rs also essentral to enjoyable
recreatronal use of boaters and the ability of the Columbra Rrver to
accept certarn pollutants
In order to insure that these resources
exrst rn the future. The DEIS has establrshed some water quality
standards
However, quest1ons still rema1n regard1ng the substance

(D) Reowmg A Permit Fee For Recreatronal I lse.
The recreatiOnal user permit discussed rn Alternatrve No 4
should be rntegrated rnto the Preferred alternative. The Oregon
legrslature, actrng under its police powers, could delegate to the
Parks Commission the power to levy a fee on persons rnvolved rn
recreatronal activitres rn the Deschutes River Corrrdor (DRC)
Monies collected under the system could be deposited 111 a fund
desrgnated specrfrcally for the DRC
Thrs rncreased revenue could
help offset the costs of the fencrng and the burldrng of upland

of these regulatrons.
Accordrng to the DEIS, the Department of Envrronmental Qualrty

sprrngs associated with grazing prohibrtions in rrparran areas, torlet
facilities, user education, l;and acquisrtion, environmental

(DEO) has establrshed water quality standards (pg 399) for the DRC
and they have agreed to monrtor the water quality.
However, has

monitonng, or any other proJects needed to enhance water quality

the RMC secured funds from the legislature to pay for thrs extensrve
monrtorrng? The DEIS's common management plan also rncludes two
"recommendatrons". Frrst, they will "recommend" to the FERC to

and wrldlife habitat.

The Deschutes has a lrmrted number of access

pomts, and rf these permrts were requrred to be displayed on
automobrles, then polrcrng the DRC would still be practrcal

24-5

The pass would also be a convenrent vehrcle for increasrng user
knowledge. The educatron methods common to all Alternatrves
(pg.103) shows the River Management Committee's (RMC)
commendable commitment to informing users of the ripanan

~4-4

ecosystem's importance.

In addition, recreational boaters should be

informed of good land and water use practices that help prevent
NEDC I DE IS
COMMENT PG. 5

l
~

perrodrcally rncrease releases of water through Pelton Dam.
especrally rn the early spring months, to provide the natural cleanrng
of silt from the spawnrng gravel beds. Second, they wrll
"recommend" to the DEO, Soil Conservation Service, and the North
Unrt lrrigatron Drstrict that rrrigation water returning to the
Deschutes wrll be reduced through better management of water
flows, or the construction of settling ponds, to reduce silt and
pestrcrdes from entering the rrver.

These "recommendatrons" should

NEDCI DEIS
COMMENT PG. 6

be formal demands so the agencres will be forced to consrder them
and report therr findings. The fact that the Preferred Alternatrve
rncludes gravel replacement for spawning beds is evrdence of the

!

l

erosron of the rrver bank. If brochures were distrrbuted wrth the
user passes 1n some packet form , a more economic, efficient, and
arguably effectrve way of informing the public would be achieved
The literature rs more likely to be read after purchasrng a pass then
when walking past a brochure box, eagerly awartrng the wettrng of a
f1shmg l1ne

In Conclusron, NEDC strongly supports the integration of all
measures into the Preferred Alternative that will assure high water

RMC's own belief rn the substance of their "recommendations"

quality and the protection of sensitive habitat. The Deschutes rs a
natural wonder that many Northwesterners have had the benefit of

(B) Fishing Quality

growing up wrth, and it must be protected so
qualitres 111 the future
If the Rrver Plannrng
overcaut1ous, 1t will merely err on the s1de of
appreciate the opportunity to comment on the
to recervrng the frnal plan

The DEIS plan for measuring frsh populations only consrders data
at one pornt, near Nena Creek, on a 100 mile stretch of river Thrs
seems an inadequate process for protectrng and regulatrng a
nationally known trout fishery. In addition, the DRMP drd not address

·1 the possibility of endangered specres of anadromous fish resting rn

J rrver segment 4 during their migratron up the Columbia Rrver.

others may enJOY rts
Commrttee rs
preservation
We
DEIS, and look forward

SiQcer,ely,
c\t~

The

RMP should consrder this eventuality and the impact on the RMC's

Mike Czier

'.~•.. frshrng regulatrons. The Oregon Department of Frsh and Wildlife
, (ODFW) should also be required to study the affects of the
~ rnteraction between hatchery and wild steelhead. ODFW should
) rdentify any negative impacts and make recommendatrons on how to

NEDC Member

}

\

avord them
(C) Drsaster Management
According to the DEIS, the "managing agencies wrll coordrnate
with the rarlroad rn development of an emergency plan for

'.•.' responding to the potential chemical or other hazardous materral
' spills in the canyon." pg. 102. However, are the local counties and
'1 regional federal land managers prepared if such a disaster occurs?
)

Will there be any extra steps for preventron or has any money been

) allocated for acquiring equipment ahead of time to reduce damages
once they occur? Do local communities currently have the

I

equrpment and trarnmg to handle a toxrc transport drsaster?

If not,

then rarl users should be asked to provrde the necessary equrpment
and training
The Deschutes River deserves the best prevention plan
possible. One that merely delegates responsibility after the fact rs
unacceptable.

Thrs emergency plan must be adequately discussed 111
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the final management plan.
NEDCI DEIS
COMMENT PG. 7

NEDC I DE IS
COMMENT PG. 8

Response to Northwest Environmental Defense Center
24-1 The livestock grazing proposals in the Final Plan have been designed to ensure that
resource objectives arc met or changes in livestock grazing will occur.
24-2 Emphasis will be placed on native species where practical.
24-3 Resource protection is a primary consideration for facility development and campsite
management in the Final Plan.
24-4 See Response 22-3. User education initiatives have been incorporated into the Final Plan.
24-5 Water Quality Standards:
The Deschmes River Policy Group can request other government entities to initiate management
activities to protect or enhance water quality in the lower Deschutes River. However, they do
not legal powers to force compliance with provisions of the plan.
24-6 Fishing Quality:
The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife is developing a comprehensive fish management
plan for the lower Deschutes River and tributaries. This plan expected to be adopted before the
end of 1992, includes specific provisions for management of resident and anadromous
populations. TI1e Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission has the powers to enact emergency fish
regulations, if needed, to provide appropriate protection for depressed fish populations in a very
short period if circumstances warrant such action. ODFW has adopted a Wild Fish Management
Policy, which specifically directs fish management activities to minimize the negative interaction
of hatchery fish with wild populations. However, the numbers of stray out-of-basin hatchery
stcelhead migrating up the Deschutes River will make compliance with this policy difficult.
24-7 Disaster Management:
There arc varied levels of preparedness for potential chemical or other hazardous material spills
in the canyon. However even the best preparations and equipment will likely be hampered by
the general remoteness and access constraints. There is no question that a comprehensive
toxic/hazardous substance spill plan must be developed and periodically reviewed with all
management and government entities. These efforts must be closely coordinated with the
railroad's hazardous spill plan.
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ONE MAIN PlACE

Deschutes River Coordinator
September 12, 1991
Page 2

!01 SW ,\lAIN, .SUITE 700

PORTU..,'ID,OR 07204
TELE?HONE(503)225-0777
fACSIMILE\503)225·1257

The Preferred Alternative Cannot Abrogate Pre-Existing
Rights.

September 12, 1991

When the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act was enacted in
1968, it contained the following prohibition in Section 12 (b):
Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks & Recreation Department
525 Trade Street S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

Re:

"Nothing in this section shall be construed
to abrogate any existing rights, privileges,
or contracts affecting Federal lands held by
any private party without the consent of said
party."

Draft Lo>ver Deschutes River t-1anagement Plan

The courts have consistently construea thls language to
prevent the federal government from abrogating the private
contracts, privileges or other rights that were in existence at
the time the statute was passed.
This was precisely the type of
protection that Senator Mark Hatfield understood was a part of
the history of the administration of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act and was the basis of the following statement by the principal
drafter of the Omnibus Oregon Rivers Act when it passed the
Senate:

Dear Sir or Madam:
represent the Deschutes River Public Outfitters and
the Oregon Guides and Packers, both nonprofit organizations
composed of licensed public guides and outfitters.
VJe have
analyzed the Lower Deschutes River Management Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement on behalf of our clients and find
the preferred alternative legally deficient in three fundamental
respects.
Vle

25-1

"As I have told my fellow Oregonians on many
occasions, the \'lild and Scenic Rivers Act is
probably one of the most flexible land use
statutes in existence.
It recognizes that
river areas have been intrinsically important
to human development throughout our history.
The act does not attempt to undo developments
which are already in place, nor does it
attempt to interfere with activities which
already exist in the designated river area.
For example, timber harvesting, mining,
agriculture, grazing, and recreational uses
are all grandfathered uses in the act and are
allowed co com:.inue to t:.he ex-cent t.hey are
currently practiced. 11

First, the preferred alternative will eliminate or
greatly curtail existing and grandfathered recreational uses in
violation of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 and the
amendment to that statute contained in the Omnibus Oregon Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act of 1988.
Second, the proposed restrictions
on boater use and the massive reallocation of that use from
weekends to weekdays is unsupported and its implementation would
constitute 11 arbitrary and capricious" action by the implementing
federal agency in violation of the Administrative Procedures Act.
Third, the Memorandum of Understanding governing the
de':elo?me~t of the Manaserr>.ent Plan explicitly prohibil:.ed the
Executive Review Board from voting on issues and instead required
that body to negotiate final resolution of the issues brought
before it in an effort to forge the necessary consensus.
The

(99 Cong. Rec. 15243, October 7, 1988).

Executive Review Board did not operate in the manner required
under the MOU and various votes by that body are noted in the
Draft Plan.
The result is that the planning process and our
clients' rights have been compromised.
Each of these fundamental
legal objections to the Draft Plan is discussed more fully below.

HAGLUND

The combination of the "subject to existing rights,
privileges" language contained in the original Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act and the clear statement by Senator Hatfield that
"recreational uses are all grandfathered uses . . . and are
allowed to continue to the extent they are currently practiced"
demonstrates that the management of the Deschutes River must be

& KIRTLEY

HAGLUND
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Deschutes River Coo-rdinator
September 12, 1991
Page 3

Deschutes River Coordinator
September 12, 1991
Page 4

tailored to accommodate all of the uses existing in 1988 as they
were practiced at that time.

Investigation of Motorboat-Induced Streambank Erosion on the
Lower Deschutes River, prepared by the Water Resource Research
Institute for the Oregon State Marine Board {Feb. 1990).

Each of the members of the Deschutes River Public
Outfitters is an owner of a valid permit for commercial guide or
outfitter activity on the Deschutes River and owned that permit
at the time the Omnibus Oregon Rivers Act was passed in 1988.
The federal government cannot now adopt a variety of new
restrictions that will abrogate or eliminate those pre-existing
uses.
The most onerous examples are the prohibitions on motor
boat use on Segment 2 in its entirety and in part on Segments 3
and 4.
The effect of those bans will be to put many guides out
of business in a clear abrogation of their rights as they existed
in 1988.
In our view, if the federal government wishes to impose
such a system, it must be done in a way that compensates guides
for the loss of their businesses.

The Executive Review Board Resolved Disputed Issues by
Vote in Violation of the MOU.

The Hemorandum of Understanding governing the
production of the Deschutes River Management Plan states in no
uncertain terms:
11
The ERB will negotiate final resolution of
the issues taken to it by the Policy Group.
No votes will be taken.''

MOU at 5.

The BLM Cannot Arbitrarily Reduce Levels of Allowable
River Usa Below 1988 Levels or Reallocate that use from
Weekends to Weekdays Without a Supporting Study.

As noted above, there should be a presumption that all
recreational uses in existence at the time the Omnibus Rivers Act
was passed in 1988 are grandfathered uses.
Moreover, it is a
fundamental principle of administrative law that an agency cannot
make decisions that are "arbitrary and capricious. 11 The boater
use levels proposed in the Draft Plan and the massive
reallocation of use from weekends to weekdays are numbers that
are literally pulled out of thin air.
There is no study or
factually based justification for the usage levels that are set
out in the preferred alternative.

15-2

Where the effect of these new restrictions would be to
substantially reduce public access and put most of the existing
guides and public outfitters out of business, the government
cannot proceed on chis course without running afoul of the
prohibition in the Administrative Procedures Act against
arbitrary and capricious decision·-making.
The Ninth Circuit and
other federal courts have repeatedly held that an agency's action
is arbitrary and capricious where it is not supported by
substantial evidence.
See, ~--=-' American Tuna Boat Ass'n v.
Baldridge, 738 F.2d 1013 {9th Cir. 1984).
The complete ban on
jetboat usage on Segment 2 and the partial ban on Segments 3 and
4 are additional examples of purely arbitrary decisions
unsupported by any analysis or study.
Indeed, the only study to
date on motorboat usage on the Lower Deschutes concluded that
motorized use is not an erosion factor on the river.

25-3

Clearly, the whole thrust of the MOU was to utilize a
process for development of the Management Plan that was designed
to achieve consensus from all participating parties. The ERE was
to negotiate final resolution of the issues and was not to take
votes on the issues presented to it.
That prohibition was
violated on numerous occasions in "resolving 11 some of the key
issues that are of such vital importance to the Deschutes River
Public Outfitters, the Oregon Guides and Packers and others
interested in public access to the river.
At pages 391 and 392
of the Plan, it is acknowledged that 3-1 votes were taken on the
issues of motorboat scheduling and the permit allocation system.
These votes destroyed the ERE's opportunity to
negotiate a consensus and violated important procedural rights of
the licensed guides and outfitters as Ylell as the public.
Development of a consensus protects the rights of all through
reasonable compromise and give-and-take.
Given the terms of the
MOU, we believe that the prohibition on ERB voting constitutes a
legally required supplement. to t:he mandatory procedures
applicable to the BU.f under the National Environmental Policy
Act.
In NEPA cases, whenever the federal government is found to
have violated that statute's important procedural and public
participation requirements, the result is an injunction by a
federal court requiring that the process be corrected.
In conclusion, the legal flaws in the Draft Hanagement
Plan must be corrected or the Bureau of Land Management faces the
prospect of a federal judge ordering the corrections. On behalf
of DRPO and the Oregon Guides and Packers, we remain ready to
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Deschutes River Coordinator
September 12, 1991
Page 5

Response to Haglund and Kirtley for Deschutes River Public Outfitters and Oregon Guides and
Packers

participate in the effort to forge a consensus over these key
river issues, but the existing rights of guides and outfitters
must be respected and accommodated in the Final Plan.

~"!lr.·()
Michael E.

~T

t1EHr7669
cc:
Deschutes River Policy Group
BLM Prineville District

25-l l11e Preferred Alternative Cannot Abrogate Pre-Existing Rights. Special recreation usc
pem1its arc issued under the general authority of the Secretary of the Interior to regulate use of
the public lands and related waters, pursuant to section 302(b) of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976. Special recreation use permit requirements are set f01th in 43 CPR
Subpart 8372 which provides in part: "The approval of an application and subsequent issuance
of a special recreation pennit is discretionary with the authorized officer." (43 CFR 3872.3).
Accordingly, BLM has the discretion to reject a special recreation penn it application wJJere such
application conflicts with BLM objectives, responsibilities, or programs for management of the
public lands.
ELM special recreation pem1its for commercial usc of the Deschutes River include the following
special stipulations:
17. Exclusion: The Special Recreation Pennit (SRP) docs not
create an exclusive right of use to any area by the
pcnnittee...... should circumstances warrant, the penn it may be
modified by the ELM at any time, including the amount of use.
The authorized officer may suspend a SRP if necessary to protect
public resources, health, safety and the environment, ..
18. Permit Value: No value shall be assigned to or claimed for the
permit, or for the occupancy of use of Federal lands or related
waters. The permit privileges are not to be considered property on
which the pennittee shall be entitled to earn or receive any retum,
income, price or compensation. The use of a permit as collateral
is not recognized by the BLM. In the event of default or any
mortgage or other indebtedness, creditors shall not succeed to the
operating rights or privileges of the pcnnittee's SRP and pennit
privileges may be cancelled by the BLM. If the permittee goes into
a Section 7 bankruptcy, pern1it privileges will be automatically
cancelled and revert to the ELM.
Since the ELM does not recognize any special recreation permit
possessory interest, no abrogation of pre-existing rights affecting
Federal lands and related waters is deemed to occur through pennit
changes or revocation.
25-2 The ELM Cannot Arbitrarily Reduce Levels of Allowable River Use Below 1988 Levels
or Reallocate That Use From Weekends to Weekdays \Vithout a Supporting Study.
All Omnibus Oregon Wild and Scenic River Act management plans arc being prepared on the

basis that land and water uses and activities occuning at the date of the Act's passage (October
28, 1988) can continue in manner and degree, assuming those uses and activities were not
adversely impacting the outstandingly remarkable values which resulted in the river's
designation.
The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968, Section 3(d)(l) states "For rivers designated on or
after January 1, 1986, the Federal agency charged with the administration of each component
of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System shall prepare a comprehensive management plan
for such river segments to provide for the protection of the river values. T11e plan shall address
resource protection, development of lands and facilities, user capacities, and other management
practices necessary or desirable to achieve the purposes of the Act.., .. " Section lO(a) of the Act
states "Each component of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System shall be administered
in such a manner as to protect and enhance the values which caused it to be included in said
system without, insofar as is consistent therewith, limiting other users that do not substantially
interfere with public use and enjoyment of these values. In such administration, primary
emphasis shall be given to protecting its aesthetic, scenic, historic, archaeologic and scientific
features. Management plans for any such component may establish varying degrees of intensity
for its protection and development, based on the special attributes of the area."
Various studies and other sources of infonnation as listed on pages 298-301 of the Draft Lower
Deschutes River Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement were used by the
Deschutes River Policy Group in developing and finalizing decisions regarding use levels and
the protection and enhancement of outstandingly remarkable values. Additional studies 'viii be
conducted as described in the Monitoring and Evaluation sections. Plan decisions may be
updated or amended as additional data becomes available.
\Vith regard to proposed powerboat closures/restrictions, the primary issue involves social
conflicts, including congestion at launch sites, competition for fishing and camping areas, noise,
powerboat wakes and instream user safety problems. There is clear evidence and public
comment to support this nonmotorized/motorized boat recreational conflict issue.
25-3 Tite Executive Review Board Resolved Disputed Issues by Vote in Violation of the MOU.
The Executive Review Board did use a voting mechanism in order to resolve issues in a timely
manner for development of a preferred alternative in the Lower Deschutes River Draft Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement. Their intention was to move forward with the river planning
process within the timeframes established by the 1988 Omnibus Act. Their action did not violate
the MOU because it was not a final decision, but a proposed action among several controversial
actions which needed to be placed before the public through publication of the draft plan. Now
that the public has reviewed the document and commented in writing and orally, the Executive
Review Board has again addressed the issues and arrived at decisions based on provisions of the
MOU, available data and public comments.
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October 13, 1991

I urge you not to lock the management of the Deschutes
into narrow rules that can only be contested or ignored
those who actually have the day to day management

by

River Policy Group
Oregon State Parks Dept 525
Trade street SE
Salem, Oregon 973·10

If we can be of any assistance in the planning process,
please contact

Dear River Policy Group:

Sincerely,

Af-c.er seeing a fev1 of the recommendations coming out of
the Deschutes River planning I have some concerns not
only on that River but on things you have done which may
become a standard for other rivers designated as Oregon
Scenic Rivers.

Pres:dent

lstVicePresidsnt

It seems to me the reason for having local people on the
planning groups Has to keep the planning of each river
area very specific to that river including ecological,
social and ecomonic values.
Basic to the planning must
be the consideration of private land and the differences
between it and public lands, including private rights on
public lands.

Treasurer

DistrictVicePre;idenls

responsibilities, public and private 1 and to be ever
mindful of the individuals' property rights guaranteed by
our constitution.

,)hQJcn r]u.:/G

f2C

Sharon Beck, Chairman
Private Lands Committee
(503)

963-3592

It is very important that the planners not involve
themselves in the management of private lands with
11
rules 11 that are intrusive on private rights. An example
is setting a time frame for grazing in the river canyon.
To set such a time frame as a blanket rule leaves far too
much out of the process as far as individual management
style, evaluations of the effects of each style on the
river resource and proof of permenant degredation, not to
mention benefits lost to the
resources
by such
restrictions.

Ex>O{;u\iveVlcePresidenl

I served on the State Policy Group resulting from the
Oregon \•Jild and Scenic Rivers Onmibus Bill and helped to
develop a policy paper which is enclosed, for dealing
v1ith private lands on the rivers.
The policy was
inclusive for all rivers and vms agreed to by concensus
of the v;hole committee.
Oregon State Parks had a
representative in the group as did several other state
agencies.

Response to Oregon Cattlemen's Association
RE:

DATE:

OCA BOARD OF DIRECTORS POLICY REGARDING GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT
OF WILD & SCENIC RIVERS

26-1 See revised Law Enforcement and Infonnation Education sections.

ADOPTED BY OCA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MAY 1, 1990

It will be the goal of the government in the management of wild and
scenic rivers to:
1. Identify, on maps and on the ground, private property, and
assure landowners that in exchange for the public's privilege of
being able to see that property from the river the government will
aggressively protect and defend the landowners' rights.
2. Inform the public of the variety of uses to which private
property is put, by choice, and that no abridgement of that choice
will be allowed.
3.
Inform the public that while they are on the water
transecting private property that they may be an uninvited guest
and that their behavior should be as inoffensive as possible
considering noise, visual impacts, trespass onto land, etc.
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A

Cattlemen •s Assn.

iherman County

We are greatly concerned about the potential economic
hardship to some area livestock producers from limiting all

Moro, Oregon
October 11,

grazing to a November 1 - Hay 1 time frame.

97039

1991

2.7

Alternative forage

is not readily available in the region during the summer months
and even when it can be located it is often not available until

27-2

Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks & Recreation Department
525 Trade Street NE
Salem, OR 97310

June or later.

to make major changes in their operations in order to comply with

Dear Sir or Hadam,

this change in grazing season.

The Sherman County Cattlemen's Association represents the
views of local cattlemen on matters relating to our industry.

\'le

greater than the plan states.

We feel that greater flexibility

as to season of use, especially in upland areas, would not

it relates to grazing.

automatically result in damage to habitat.

We strongly agree with the intent of the plan of providing
for a healthy environment.

In light of this, we believe that

the economic impacts of the plan as currently written are much

wish to comment on the Lmver Deschutes River Management plan as

Livestock operators are an important asset to the area.

As ranchers, we understand the

importance of managing for long term goals.

In

addition to contributing to the local economy, they assist in

While we accept the

fire suppression, participate in weed control, maintain fences,

vegetative standards set forth in the plan, we feel that it is

and provide feed and habitat for 1vildlife.

important that any evaluation, monitoring or implementation of

The Sherman County Cattlemen's Association appreciates the

new systems take place on a site specific basis, recognizing that

27-1

Judging from information contained in Appendix s

of the plan, most state and federal allotment holders would have

chance to comment on the management plan and VIe believe it is

the vegetative potential is variable from area to area.

possible for a well-managed grazing program to contribute to a

We recommend that standards relating to the construction of

healthy river environment.

water access points, enclosures, or any other livestock

Sincerely,

management structures be developed with the assistance of persons

~Sc,~ S:'-clcl_c_

who have a practical understanding of livestock.

John Fields, President
Sherman Co. Cattlemen's Association

We believe that the health of riparian areas can be
maintained and improved while still allowing for regulated, short
duration grazing.

We suggest that trials be conducted to allow

this point to be demonstrated.

Response to Shennan County Cattlemen's Association

July 16, 1991

27-1 We agree that vegetative potential varies considerably from site to site. Evaluations

conducted on grazing allotments do take this into account and systems are developed on a case
by-case or pasture-by-pasture basis to enhance the resource values. Monitoring studies are
currently in place to document effects of new management. Additional monitoring of specific
sites, i.e. riparian zones, will be established to document results of management changes.

Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks & Recreation Department
525 Trade Street S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

27-2 The limitation to grazing between November 1 and May 1 is restricted to those grazing
allotments which contain Deschutes River or associated tributary riparian zones. Allotments
and/or pastures not fitting this category may be grazed outside of the above timeframes,
providing the grazing is managed to not be detrimental to the resource. Most livestock operators
with direct access to the river, or tributaries, have alternative water sources which can be
utilized in the uplands.

In Response:

THE DALLES
CONVENTION &
VISITORS BUREAU

The City of The Dalles Convention and Visitors Commission acknowledges the many user
groups, loca~, State, .and Federal agencies, who provided the input necessary for the
Deschutes River Pohcy Group to make their preferred recomme!1dations for marlagemcnt of
the river.
After reviewing the Lower Deschutes River Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement, The Dalles Convention and Visitors Commission feels strongly that the level of
prorx:sed manag~m~nt goes beyond the proven need for such controls. The potential for
negattv~ economic Impact to The Dalles and Wasco County is evident. In an era of changing
econo~mc bases fo: rural Oregon, it is all too often the case where economic opportunity and
sometimes foundatwns are taken away without providing communities the tools or means to
react to the changes. Any plan that has a negative economic impact is unacceptable.
Although the preferred alternative plan alludes to a long term economic gain for The Dalles
and Wasco County, we are concerned that the baseline data cannot support this case. Before
any management plan is implemented, we urge the Executive Review Board to conduct
further, and in-depth, studies of the economic impacts to the affected areas. We also urge
the Board to be aware of the unprecedented commitment and investment by The Dalles and
Wasco County to broaden the economic base through the marketing of our recreational
resources. These efforts are already sensitive to the need for a balanced approach to
increased recreational use, preservation, and promotion of those resources.

y.;e

need more assurance that the preferred plan will not cause a devastating economic
Impact.
·' Thankdyou for

you~r
consideration.
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PonTLAND GENEHAL ELECTRIC Co~fPANY

PORTLAND. OREGON

cr 13 ...
Deschutes River Coordinator
October 15, 1991
Page 2

97204

October 15, 1991

2.

Regulating the River FlOiv

PYF-139-91

Deschutes River Coordinator
oregon State Parks and Recreation Department
525 Trade street S. E.
Salem, OR 97310

Dear Sir:

29-1

Portland General Electric Company (PGE} thanks you for the opportunity to
comment on the May 1991 draft 11 Lm1er Deschutes River t>ianagement Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement 11 •

We appreciate the complexity of the issues that are trying to be addressed,
and hope a meaningful management plan can be adopted. 'i-Ie have no comments
on the varying alternatives, but would like to comment on some of the
background material and one item (12} on page 95 of Hanagement Common to
All Alternatives.
In a number of places (pgs. 27, 45, 95, 115, and 122), the draft mentions
changes in gravel recruitment, peak flood events, flow fluctuation, andjor
temperature changes, as a result of the construction of Pelton and Round
Butte Dams that have negatively affected fish habitat and, by inference,
fish production in the Lower Deschutes River.
These concerns are well
summarized on page 115:
"Construction of the Felton-Round Butte
Hydroelectric Complex restricted gravel recruitment, regulated the river
flmv, and generally reduced the magnitude and frequency of high flow
events.
The river is no longer able to periodically flush itself of fine
sediments and silt.
Areas of formerly high quality gravel and cobble
substrate have been inundated by silt and cemented, thus limiting their
value as fish habitat. 11 We will discuss each of these issues separately in
this letter.
1.

3.

29-2

Lack of Gravel Recruitment

Deschutes River Coordinator
October 15, 1991
Page 3

Deschutes River Coordinator
October 15, 1991
Page 4

on page 95 under Hanagement Common to All Alternatives, Fish Habitat/Water
Quality and Quantity, No. 12, it states that:
"As part of the periodic
power project relicensing procedures, the managing agencies will recommend
to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to periodically increase
releases of water through Pelton Dam, especially in the early spring
months, to provide for natural cleaning of silt from spawning gravel beds.
Releases will be monitored to determine the effect on spawning beds. 11

6.

4.

9

Lack of Adequate Established Hinimum Instream Flows

5. Changes in the Timing of High-Flow Events
On page 116, it is stated that: 11 Seasonal stream flow patterns for the
mainstem Deschutes beloH Pelton Reregulating Dam have been substantially
different for those recorded prior to completion (of the hydro complex).
Before construction, the greatest sustained flows were in the spring.
Since construction, mean flO\oJS have generally been highest during the
winter months." A graph (Figure 4) showing flow at the Pelton and Hoody
gauges before and after completion of the hydro project is shown.
The
inference is that changes are due to the presence of the hydro project.

2.Q

Changes in Temperature

On page 122, under the Fish Habitat subsection, it states that: 11 In
addition to the alteration of seasonal streamflow patterns, as discussed in
the v~ater section, 1vater temperatures also have been altered by the
presence of hydroelectric facilities.
Prior to completion of the dams,
river temperatures in the lower 100 miles dropped 2-4 degrees in winter and
gained 6-8 degrees in summer.
Following completion, temperatures have been
depressed until mid-Hay and elevated during the summer months."

!Q ~uch

On page 115, under Resource Values-\'later, it states that:
"Protection of
river water quality and flm·1 is affected by .•. , the lack of adequate
established minimum instream flmvs, ... 11 •
We strongly disagree that the
minimum flow PGE maintains under its current license is not adequate.
As
tated on page 115, under terms of our federal license, we maintain at
east 3,500 cfs from Harch through June, and 3,000 cfs for the rest of the
year.
Huntington (1985) also looked at minimum flows in the Lower
11
Deschutes River before and after construction.
Average annual minimum
flow (minimum daily flo\·1) for the post-complex period has been 3290 cfs,
v1hile that for the pre-complex period was 3460 cfs." This represents less
than a five percent change.

Reduction in the Hagnitude and Frequency of High-FloH Events

On page 122 of the Fish and 1'1ildlife, Fish Habitat Section, the gravel
study (Huntington 1985) was referred to and conclusions listed about
changes in quantity and quality of the gravel.
Huntington also
investigated the affects of the PeltonjRound Butte Dam complex on the
magnitude and frequency of high-flow events in the Lower Deschutes River,
11 Despite
but this information was apparently overlooked.
His conclusion:
concern that the PGE hydrocomplex has reduced the peak flm·lS in the Lo\ver
Deschutes, maximum daily flows for water years folloHing completion of the
PGE hydrocornplex have not been substantially lower than those recorded
prior to complex completion.
In fact, the average of these peak flows for
the post-complex period (1'/Y 1966-1983) is 8700 cfs, over five percent
greater than the average of 8820 cfs for the pre-complex period (WY 1925
1963) • 11
The t\VO highest flO\oJ events on record at the Pelton USGS gauge
since records started in 1925 occurred in 1964 and 1982, after the
PeltonjRound Butte Hydroelectric complex Has constructed.
It is true that we have not had a major h.igh-flmi event since 1982 and some
parameters of fish habitat have suffered deterioration due to siltation and
cementing.
However, this has occurred as a result of Deschutes basin
hydrology, basin-wide water management, and the current drought situation.
Throughout this draft, references are made to the PeltonjRound Butte
Project as if it \Vere the beginning of and had control of the Deschutes
River.
No mention is given to the other dams upstream which together store
more than 14 times as much seasonal runoff as the PeltonjRound Butte
11
Project.
As stated by Huntington (1985):
The PGE complex stores about
19.8 thousand acre-feet of seasonal runoff during a typical year, only
about seven percent as much runoff as is stored in major reservoirs
upstream (280 thousand acre-feet) 11 •
A major reason for the construction of
Prineville Reservoir in 1960 by the Bureau of Reclamation was flood
control.

PGE recognizes that there may be losses of gravel below the PeltonjRound
Butte Project because gravel is not able to move through our reservoirs
Vlhile gravel below is being lost at an unknovm rate.
Hov1ever, we wish to
point out that the same process that traps gravel in our reservoirs also
traps silt.
Thus, silt moved from immediately beloH the Pelton
Reregulating Dam is not replaced, and gravel quality can actually be
increased.
In addition, the Lower Deschutes River was often too turbid for
fishing during spring runoff prior to the construction of Pelton and Round
Butte.
Now, turbid water is trapped and diluted in Lake Billy Chinook,
resulting in higher water quality for the Lower Deschutes than before the
projects were in place.
PGE looks fon.rard to Horklng with management
agencies to address the problem of gravel recruitment.

artificial floods are not necessary on a periodic basis.
If after a
long period without a high-flow event, such as we are now experiencing, if
an artificial flood is deemed necessary and prudent, \Yater for such a flood
should be provided by all water storage projects in the basin, and the cost
not solely borne by PGE rate payers.
It should be remembered that it is
the stability of the Deschutes River, and not its floods, that make it a
major fish producer.
Floods are major mortality events for young
salmon ids, and artificial floods should be considered only after careful
study.

It is true that since the construction of Pelton Dam and the Pelton
Reregulating Dam in 1956, the flow of the Deschutes River has been
determined by the amount of water released from the Reregulating Dam at
Ri vermile 100.
\'lhen constructed, the sole purpose of the Reregulating Dam
was to provide stable flows for maintenance of fish habitat and
recreational opportunities in the Lmver Deschutes River.
The rate of
change for the river flow is severely limited because it is recognized
that:
"The Deschutes has always had an unusually uniform flow" (p. 115).
Therefore, maintaining stable flow should not be an issue as included on
page 45 and page 115.
The PeltonjRound Butte complex nov-1 moderates
fluctuations caused during operation of the irrigation and flood control
projects upstream.
Since 1982, a generator constructed by the Confederated
Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation has produced electricity from the
Reregulating Darn on a steady-flow basis.
Nonetheless, the primary purpose
of this dam has remained the same.

29-5

The construction of Round Butte Dam in 1964 created Lake Billy Chinook, a
very large reservoir.
Because water is drawn from the cooler hypolimnion
layer when the reservoir is thermally stratified, summer temperatures are
now cooler than pre-project, not 11 elevated 11 •
The presence of Lake Billy
Chinook has led to less seasonal fluctuation in temperature.
As stated on
page 117: 11 The quality of Deschutes River water is high, providing ideal
temperature, dissolved oxygen and other characteristics required by
salrnonid fishes. 11
'\'le v1ish you luck in compiling comments,

and forging a plan.

Thank you for

this opportunity to comment.
Respectfully,

cj,,u /J;a;z::(; a.J

1
Jim Wyatt
Project Superintendent
PeltonjRound Butte Project

?J2ff)J~
Peggy Fmvler
Vice President
Power Production

4t:,

determine if this change was due to the hydro project, Huntington (1985)
looked at flows in White River, a major Hest-side tributary to the LoHer
Deschutes River.
His findings 'i'lere, 11 that seasonal timing of peak floHs in
unregulated i'lhi te River appears to have shifted in the same direction as
that for the mainstem Deschutes.
This finding is important because it
indicated that the change in peak- floH timing in the mainstem is partially
due to factors other than the PGE hydrocomplex. 11
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Response to Portland General Electric Company
29-1 Regulating the River Flow:
It is understood that the Reregulating Dam has the primary function of maintaining a stable river
flow. However there have been some events, since the dam was retrofitted with a hydroelectric
generator. that have resulted in unexpected fluctuations in river flow. Maintenance of a stable
flow is an impmiant issue during the recreational use season. Fluctuations in flow cannot only
affect recreational use, but they could affect riparian condition, fish populations and other
aquatic resources.
29-2 Reduction in the Magnitude and Frequency of High Flow Events:
Based on the information contained in your letter, it is apparent that the average peak flows have
decreased when comparing pre- and post-complex flow data (i.e. 8700 cfs, 1966-83 WY vs 8820
cfs 1925-63 WY).

An Oregon Game Commission investigation on the lower Deschutes River fish habitat,
completed in 1967 by W. Aney et al., recommended an annual release of a "flushing flow" to
clean spawning gravels and reduce compaction and cementing. This recommendation was not
adopted by the Federal Power C0mmission when the complex received its Federal license. With
a general lack of regular high flow events, the quality and quantity of fish spawning habitat has
declined. Undoubtedly other Deschutes Rher Basin water storage projects have influenced
seasonal river flows. All water storage projects in the basin may need to be involved in artificial
flood events that may be needed to rejuvenate degraded spawning habitat in the lower Deschutes
River.
29-3 Minimum Instream Flows:
It is acknowledged that the PGE hydroelectric license docs provide requirements for a minimum
flow release by specific time period at the Reregulating Dam. The concem about adequate
instream flows focuses on protecting adequate river flows between the Reregulating Dam and
the river's mouth. Without an instream flow guarantee, it is possible that other uses could divert,
withdraw or otherwise reduce river flows in the one hundred miles of river downstream from
the clam.
29-4 Changes in the Timing of High-Flow Events:
It is apparent that the timing of high flow events has shifted from spring toward winter. This
shift in river flow characteristics is likely the result of a number of factors including alterations
which have occurred over the entire Deschutes River watershed.
29-5 Changes in Temperature:

46

The cooler water released from the Pelton/Round Butte Complex has resulted in cooler river
temperatures further into the spring. The primary area experiencing elevated summer
temperatures appears to be the lower fifty miles of river. well below the Pelton/Round Butte
Complex.

Dei xis

~ Deixis

environmental consultants
environmental consultants
August 26, 1991
Diana Wong
U.S. F1sh & Wildlife ServlCe
Portland F1e!d Office
2800 S.E 98th Ave
SUlte 100
Portland. OR 97266

August 29, 1991
Jacque Greenleaf
Oregon State Parks & Recreation Department
525 Trade St. SE
Salem, OR 97310

Dear Ms. Wong,
Th!S 1s in response to your telephone query of 8/5/91 on the draft Lower Deschutes R1ver Managen;ent Plan and

Dear Ms. Greenleaf:

Environmental Impact Statement. for your convemence, 1ncluded !San updated version of the table on Lower

have recently had the opportunity to review the draft Lower Deschutes River
Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement, ~t the request of the
Portland Field Office, USFWS. A copy of these comments IS enclosed. I would
like this document considered as a written comment on the Plan by the
Deschutes River Management Committee and the appropriate Federal and
state agencies who participated in Plan formulation.

1

Deschutes area possibly Endangered and Threatened mollusc species. and also a reviSion of the spec1es
comments that accompamed 1t The reVIsions take mto account further field work conducted by me 1n the area
s 1nce 1990. Also 10 1991 1v 1sited most ot the major U.S. museums with large holdings of western U.S.Iand and
freshwater molluscs. Specifically, these were the Califorma Academy of Sciences, the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia, the Delaware Museum of Natural History, the University of Michigan Museum of Zoology,

In general the Plan is excellent and well-written. It clearly represents a
monumental and well-considered effort at addressing the Jeg1t1mate concerns of
the many interests involved in major ways with the Lower Deschutes. I do,
however have some specific reservations about certarn aspects of the Plan that
are disc~ssed in the accompanying document. As time allows, I may make
further written comments or attend one or more of the public heanngs.

the University of Colorado Museum of Zoology, and the U.S. National Museum of Natural H1story Sm1thson1an
Institution This has enabled me to see first hand the type and other spec1mens of nearly all of the rare taxa
previously descnbed, and also to search for additional site records for selected

tax.a.

I was also ab!e to discuss

vanous taxa with other mollusc specialists. Hence, I am quite confident of the taxonomy and status of the spec1es
discussed herein. The major changes from the first vers1on are the addiiJon of t\.'IO taxa collected m 1991 and the

Thanks for the opportunity to comment.

change of Juga (0.) n sp. 3 9f the f1rst vers1on to Juga (J.} n. sp 1 herem

As written. the preferred Alternative does successfully attempt to address some of the management problems
associated with the occurrence of two current listing caJldldates and several other mollusc species that should be

I

listed. Hovvever, as now written, the plan does not m my opm1on go far enough to prevent the possibility that some

Sincerely yours,

or all of the taxa listed 1n Table 1 will dechne to the po1nt of extinction or to the pomt that tistmg 1s 1mperattve In any

case, 1would recommend that at least some of the spec1es listed m Table 1 be proposed as candidates for federal
listmg now

1 believe

that 1 have supplied sufficient mformat1on in prevJous sendings to justify this statement, and

would be happy to supply addit1onalmformation If requested.

(Dr.) Terrence J. Frest

Of all the altemat1ves, Alternative 4 comes most close to ach1evmg the goal of species protection. and m1ght

prevent some of the Table 1 spec1es from decHn1ng to the pomt of extinction or of makmg listing necessary
Ha.vever, it appears very unlikely that th!s alternatiVE~ will be Implemented. Even if 1t were to be, at least t>.vo maJor

RECEIVED
~I'D

problems remrun. these

0 '\ 1991

RFC~<i<.l1Y

are discussed under pomts

(
6842 24th Ave NE

6842 24th Ave. NE

Seattle, WA

98115

1) & 6) below As 11 IS most likely that an alternative s1m1lar to

the draft plan's Preferred Alternative will be selected, most of my comments wi!! be directed at it. Where relevant

Sldr

Seanle, WA

98115

(206) 527-6764

(206) 527-6764

"'m rovements" to existing facilities,
1
ds roads and boat accesses, as :.ve\1 as !1.~ taxa listed in Table 1; examples
3) Proposed additio~al ~mpgroun at ieast s~e populations of ~e nver~dwel~ l~ad either to exttnction of some
·u fkely have negatiVe Impacts on
ited above. Such lmpac~ c_ou
.
ts of this sort on

:a) existing.taci!iti~s ~f e~~hp~~ ~t~i= ~~necessary
previous usage levels and management have impacted these species negatively; and that maintenance of current
usage levels without additional management; or increased usage of the wea, even VJith ameliorating management,
will result in further decline or extinction of some or all Table 1 taxa Hence, 1) Aftematives 2, and 3 should be
rejected out of hand; and 2) at least some of the taxa in Table 1 should be proposed for nstmg (aside from the two
that

are currently candidates) even

if Alternative 4 is adopted.

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES

l)-2

1) Spring environments. Many of the snail taxa of Table 1 are entirely or largely confined to spring environments,
as is, I believe, one candidate plant, Mimulus jungermann1oides None of the proposed alternatives adequately
protects spring environments in the area of jurisdiction. Essentially all of the proposed alternatives decouple
preservation of the lower Deschutes and the proposed 1/4 mi. corridor from preservation of the bordering
uplands. For the narrow purposes of the plan, this may seem adequate; but neither groundwater nor plant and
animal occurrences favor such an approach. Spring influx into the river is a major factor preventing or ame!!orat1ng
ingress of more polluted water to the system. Springs flowing into the river are not confined to a 1/4 mi. corridor,
and factors affecting spring v.a.ter quality in the area, such as grazmg and agriculture, are not either Much of the
surrounding land (outside the proposed river corridor) is also public land, and common sense as well as any sound
managemenVconservation strategy for the animal and plant taxa involved should at least cover the Immediately
surrounding populations. In short, riparian and river habitats are not the only matters of concern herE, and the
Deschutes system mcludes more than the river itself and a 1/4 mi. corridor, both biOlogically and hydrologically.

Moreover, all of the alternatives except A!tematlve 1 enVision development of some (numbers from 4~41) of the
upland springs for cattle, either as a replacement for riparian access or as a supplement to it (e.g. pp. 40~41: see
alsop. 176, Table 20)[parenthetically, please note that for this purpose, actions outside the 1/4 m1. corridor are
envisioned). To my knowledge there has been no detailed survey of the springs, either in the corridor or above it,
to determine the presence/absence of candidate and potential candidate plants and animals. It is quite likely that
most upland springs Jack any of the species, and hence the suggested usage may be acceptable; but without
such a survey,some or aJI of the spring endemics will become, minimal!y, more likely to require Federal listing. It is
highly probable that some of the spring endemiCs do occur at at least some spring sites proposed for
"modification". Reference is made in the plan (op. cit) to protecting spring sources and installing water troughs. I
have recently observed the consequences of such action in the Baker Ranger District Wallowa-Whitman National
Forest and in the adjoining Baker District BLM. Most springs here have h9.d the netive fauna totally extirpated, and
the sp;ings degraded tmyond recovery. The few actually fenced were handled so inadequately that the usual
consequences ....-ere identical to adjacent unfenced springs, i.e. major damage to, or complete extirpation of,
sensitive plant and animal elements. If such procedures are repeated here, then the species involved could either
go extinct or be pushed into Federal listing.
Even within the corridor, there has been no detailed survey of significant species, and there 1s no evidence that
the effects of other parts of the plan on springs have been taken into account All alternatives env1sion
"improvement" and/or increased numbers of boat accesses, campgrounds, and roads (e.g. pp. 85~86). In many
cases, existing facilities have impacted springs with significant elements, e.g some of the species listed 1n Table
1. Specific examples would include the existing camp sites at Trout Creek, South Junction, and Oak Springs
(Table 43, pp.27 4-275); for roads, those at Trout Creek; Buckhollow; Maupin~Harpin Flat and Macks Canyon
(Table 44, pp. 276-278). ! see no indication that the impacts of "improvements" to these areas on sensitive
species have been or will be considered. Other examples include the additional parking areas proposed "outside
of riparian areas" at South Junction, Trout Creek.. and Ferry Canyon (e.g. pp. 227, 234, 271).
2) Proposed "improvements" to roads and campgrounds, as well as addition of now undeveloped campgrounds,
as detailed in the last alternative, may aJso negatively impact talus--dWelling and upland sensitive species, including
some of the molluscs, even where springs are not present This is most relevant for the candidate Moi!Sdenia
fidefis .!I!.inQr, which does inhabit some of the areas mentio~ spedfical!y in the last paragraph. Again, I see no
indication that this impact has been considered or will be.
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Terrence J. Frest

3

Response to Deixis Environmental Consultants
30-1 Monitoring and further evaluation of mollusc species for protection and/or listing will occur
as part of plan implementation. If necessary, plan decisions will be modified or amended to
ensure compliance with the Endangered Species Act.
30-2 The managing agencies do not presently have an inventory for the entire river corridor or
canyon area. An inventory of areas where site specific actions are to occur will be completed
prior to any surface-disturbing activities or gravel placement in the river.
30-3 See revised Emergency Services section.
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Deschutes River Coordinator
October 15, 1991
Page 2

LEE ENGINEERING, INC.

:u

FD<JMIE;LF.E PE
DAVJDf, LEE PE PLS

primary reasons were concern of noxious Heed control.

October 15, 1991

I have asked for and received the 11 Record of Discussion on BU1' s
North~·Test Area Noxious i\leed Control Program EIS. 11
No ~·lhere in that
document is the exclusion of horses given consideration as a method
of control of noxious \•leeds.

Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks & Recreation Dept.
525 Trade Street S.E.
Salem, OR 97310
Re:

I have also read and reviewed a number of technical articles, text
books, neHspaper publications, and government reports dealing with
the issues of noxious Heeds. Nowhere do I find any reference that
the elimination of livestock \•Jould have any significate affect on
the control of noxious Heeds.

Lm·ler Deschutes River Hanagenent Plan - Hay 1991

Gentlemen:
These comments relate directly to the above referenced Deschutes
River Hanagement Plan.
The executive suwmary makes reference to fifteen major issues which
have been identified.
However, the plan itself appears to only
address fourteen issues.
Are there issues still yet unidentified
and discussed?

i

31-1

~

31-2

The executive summary in the first paragraph also makes reference
that the management of the natural resources and recreational
resources have been developed and analyzed in accordance 'i·lith state
and federal requirements. Hm-Jever, no mention is made as to which
state andjor federal requirements are being addressed.

John E. Vallentine in his text book titled 11 Range Development and
Improverr:ents,u Page 49, third addition lists several causes of
noxious weed or plant invasions. The various causes given include:
1.

Grazing by domestic livestock.

2.

Reduction of fire.

3.

Seed transport by animals.

4.

Dissemination by small animals.

5.

Climatic fluxuations.

6.

Cultivation and subsequent abandonment.

7.

Local denudation.

8.

Increase in commerce.

The third paragraph of the executive summary, last sentence, reads

31-3

!

,.

31-4

0

1

:~~G~:~~~~~~ ~ee:n~nd cao~t~oi!st ,.,~eu;o~t,b~ 1~~~~:~ ~~~~~ s~~~~~~~

Hm-~ever, much of the proposed management does in fact provide for
a limited entry system, Hhen no last resort evidence is shm·m or
desirable.

Limited entry appears to be implied in the preferred alternative
stated for 11 Inadequate Foot Access 11 discussed on page 86.
It is
suggested that horseback use would be alloHed on day use basis only
on the abandoned railroad grade betHeen Deschutes Park and Harris
Canyon from Harch 1 to June 30. No statement is made in the report
as to Hhy it is necessary to restrict horseback riding. Also, 1,.;hy
is horseback riding being restricted to only certain segments of
the Deschutes River?
I suggest that the reasons implied for restricting horseback has to
do Hith concerns for noxious weeds. No mention is made of the
conflicts betHeen various user groups.
I believe there are no
conflicts.
In
conversations with various
Deschutes River
Hanagement Committee members they have indicated to us that their

1300

JOHN ADAMS STREE f

OREGON

CITY.

OREGON 97045

In summary, I object strenuously to the exclusion of the use of
horses for access into the lower Deschutes area.
I respectively
request that the committee modify their thinking Hith regards to
noxious weed control, alloH horses to the same extent that they
allow any other user group, and modify the draft plan accordingly.

LEE ENGINEERING, INC.

.J~cf.uF. Duane Lee, P. E.

FDLjjj

Local concern at times appears to be related to the import of seed
in feed hay.
In most areas of Oregon \•!here that is a concern, hay
is typically processed during June and July.
Noxious Heed plants
have not flowered Ot' seeded at that time.
Only hay harvested in
late August or September are likely to contain noxious Heed seeds.
That type of hay originates in eastern Oregon, the very area where
you are attempting to exclude users through the restriction of
horses.
Noxious Heeds can be spread also by various human activities, not
involving horses. Should \·le, therefore, exclude all human activity
for the concerns of noxious \Veeds? I think not.

PH 503·655·1342

Deschutes River Coordinator
October 15, 1991
Page 3

Sincerely,

The only item \·lhich remotely suggests plant invasions caused by
grazing animals is item 3 above.
References made in that section
concern sheep.
Horses are not discussed.

Response to Lee Engineering
31-1 Of the 15 issues raised by the public and the Deschutes River Policy Group, 14 were
addressed across the range of altematives and analyzed in the EIS. One issue raised related to
trespass on private land. The policy group detennined that actions should be taken to resolve the
trespass problem regardless of what other decisions were made. These actions were outlined on
page 103 of the draft plan/EIS and have been incorporated in the final plan in the Law
Enforcement and Infonnation and Education sections, as well as Land Acquisition and Public
Access Strategy.
31-2 See Purpose and Need for the Plan section of Draft Plan/EIS .
31-3 See Use Levels section of Draft Plan/EIS. The list of indirect or voluntary management
actions that will be given a 3-year period to achieve use targets before a limited \!ntry system
is implemented has been expanded in the final plan. A limited entry system has been and
continues to be a last resort to regulate use levels.
31-4 Restrictions on horseback use have been imposed to 1) address conccms about the
dissemination of noxious weeds by horses and 2) closely monitor what, if any, effects horseback
use has on noxious weed infestation on the Lower Deschutes River. If monitoring indicates no
significant effect on noxious weed infestation, oppmtunities for horseback use will be expanded.

Enclosures - Bibliography of items reviei·red.
Oregon Equestrian Trails
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Gary Kish 29395 NW Reeder Road Sauvie Island Oregon 97231-6906

GRAZING

October 11, 1991

I firmly believe that decades of riparian grazing is the chief element for causing this
whole river planning process to occur. If the riparian areas were not suffering from the

Deschutes River Coordinator

impacts of grazing it is likely that the riverbanks could withstand virtually any level of

Oregon State Parks & Recreation

recreational use without significant degradation. \Vhat has brought us all to this

525 Trade Street SE

management/planning juncture is the fact that the public is demanding recreational use

Salem Oregon 97310

from a severely compromised and damaged rip<J ian zone.

RE: Draft Deschutes River Plan

A river guide who comes from a ranching background asserted to me that 1 cow does the
damage of over 100 people to the 1iver's banks.

To the planning committee,
Plan Weaknesses

After careful study, it is my opinion that the proposed Deschutes River Plan- Preferred
Alternative is severely flawed and is not in the public's best interest.

32n 1

The following are the issues that I deem to be most impmtant:

( 1. The plan does not adequately address the negative effects of ripruian zone grazing.

!

2. There is no economic analysis given to explain or support why Iipalian grazing on

32ti2

13LM land shm1ld continue. \Vhat revenue is collected from grazing fees on the ELM's
Deschutes allotments?

3. The plan does not address at all, grazing on Deschute's tributaries. Tributary grazing

32-3

severely imp<:tcts spawning ru·eas and causes sedimentation. of the ~nainstem. ~ny .
\ discoloration in the Deschutes can always be traced to sedimentatiOn of the tnbutanes.

And the root cause of the erosion is nearly always cattle.

4. As a condition of their allotment pem1it, permittees who have Deschutes riverfront land
should allow the public access across their latld in return for being permitted to graze on

4. The data presented on the cost of fencing the riparian areas is obfuscatory. All that is

the surrounding public land.

shown is the "Total" cost and this includes both BLM and Tribal lands. In fact, only
about 22 miles of fencing is needed to fully protect the mainstem public lands (BLM).

32-4
The huge proportion of the fencing cost "Total" comes from the 40-some miles of Tribal-

COMMERCIAL GUIDES & OUTFITTERS

side lands that require fencing. Because the Tribes are not legally bound by this proposed

agreement, it is inaccurate

~mel

a misrepresentation to- include their lands in this manner.

l am admnantly opposed to giving guides and

OL

tfitters preferential treatment including the

enactment of any allocation system that creates a private property right, commodity or
Recommendations

marketable asset.

It is absurd to limit and restrict public usage of the Deschutes without first eliminating

As individuals who reap monetary benefits form the resource, guides and outfitters should

cattle from the public riparian areas. The public should refuse to pay a user fee as long as

be held to the highest standru·ds of conduct. Outfitter activities and operations should

cows are allowed to use the Deschutes for $1.96 per month.

have minimal impact upon the resource and other publics. This is not the case now and I
will cite two recent instances from recent personal experience to illustrate.

L Cattle must be eliminated from the public land (BLM) lipatian areas through exclosure
fencing.

First, large groups organized by outfitters impact the resource in a disproportionate
manner. Large groups concentrate boats and people on the river bm1ks. Because they are

2. Tributmies must also be included in an exclol'Jre fencing plan.

a "group" they tend not to disperse for privacy as small unrelated groups would but
instead congregate for the social aspect. This concentration magnifies the groups impacts

3. Private landowners should be encouraged with incentives to restrict tipalian grazing on

leading to trampling and killing of the vegetation and denuding the banks by pulling large

their lands.

numbers of rafts 0\·er the banks repeatedly. Furthermore, outfitters tend to usc the same
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camps over and over through the season. At times they maintain almost a constant

this situation happening on the lower river during the steclhead craziness but I never

presence on a small area. Again this constant, focused use amplifies the damage.

expected this during the relatively mellow trout season.

A good example of this is in the Mecca Flat area immediately upstream of the parking lot.

My point here, is that the Deschutes is a public resource supposedly managed for the

For various reasons, in the last t\vo seasons rafting outfitters have begun using this spot as

public good. Thus, the river should be managed first for the enjoyment of the public and

a staging area. Repeatedly I've returned to this spot at the end of the day and been

secondly for those who benefit commercially from it.

shocked by a sudden transformation. Where there may have been one person camping in
the morning a small village of 10 to 20 tents has appeared as an outfitter has brought their

Plan

Weaknes~es

clients in. Of course, all dozen rafts have been pulled ashore damaging the vegetation.
Intensive use by outfitters has quickly degraded this plime camping and fishing area.

1. The plan does not hold guides to standards of conduct.

Also, these large groups negatively impact the non-outfitted public by depliving them of

2. The plan makes no provision for the large groups that outfitters attract.

32-5
cmnping areas.

3. The plan with its proposed permit allocation creates a commodity for guides and

outfitters at the public's expense.
This next example illustrates how at least some guides think the river is "theirs" and
impact the non-guided public. This July I had hiked upstream from the South Junction
campground on the railroad tracks about t\VO miles, gaining access to the river about a
mile above the "Green Valley Fann". As I walked to the river bank I passed a guide who

Recommendations

\Vas setting up camp. He asked me where I was going and I pointed to the head of the
riffle in front of us. l-Ie stated that I shouldn't go there saying, "we don't like people

1. Outfitters and their camps should be clearly identified so that they can be held

fishing in front of our camp when we have clients". A discussion revealed that his clients

responsible for their actions.

weren't due for about five hours. Still this guide tried to intimidate me from fishing a
2. A set of low impact camping/usage rules for outfitter camps should be developed and

piece of water that I had walked nearly an hour in the hot sun to reach. I have heard of

the guides and outfitters held to these rules. These rules should include;

* Large camps should be made at

The plan to upgrade the roads is ill conceived m1d unneeded. The result would be

least 30 feet from the waters edge.

contrary to most of the plans stated objectives. Vle do not need more people driving

* Boats should be anchored in the tiver rather than drug over the banks.

faster on the access roads but this is exactly what proposed road "improvements" would
cause.

3. Hardened large group sites should be developed. Outfitters with large groups would be
required to use Q!lly these special sites.

The plan did not define objectives for acquiring new easements for public access across
private lands. A goal should be to create an un)ntenupted hiking trail along the East bank
from Wmm Springs to the confluence with the Columbia. Additional access for bank

4. I fully support the concept of "Freedom of Choice" for river use petmits and I am

32-6
adamantly opposed to any system that sets aside a proportion or quota for conunercial

anglers could lessen the demand for float trips, reduce crO\vding among bank anglers, and

interests. The entire Deschutes user public should compete equally for use permits if

would create an outstanding recreation trail for hikers, backpackers, and perhaps mountain

limited entry is enacted. Freedom of choice, for river permits, is the only option that

bikers.

treats all users fairly and equitably!
Additionally, a grave mistake was made when Section 1 was defined. TI1e reality of river
travel was not recognized. Section 1 should have stopped at Trout Creek, in light of the

ROADS & IMPROVEMENTS and ACCESS

fact that the majority of anglers floating the river there use the Wmn1 Springs to Trout
Creek stretch for day trips.

I am completely opposed to the proposed plan to upgrade the roads with paving,

Recommendations

guardrails etc. I encourage the planning committee to look towards the Park Service's
management of Yellowstone Park roads. Improvements are minimal considering the 2.5

1. Access roads should be maintained according to present service standards and

million annual visitors. Yellowstone's roads are generally maintained for slow speeds and

schedules.

guardrails are almost nonexistent.
2. No new paving should be done in the river coiTidor.

51

3. No guardrails should be installed anywhere.

Plan Weaknesses

4. Vehicle pullouts should not be mandated or built.

The proposed plan does not adequately recognize the fact that the non-motorized public is
fed up with the presence of the power boats on the Deschutes, the atTogance of their

5. Easements should be negotiated with landowners to allow for public passage on the

operators and that as well of their lobbyists and promoters such as the Oregon State

banks.

6. The proposed management plan should have as

a11

objective the creation of an

Recommendations

uninterrupted foot along the East bank and a mechanism for funding acquisitions and
easements.

1. Power boats should be banned entirely from the Deschutes below Pelton(Round Butte.

Power boats are incompatible with Deschutes Wild & Scenic designation. Power boats
7. Recognize, for the purpose of issuing use petmits, Section 1 as Wmm Springs- Trout

have proven to be incompatible with other river users, impacting everyone they come into

Creek.

contact with.

POWER BOATS

Without doubt, power boms have been the source of greatest controversy on the
Deschutes. I believe that the uproar over power boats was

a11

FISH & WILDLIFE

initiator for this plmming

process. I feel that without exception never have so few (power boat operators)

Few would argue that the Deschutes is a real treasure. We must guard this treasure

inconvenienced, harassed, threatened, and generally created ill-feelings among so many.

jealously and not allow it to slip through our grasp.

Recommendations
Individuals:
1. The Deschutes should be managed exclusively for wild trout, salmon and steelhead.

2. To sustain the quality of the fishery catch & release regulations must be maintained on
wild trout and steelhead.

Response to Gary Kish
32-1 The plan does adequately address the adverse impacts of improper livestock grazing in
riparian areas. However, more importantly, it also addresses the beneficial impacts on riparian
areas that can be achieved with proper management of livestock grazing. In addition, ail BLM
managed lands and the majority of private lands are subject to BLM livestock grazing decisions
through the Two llivers Resource Management Plan and subordinate allotment management
plans. The NEPA analysis associated with these decisions and agreements addresses impacts to
riparian zones from livestock grazing. Also see pg 176-179 in the Draft Plan/EIS.

3. Action should be taken to halt the decline of the river's wild steelhead.

32-2 The grazing fees collected on the ELM's Deschutes River allotments were $5,480.00 for
the 1991 grazing year. Alternative 4 analyzes the effects of having no grazing on BLM, State
and Tribally-owned land along the Deschutes River.

4. Emphasis should be placed on acquiring easements to allow angler access through

32-3 The lower Deschutes River Plan addresses grazing on Deschutes River tributaries to the
extent they are included within the planning area.

private hmds. A funding mechanism should be created to support a program of
acquisition and easements.

32-4 The fencing costs presented on Table 20 pertain only to BLM lands. The costs were arrived
at by estimating total miles of riparian area, including Deschutes River tributaries within the
planning area which would require fencing to exclude livestock. Those miles were multiplied
by the average cost of contracted fence constmction in the Deschutes 1liver Canyon to come up
with a total figure. These costs arc estimates.
32-5 See Guided and Outfitted Services section. Guides are required to comply with standards
of conduct.
32-6 An acquisition and public access section is included in the Final Plan.

I hope that the Planning Committee will give these and other comments careful
consideration before finalizing such a far-reaching plan as that which has been proposed.
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Response to Nick Kaiser
33-1 We agree, the sites shown are on private land. The map has been corrected.
33-2 See revised User Fee section.
33-3 Maps l and 2 show the combined State Scenic Waterway and National \Vild and Scenic
River boundary. This represents the entire planning area covered by this plan. Maps 13 and 14
showed just the National Wild and Scenic River boundary as required by Congress.
33-4 Maps 5 and 6 showed developed areas which affect scenic quality. Maps 7 and 8 showed
existing roads and trails. The maps were not intended to be all inclusive showing every
development, or road and trail. The features you mentioned have been noted and will be
included in the more site specific inventories that will be done as the plan is implemented.
33-5 See revised Boating: Motorized section.
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Jacqueline Greenleaf
August 20, 1991
Page 2

34
4.
August 20, 1991

Jacqueline Greenleaf
Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks & Recreation Department
525 Trade Street, S.E.
Salem, OR 97310

Dear Ms. Greenleaf:
I would like to make the following comments on the Lower Deschutes River Management
Plan:

34-1

34-2

r

r
3.

The Plan as a data base utilizes boating statistics from 1988. I question the validity
of the statistics and wonder if tile committee wouldn't be well-advised to utilize boater
day statistics from an average planning period of three to ftvc years rather than a
single year. Certainly, with this year as an indicator, boater days are significantly
less than those reported in the plan for the same time penod in 1988.
All four segments of the river are considered in the plan for the same planning
period. Proposed restrictions encumber all four segments. The river is used for
different purposes in those four segments, and it seems onerous to me to treat all four
segments in comnton. A better approach would be to treat segment I, a trout fishery,
different than segment 2, whitewater boater use, with segment 3, combined trout and
steelhcad, and finally, segment 4, primarily steelhead fishing use separate and
distinct.
The Plan indicates certain improvements would be made. I am most concerned about
improving the access which would result in additional user days. Improving the
access road north of Shears Falls would result in significantly higher use, creating
additional user conflicts and increasing enforcement requirements.
Why open the west side of the river at Ferry Canyon to public access, damaging the
fragile riparian zone, and increasing the impact of users on wildlife habitat with an
access road directly across the river?

Response to Craig J. Rhea
34-1 The Policy Group agreed to use the more current and accurate 1990 Boater Pass data.
34-2 Sec revised Management Goals and Standards section.
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A detailed plan and survey of campgrounds on the lower river in segment 4 has been
completed. The plan indicates a need to harden in permanent campground locations
and closing others. Hardening in campsites (hardening is not defined) on the lower
river will only serve to do more damage to riparian areas concentrating the use. The
overall impact of this strategy \Viii be negative.

I would encourage the committee to examine the data they are using as a basis for preferred
alternatives represented in the Deschutes River Management Plan. I hate to recommend
spending additional user fees for completing studies, but I really feel that the data base is too
limited in scop~ and unreb.bie to make the kinds of decisions outlined in the plan.
Enhancing user access seems counter productive, creating additional access from the west
side to Ferry Canyon will have a major impact. Improving the Deschutes H.iver access road
could create significant enforcement problems. At this time, based on the user day data
contained in the plan, a limited entry system is not warranted in my opinion.
Best regards,

(~J'P~

c:;~~ea

27510 S.E. Haley Road
Boring, OR 97009
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camps or parking at Necca or Tr-out

It Is primarily a day-use area.

The management p 1 an near I y ignores b 1eye 1e use in the
area.

During the past two years. there has been an Increase

In mountain bike traffic. which has caused the maJority of

Deschutes River Coordinator
Oregon State Parks and Recreation Dept.

our trespass problems.

525 Trade Street S.E.

<although there are fishermen who use bicycles and cause no

Salem, OR

97310

These lndlvlduals are not fishermen

problems> and are not Interested In staying on the river

Development of the Deschutes Management Plan
been of considecab!e

lntecest • .;.1s 1 atn

ct

h~s

land u\-mer

thece

with a life-long appreciation for the canyon as a whole.

35-2

trail.

This breed seems to feel

c 1 osed gates.

I wou 1 d urge you to be pro-act 1 ve w1 th your

Plan by designating areas
including both the high desert terrain and the riparian
zone, with all the diversity of plant and animal

1 ife

suitable for mountain bike use,

rather than having to be reactive later- when other river
users complain about being bumped off trails and seeing
bicycle tracks chewed Into hll lsldes, with the resulting

therein.

disturbance to plant and animal
The mal n focus of my concern 1s the ar-ea between Warm
SpL 1ngs and Trout Creek. s 1nee that 1s \Vhere my property 1s

be II eve the suggest I on vol ced at the Portland

life.

The expenditure of funds for roads and campgrounds in
the area which will not be open for year-round fishing
shou 1d be re-examined.

located.

the whole canyon is a park

designed for their use. and they do not respect fences and

For example, wi l 1 use 1 n the Hecca

area .Just 1 fy expend! ture of between $600.000 and $700.000

hearing that this area be managed as a sub-segment has merit

for roadwork, boat 1aunch and twenty campsites that wi 11

and should be considered.

really only be occupied from the Apr! 1 opening untl 1

Perhaps the very recent decision

by the Fish and WlldlB:e Commission to close

winter fishing

November 1?

Since the Commission/s announcement of winter

closure has been made before your final del iberatlons. there

adjacent to Reserva t 1on I and be 1ow the br 1dge at Warm

is time to make adJustments in the Plan.

Springs makes that

campground 1mprovemen t on the 1oHer sect 1ons of the r 1 ver

whole area worthy of distinct

consideration, since it wil 1 be exempt from the year-round

The need for

was frequently mentioned at the hearings. so there are
undoubted! y other uses for the funds.

fishing pressure on the remainder of the management area.

I

Even under recent condl t 1ons. the Warm Spr 1ngs-Trou t

Creek section ls somewhat different from the rest of

35m1

segment 1.

Because rafts drift through the area so quickly

and there are no maJor rapids, 1 t Is

toe them.

Flshet~men

a pass-through area

drIft through for take-out at Trout

Response to Jan Luelling
35-1 See revised Management Goals and Standards section.
35-2 See revised Access: Roads, Trails and Launch Sites section.
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CONMENTS ON THE DESCHUTES RIVER

~lANAGENENT

PLAN

Dear sirs:
The follohing are a few concerns that I
plan.

ccr

ACCESS

1 I L:t

It is stupid to initialize a
program that ~auld only
affect three 1.;eeJ;;:ends out of
year.
This plan
KOUl do
nothing to reduce enviornmental damage, h'hich 1\ould b0 the wain
reason for a permit system.
I agree that the plans for a
sYstem should be read if O\"ercroh·ding becomes exces:-:;i \'C:.
people translates into approximately 300 paddle rafts.
The
at \~'hitewater Pies have recorded days J.<:ith oYer GOO rafts
and those days h"hile crowded, weren't untolerable. A limit of 3500
for 4 consecutive weekends could be such a starting point fc)r
linli tat ions. The only fair permit system is the freedom of choice
system.

have Hith the

Tins plan has nv prov1s1uns for any k1nd of hazardoLtS sp1ll,
hhether caused b~ a 1a1lroad car,truck, or frc)m a source upstream
from the hlld and scenLc sectron.

36-1

I

The plan does notlnng to regulate tank cars hauled ))} the tallroad or b~ truck
There 1s nothrng to prevent a sprll s1m1l_~_ar
to the one on the Sacramento Rrver.

There are no prov1s1ons to clean the garbage caused b}
road

36-2

the t a1l

The overall '>->ater quality is excellent, even when compared to
the Hild and Scenic section of the Rogue River.
White1.;ater
acti~·ities are not in itself detrimental to the enviornment.
The most heavily boated river in Oregon is the McKenzie, and
its 1-.:ater is crystal clear.
h'hat does effect the quality is
some of the associated activities like camping.
At present, we
have too fel-.' campsites,toilets, and trash receptacles for the
number of people.

If limitations are placed on this river, tl1e crowds hill probably
go to other streams like the White Salmon, h'llich cannot take any
where near the kind of traffic the Deschutes can handle, and is
considerably more dangerotis than the Deschutes.

The single
c is the space
availible for campsites.
Thjs is
in section 1.
As mttch as possi.blo, campsites shou]
a~ay from the
riparian zone. ~o campsite should be closed \vihout another one
replacing it. I would rather see a campsite reserYation system
used before a permit S'JlStem is initiated.
The state parks system
already has one in place and could be used here hithout any
additional cost.

The single most damaging human impact to the riparian zotH':! is
the overgrazing of cattle. In areas wher the cattle have been
e:-.::cluded,even h'ith large amounts of camping, the riparian zone
has been groh'ing back.
SAFETY ISSCES

of jetboats i_s
frora dliY other
ate not only a danger to the operater, but
also to anvone else using the river.
As was
out in the
Portland m~.:eting, anyone can btt~· a boat and
on U1e river today
J.<:jthout any skills or license to pro\·e that he has these skills.
to

The other
This is the most

a safety issue.

issue

i~;

the

of alcoflc_,l
011 the ri,·er.

US("

activit~

h"hen

crowded is because alJ other
much dried up in the
summer.
This is the only reason He are
of cro1,rds, and
why 1;e do not \•ant the kind of limitations placed on this stream
found on other streams.

36-3

The use of surf City {section 2) as a da}· use only facility is
an excellent one that provides more access for everyone.
Section 2 needs several sites to be developed like Beavertail or
:'-Jacks Canyon.
These could be away from the river, ()r on top of
the canyon.

bout ing.

FEES
Finally, It must be
assumed risk sport.
not the State, BLN,

that hhitewater boating is an
of us are responsible for ov.n actions,
any other go\·ernment agency.

Access Fees, if charged, should be equitably charged to ever,·one.
The easiest to e11force method would be to instittite a Sno-Pa~k
type of vehicle j:.·ermit.
Anz vehicle parl;:ed along an de-cess road
~ould be subject to the permit. The mon~y should be used to pa~·
fvr road maintenence,
f"ighting, emergency scrvil~(!S ancl
auy othe1 services
ed ..:.n p~

L:J. J5d

Jt/'fr{ef Bolnen

Response to Jeffrey Bohren
36-1 See revised Emergency Services section.
36-2 See revised Use Levels and Allocation sections.
36-3 See revised Camping section.
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Oclul.Jer

11,

1991

Deschutes River Policy Group
Oregor1 Stale Parks
525
Slrr~et
SE
Salem, OR
97310

were

installed along

the

river

to protect

the

ripdriun

L._.
! .,

,I

Cl1dir man:

J am wr·ltir1g to expr·ess rny com1ner1Ls as you act toward yuur·
find! recum•;Jend.:~tions ubout llle Ueschutes River
Plun, in pu1·tlcular cuncerrdng Segrner1t 4 and
grdt::ing

You m~rltiun lhe desire to mir1i1nize cor1fliwts between
recreational and grazing interests
Your terminology
assumes tl1at the Lwo demands are substitutes (more of
and less of dnother, g1ven a fixed J'esource) 1..rhen we have
seen that tl1ey can be complementary.
lhe water gop fences
have gates built in to allow access by fishermen walking
along the river bank.
They open the gale and close it
behind them.
More times thdn one we have hod to go down
to close gutes left open by hike!~s/fisher·m<on to prevent
cattle from wandering into enclosed areas.
When we hdve
tnlked to nearby f ' j sheJ•men us to
the gales GI'B
they clai~ that the gruss is too
dlor1g the
ar1d
needed mowing jn order to enhdnce their fishing
ex~e!·ierJce.
Wl1ile we l1edr folks talk negatively dbotJt
cdttle, we manog8 to find ilS rr•any thai. cor1 ser~ ll1eir
drlvanluges.
As natural resource mar1agers, we carefully consider the
beneflls dnd costs in re~ching decisior1s to
business and to make a living,
with the
resOUl't;es you hrlve ol hand in
Since my
frrmJ
1 ives ~111d works in lhe
River u1·ee~, we ure
affected with our decisions ar1d lheir outcomes.

I am the
Ri vel' in
1930's)

Uescllutes

aguin.
pel-haps you Cdn visualize what
wer~
SCQJ·r·ed \J)l as d result fr·om
soil
Also, the gr'oJSS Wc1S "washy" und
lJtlle hdr·vesl value
Practical exper·Jence ¥run1 lhls
utLEJr;l~l
to
proved UllS.Jlisfactor·y und
the theury
fo_r~~~·
into dCCOUJJ!
Alterndte
observdliuns.

Respe(:Lf'ully,

~ri/ '1! /e_~,_t,;{.r-David E
Wagenblast
6330 Kelly CutOff Hoad
The Ddlles, OR
97Q58

Not long dfter the State
the Deschutes,
I inviteJ 01'
rom Bedell
Rungelond
Resources Specidlisl.), turl McKinney ( 8LM Hange
Specialist), Sc:Jndy Mucnub l~'Josco County Extension Agent),
and Del Se~nf'o!'d (then with f-ish ctnd Wildlife, r·etired) to
discuss grazing alternatives compatible with Fish and
Wildlife objectives
The conclusions drawn by these
professionals were that our current grazing system (May 15
lhru Sr=rlember 1) showed
soil erosion and odequute
cover existeJ, given the
of river fires over the
yecrrs and the ldnd
, Bedell
no
in gr·dzing
and
Stream enr:losur·es will! wotet' gups

Response to David E. \Vagenblast
37-1 Management strategies and applications change over time as new infonnation becomes
available. A number of benefits occur with the November to May use timeframe that don't occur
in the warmer months. Livestock spend less time at watering locations and tend to range further
in cooler weather, seeking out forage which is greening up, highly palatable and nutritious.
Because of the reduced tendency by livestock to group up, damage to riparian areas is reduced
or avoided. Riparian shmbs and trees are donnant or just coming out of donnancy, and far less
palatable than the early greenup of grasses, so the incidence of livestock browsing in these areas
is drastically reduced between November and May. Because use occurs when plants arc donnant,
any grazing use which does occur would have little or no effect on the plant's growth cycle.
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Ronald H. Rogers
6827 creekside st.
Redding, CA 96001

July 29, 1991
Deschutes River CoordinatorOregon State Parks & Recreation Dept.
5225 Trade Street S.E.
Salem, OR 97310
Dear Coordinator:
Below are my comments on the Draft Lower Deschutes River Management Plan and EIS.

38-i

page 67

Please define "floating craft", as this term is not in the glossary.
A "Floating craft", I take it, is not the same as "boat" in the
glossary? The term "floating craft" should include all tubes, toys,
air mattresses, and these would require permits if "boats" would be
required to display permits.
It would be unfair, arbitrary and
capricious to discriminate between one type of recreational non
motorized floating craft and another.

page 196

For allocation purposes only,
Alt.4 should be the selected
alternative since it rates a "+M" and the preferred alternative only
a "+L".

l

I support and endorse the implementation of the 100% common pool
allocation method as best meeting the 11 public criteria developed
by the Deschutes River Policy Group.
An analysis of Table 27
clearly shoHs that Alt 4 is much more consistent with the
established criteria.
A point assignment of 1, 2, or 3 to +L, +M,
and +H (and corresponding negative numbers to -L, -M, and -H), shows
that Alt 4 rates an "18", Hhile the preferred alternative only rates
a "4".
Using your established criteria, the selected alternative
must be Alt 4.
I suspect that the decision not to make the 100% corr~11on pool the
preferred alternative was based purely on the desire to protect the
reality of the private property rights created by a split allocation
system.
page 393

Hunting guides seem to function Hell and prosper across the country
and there are no split allocation systems for hunting licenses or
special game tags.
Why wouldn't the same 100% common pool system
work for commercial river runners?
There appears to be a perception by the board that noncommercial
boaters don't play a critical role in supporting the local economy
also.
I \olould venture to say that if the noncorr.mercial river
runners decided to boycott the Deschutes River in response to an
unfair permitting system, that the board and local businesses HOUld
change their minds on this matter rather quickly.

Thank you for receiving my comments.
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Response to Ronald W. Rogers
38-1 The definition of "floating craft" is the same as for a "boat". See below:
Boat - Watercraft used or capable of being used as a means of transportation on the water, but
does not include aircraft equipped to land on water, boathouses, floating homes, air mattresses,
beach and water toys or single inner tubes.
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Response to Jim HetTing

Response to Michael Sallee

39-1 An economic analysis was done as part of the Draft Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement. Various meetings and personal interviews were conducted with residents and business
people from Maupin, The Dalles, Biggs Junction, Madras, Tygh Valley, Dufur and Wann
Springs.

40-1 Recreational rivers are defined by the Act to be " .. Those rivers or sections of rivers that
are readily accessible by road or railroad, that may have some development along their
shorelines, and that may have undergone some impoundment or diversion in the past."

The final plan recognizes the economic dependency these communities have on the D'eschutes
River.

Wild rivers are defined by the Act to be" ... Those rivers or sections of rivers that are free of
impoundments and generally inaccessible except by trail, with watersheds or shorelines
essentially primitive and waters unpoiluted. These represent vestiges of primitive America."

39-2 The Bureau of Land Management does not manage private land along the Deschutes River.
The Sherars Bridge site is owned and managed solely by the Confederated Tribes of the Warm
Springs Reservation. They have an agreement with private parties concerning facilities and
public use. Use of appropriated funds by ELM will continue to focus on areas where the public
owns an interest in the land or related waters.

The management objectives for a wild river emphasize protecting the values which make it
outstandingly remarkable while providing river-related outdoor recreation opportunities in a
primitive setting. While the objectives for a recreational river emphasize providing a variety of
opportunities for engaging in recreation activities, the mandate to protect and enhance the
outstandingly remarkable values also exists.
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Agencies and Organizations
Commenting on the Supple..
ment to the Draft Plan/EIS.
The following agencies and organizations responded to
the Supplement to the Draft Plan/EIS:
Environmental Protection Agency
National Park Service
Bureau of Reclamation
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation
Members of Congress (Les Au Coin, Ron Wyden,
Peter De Fazio, Mike Kopetski)
Oregon Secretary of State
Oregon State Treasurer
Oregon State Marine Board
Wasco County Court
Jefferson County Court
Mayor of the City of Portland
City of Maupin
Oregon Cattlemen's Association
National Wildlife Federation
The Wilderness Society
Northwest Rafters Association
Oregon Rivers Council
National Organization for River Sports
Anglers Club of Portland
Oregonians in Action
Willamette Kayak and Canoe Club
Santiam Whitewater Association
Santiam Flycasters
Deschutes Homeowners Association
The Dalles Rod and Gun Club

Introduction
The contents of this report summarize public comment,
received by the Bureau of Land Management in
response to the Supplement to the LQwer De.s_ghutes
River Management Plan ang EnvirQnmentallmpag
Statement (the Supplement). The Supplement was
released for a 60-day public review period beginning in
early June 1992. This was in response to the Executive
Review Board's direction to BLM to study the possibil
ity of securing off-season vehicle access upstream
from the Deschutes Club locked gate. The report
profiles the type and frequency of responses from
individuals, organizations and various government
agencies.

Public Responses
A total of 264 separate responses were received by the
Prineville BLM District Manager in reaction to the
public's concern over the issue of public access upriver
from the Deschutes Club locked gate.
Overall, individual written responses (198) accounted
for 75% of the opinions received. These were written
letters with urgent and often emotional messages.
Hearing testimony (39) accounted for i 5% of the public
comment with letters from 27 agencies and organiza
tions comprising the remaining 10%. Most of those
testifying at one of the hearings also submitted written
comments. A small number of responses (9) came
from a form letter.
Due to the single issue focus of the supplement, nearly
every respondent addressed the preferred alternative
(Alternative 5) in one way or another. A total of seven
people and two government entities supported the
preferred alternative with 139 (i 19 writing and 20
testifying) specifically opposed the preferred alternative
and the potential vehicle access condemnation ele
ments associated with it. An additional 74 people (64
writing and ten testifying) specifically supported
Alternative 2 wtlh the 'no public easement and ban on
motorboat use in the area'. Another 28 people (23
writing and five testifying) favored Alternative 3 and an
additional i 2 people (i 1 writing and one testifying)
favored Alternative 1. Alternatives 1 and 3 provide for
motorboat use to continue either on a year-round or
seasonal basis in this area.
Table 1 displays public responses to the alternatives.
It should be noted that the total number of comments
supporting or opposing a particular alternative exceed
the total number of letters and testimony received. This
is because several commentors specifically supported
or opposed more than one alternative and some did
not specifically support or oppose any alternative.

Specific Public Reaction to
the Preferred Alternative
Of the 264 letters and individual testimony received,
248 recommended a decision different than the
preferred alternative. Seven individuals supported the
preferred alternative while nine letters did not recom
mend any course of action.
Of those supporting the preferred alternative, the
rationale included:
63

Table 1
Public Response to the Alternatives
Number Specifically
Supporting Alternative

Number of
Comments

1 (no action)
2 (no easement, motorboat ban)
3 (no easement, limited motorboat use)
4 (easement for nonmotorized use, motorboat ban)
5 (preferred alternative - easement for limited
motorized use, eventual motorboat ban)
6 (easement with motorboat use)
7 (no easement with perpendicular access road)
8 (no easement with perpendicular access road and trail)

12
74

28
6

7
5
0

i

Number Specifically
Opposing Alternative
1 (no action)
2 (no easement, motorboat ban)
3 (no easement, limited motorboat use)
4 (easement for nonmotorized use, motorboat ban)
5 (preferred alternative - easement for limited
motorized use, eventual motorboat ban)

1)

2)

3)

4)
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"As a citizen of the United States, I consider our
public lands to be the property of the citizens of
this country, and have always considered it an
injustice when a few landowners can deny me
access to lJl!L public property just because the
only reasonable access crosses private property."
"Your preferred Alternative is a reasonable
balance between the need for access and
solitude on the Deschutes. This stretch of the
river does not provide a wilderness experience
anyway, and I don't think Alternative 5 will
substantially change the character of the river trip
experience. I particularly like your idea of allowing
mountain bike use on the road."
"/have fished the river for many years, but have
not had the opportunity to see that section of the
river. A few years ago I rode my bicycle in but
was rudely told to turn around and get out with
my bike. I just don't think it is right that only a
select few have access to the section of river,
when much public BLM land is included in this
section."
"Unless there are compelling reasons that would
negatively affect the public at large, I see this
proposal as (lnhancing aCQf?SS to the public."

2

5
5
12
139

5)

"In my opinion, public land is not public without
access."

6)

"In this area, the road bed is already established,
a pattern of controllable recreation activity is
established and the bulk of this use is seasonal. It
seems reasonable to me for the BLM to guide
these uses more actively in the future so that
wildlife habitat and recreational opportunities can
be baianced."

Those opposing the preferred alternative generally did
so for one or more of the following reasons:

1.)

"Condemnation of private land, even for public
easements, contradicts assurances given private
landowners when the Oregon Omnibus Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act was enacted. It violates the
longstanding federal and state policy of only
acquiring land from willing sellers, a policy ratified
throughout the Deschutes River planning pro
cess."

2)

"Resource values would be degraded by in
creased motor vehicle access, bicycle access
and boat launching. I value the river section
above the existing gate for its remoteness. This is

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

the only remaining river section largely inacces
dispersed recreation, reduction of user conflicts
sible to motor vehicles. Access to public land is
and reduction of environmental impacts."
already available for hikers and boaters seeking
to escape crowds. Opening the gate for in
"We are ruining the atmosphere. We are polluting
8)
creased motor vehicle access is contrary to the
the water. We are destroying the forests. We are
public planning goals of protecting this section of
killing off entire species left and right. Opening
the Deschutes River from further development."
the Deschutes Club locked gate is one more step
in that direction."
"Costs vastly exceed benefits. Condemning the
road and upgrading it for public use would cost
''The present inaccessibility to wheeled vehicles
9)
millions. The BLM would have to pay for the land
is an extremely important aspect of the quality of
enjoyment had by those with the ambition to hike
it takes, rebuild the road and tunnels, compen
sate landowners for loss of privacy and then pay
in that region. At present, access to that area is
ongoing operation and maintenance costs. All
available to anyone with the ambition to hike or to
this for a relatively small number of off-season
drift down the river in a boat. Although there is
motor vehicle users? The BLM has not had
limited motorized traffic, one can still gain a sense
adequate funds to take care of the lands it
of solitude from the quietness of the region.
manages now. Taxpayer money would be much
There are too few locations left in the northwest
better spent protecting the resources."
that provide even this limited amount of solitude
and freedom from excessive noise pollution
caused by increased traffic."
"Trespass, vandalism and fire, already too
common, would increase. These are serious
problems. The plan was intended to resolve
10) "Opening this stretch of water to public travel will
them, not increase them by putting more private
devastate the native trout fishery we have all
land at risk."
worked too hard to protect. It will also cause
major damage to private and public property
"Landowners in this section of the Deschutes
along the roadway. With the budget constraints
have reciprocated by allowing BLM to use the
that the BLM is operating under, where do you
existing road for administrative purposes without
get the people to patrol, clean up the public mess
charge. Private lands between the existing gate
and maintain the road?"
and Maupin are open to public recreation. Hikers
are allowed to walk in and fish on private property
11) "The non-public road access has kept that
south of the gate. Landowners have worked with
section of the river the most productive, natural
BLM and state agencies on riparian and wildlife
and valued section by hikers and boaters alike.
enhancement projects and have pursued wildlife
Opening of the gate would lead to degradation of
enhancement projects independently."
the fish habitat, poorer water quality, destruction
of nature, increase of fire hazard, vandalism and
'~s acknowledged in the Two Rivers Resource
trespassing on private lands. The BLM land is
Management Plan ("RMP"), public land adjacent
presently being utilized by fisherman rafters from
to the Deschutes is legally and physically acces
the river, and public road access would further
sib/e now. The river is a public highway for
increase the competition that already exists for its
boaters. A standard common to all alternatives in
use."
the Draft Plan and contained in the RMP is that
access will be acquired only from willing sellers.
12) "Even though this is being considered for off
After the Executive Review Board met in Febru
season access, it is the first step in opening it up
ary, the BLM should have simply asked landown
all year. After all the money BLM would have to
spend to purchase condemned private land and
ers in the area if they would be willing to sell
do road improvements it would only be a matter
easements. If the answer was "no", acquisition of
of time before pressure would exist for yearaccess should have been dropped from further
round access. Off-season use only would not
consideration."
justify the expense to pursue this."
''The BLM should return to the fundamental
objectives of the Deschutes River planning
13) You have a stretch of river that is exceptional and
process: cooperation with private landowners and
currently open to the public. You have owners
other responsible management agencies,
along the east side of the river who are truly
interested in preserving the nature of this area for
management of this section of the river for
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all to enjoy. This at little or no cost to the public
Specific Public Reaction to the Other
coffers. There is too little of this special-experi
Alternatives
ence land left in this increasingly crowded
country. Making something too easy to enjoy
Of those specifically commenting on other alternatives,
ruins it for those willing to make the small sacri
the
greatest support was expressed for Alternative 2
fices it takes to expose themselves to something
(no
easement, motorboat ban), followed by Alternative
as special as this unspoiled stretch of the De
3
(no
easement, limited motorboat use) and Alternative
schutes."
1 (no action). Mernatives 4, 6, 7 and 8 received little or
no support.
14) "By opening the road to additional vehicular traffic
and building a new boat launch ramp, you will
The reasons expressed for supporting Alternative 2
open an additional portion of that fragile and
were
the same as those given for opposing the pre
already overused system to additional human
ferred
aijernative as well as Alternatives 4, 6, 7 and 8.
traffic, thereby further damaging the banks and
Reasons
given for supporting Alternatives 1 and 3
the protected portions of the river. The protection
were
similar
and centered around the continuation of
that it currently receives through limited access
in this area. They included:
motorboat
use
benefits everyone (up and down river) by serving
as a preserve and nursery ground, supplying the
1)
"Without access, the action by the Executive
majority of the river with young fish and inverte
Board
increased the personal value of a select
brates."
river user group at the expense of the public. The
Deschutes Club has denied access to public
15) "It has generally been my experience that the
lands
to the North Junction residences thus
more easily people are able to acquire things
without
some modification of the current plan for
(whether they be material goods or access to
all
practical
purposes this 20-miles stretch of the
places), the less they tend to value them and the
river
becomes
the exclusive use of a few people."
more likely they are to squander or degrade
them."
2)
"If motorboats get banned, I and the river will
survive,
but that sure doesn't make it right. It sure
16) "Due to public vehicle access, much of the
is
going
to gall me that I will be denied access to
Deschutes River has already been overused and
my
favorite
hunting and fishing places, places
over-fished and has been spoiled from an
which
are
on
!2.!d12.!J£ land and !2.!d12.!J£ water, while
environmental standpoint. On the contrary, that
those
rich
or
lucky
enough to have a key to the
stretch of the Deschutes, which you propose to
it all to themselves."
locked
gate
will
have
open for public vehicle access, has remained
unspoiled since the railroad pulled up its track
3)
"I have never noticed crowding in this section of
and sold the right of way. It is a monument to the
the
river during the off-season. I find it hard to
good environmental efforts of the private property
believe
that the occasional motorboat use in
owners and the Warm Springs Indian Tribe. You
these
sections
presents any serious problem to
are going in the wrong direction. You should be
the
landowners.
The limited motorboat use
applauding their efforts, not impeding them. You
permitted
under
Alternative
No. 3 would seem to
are running counter to the very definite trend
allay
even
these
concerns.
Further,
throughout the country to preserve the natural it would
continue to provide adequate off-season access
ness and beauty of our country. The million and a
to segments of the river without the expenditure
half dollars you intend to spend on this project
of any public funds."
can be much better spent in a positive effort to
4)
"The most intense riparian impact is by those
preserve, not destroy."
user groups that just walk up and down the
streambanks, camp on the riverbank, etc. This
17) "The difference between the private area and that
includes especially car access fishermen, dirt
now open to the public is striking. The private
bikers
and even driftboaters. I appreciate with my
land has been preserved in its natural state and
own
eyes
the tremendous degradation !have
native plants extend to the edge of the river. In
seen
over
the last 20 years. The least impact is
the area north of the gate, the whole access to
by
a
motorboat
user who rides to their fishing site,
the river has been severely damaged by motor
gets
out
and
fishes,
and moves on. In many
vehicles and is essentially a parking lot. The
cases,
especially
in
the
winter, the motorboat
Deschutes Club has a long history of responsible
user
would
chose
to
return
downstream and stay
stewardship of the land and should be allowed to
or
camp
near
their
car."
in
a
motel
continue in this capacity."
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5)

"We feel once again you have singled out the
jetboats for a ban. If there is to be a ban, then
every one and, we said everyone, should be
barred. God created this river for everyone to
enjoy, not just a few drifters and mountain bikers."

List and Summary of Comments
Submitted by Various Agencies and
Organizations
Agencies~

The Preferred Alternative as outlined in the original
Draft Plan and EIS is the preferred alternative of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Warm Springs Agency."
Confed~rated Tribes of the Warm Springs R~serva
li.Qn: "The Supplement is unnecessary. There is no

need or mandate for the BLM to achieve different
means of access to this segment of the river by an
easement across private land or road construction
through the canyon. Simply put, there is adequate
access at this time. The banning of motorized water
craft will not significantly impact access and will
improve the recreational opportunities on this segment
of the river.

Environmental Protection Agency: "Based on our
review, we are rating the preferred alternative in the
supplemental draft EIS LO (Lack of Objectives). This
alternative identifies no adverse environmental effects
from the access component of the management plan."

National Park

Servi~:

"We are submitting a "no

The Supplement fails to consider in any depth the
impacts to water quality, fisheries, wildlife, cultural
resources and recreation. The BLM has failed to take a
hard and long look at the impacts of the Alternatives 3,
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 on the human and natural environ
ment."

comment" response.

Byrf)au of Reclamation: "We have reviewed the
subject document and feel that there would be no
significant impacts on Bureau of Reclamation projects
within the Lower Deschutes River drainage area
resulting from implementation of any of the alterna
tives."

Byreau of Indian Affairs (Portland): "The Bureau of
Indian Affairs is concerned with the inconsistency
regarding access that occurs between the DE IS and
the Supplement. We are not aware of any process that
has occurred within the Executive Review Board or the
Policy Group that allows for this unilateral change in
policy. Our preferred alternative is the "Preferred
Alternative" as described in the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS)."

Bmeay of Indian Affairs (Warm Springs}: "The
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Warm Springs Agency as a
participant in the planning process and as a Federal
agency with a fiduciary trust relationship with the
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs feels that the
access proposals set up in this Supplement to the
original Draft Plan and EIS go far beyond the scope of
the authority of the Executive Review Board (ERB) as
set up in the Memorandum of Understanding signed by
the participating agencies (the Policy Group).
To put it briefly, the BIA feels that it was never our
intent that the ERB could modify such basic agree
ments on which there was unanimous consensus such
as the Management QQmmon 1Q All Alternatives. All of
the alternatives presented, with the exceptions of
Alternatives 1 and 2 violate the cited provision.

Members of Congress (Les AuCoin, Ron Wyden.
Peter DeFazio, Mike Kopetski): "In drafting and
debating the Oregon Omnibus Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act, the Oregon Congressional delegation repeatedly
stated the view that condemnation from unwilling
sellers should IJ.Q1 result from this legislation.
While we understand the need for the Bureau to
manage their lands and to provide public access to
these important resources, we also strongly encourage
the BLM to pursue alternatives which do not adversely
impact the private property owners along the De
schutes River. We also believe that agency language
which raises the specter of condemnation will make
planning, management and future additions to the wild
and scenic system nearly impossible.
Implied or otherwise, the possibility of condemnation
now confronts property owners along this stretch of the
Deschutes. We urge you to make alterations in the
DEIS so as to remove this troubling prospect."

Oregon Secretary of State, Phil Keisling: "I believe it
critical that we strike a careful balance between
providing public access to precious natural resources
and protecting them from intrusion. The relatively
secluded stretch of river in question can already be
reached easily by boat or by foot. To spend millions of
dollars to purchase private land (from possibly unwilling
sellers), condemn and upgrade a road, and pay
ongoing operation and maintenance expenses, simply
to provide access to an estimated additional 30
persons per day, violates this sense of balance, and at
unjustifiable cost."
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Qregon State Treasurer, Anthony Meek~r: "Alterna
tive 5 is a very public-oriented alternative, however it
has major drawbacks. They are:
i) increased vehicle traffic into this relatively undis
turbed area during the fall, winter and spring (ecologi
cally fragile periods);
2) increased costs of land management e.g. easement
acquisition, caretakers, road building and maintenance
and tunnel repair and bypass costs; and,
3) increased public use of area and thus increased
chance for user conflicts.
For these reasons, I oppose Alternative 5 and any
alternative that allows vehicular traffic and requires
extensive use of BLM funds. In these times of budget
uncertainty, funds could be better spent elsewhere for
a greater number of people."
Or~gon State Marine Board: "After considering all of
the alternatives in the draft, we keep coming back to
the same conclusion we arrived at in the planning
process: there is no compelling reason to remove
motorboat access during the off season.

Wasco County CQurt: "Now, therefore, it is hereby
resolved: That the Wasco County Court supports the
Bureau of Land Management's staff recommendation
to open the "locked gate" above Maupin, Oregon, if
public access to public land by jetboat is eliminated
under the Lower Deschutes River Management Plan
and Environmental Impact Statement."

JeffersQn County Coyrt: "Off season access should
be provided by jetboat use as outlined in Alternative i
or Alternative 3. To do anything else is a waste of time
and energy. However I will qualify this with the fact that
public road access should be the preferred alternative
if jetboat use is banned.
A few motorized boats in the off season will have little
impact either socially or environmentally on th~ river
corridor. Currently private subdivisions like Dant, North
Junction and the Deschutes Club all operate motorized
vehicles along the river. Burlington Northern operates
motorized trains along the river. You would be hard
pressed to find any problems caused by off-season
motorized boats."

MayQr Qf the City of Portland, Bud Clark: "I feel
The issue addressed by this EIS is very real. During
the off season (fall-winter-spring), the locked gate
prohibits access to public lands along the Deschutes
River since for practical reasons, persons aren't going
to float the entire river to gain access to the lands just
above the locked gate. Although walking provides one
means of access to the east bank, there is no access
by boat to the west bank.
The proposed management action of prohibiting
motorboat use in three years would preclude a legiti
mate means of public access above the locked gate.
There are no compelling environmental or social
reasons given for a ban on this form of public recre
ation access in the original EIS or this supplement.
Although there is a clear social problem between
motorized and nonmotorized users during the peak
summer season, there is very little conflict during the
off season. There are no social, environmental or
safety problems with the limited use of motorboats
during the off season.
Motorboats provide a legitimate means of recreation
access to public lands and waters without additional
taxpayer expense for acquisition of easements and
expensive capital improvements. We believe that
Alternative 3 represents a very workable compromise
to this access issue. Similarly, Alternative i, the no
action alternative, is acceptable. However, a ban on
motorboats in three years without some equivalent
form of public access is not acceptable."
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strongly that regulations should remain unbroken and
the private road on the eastside of the river south of
Maupin should remain closed to motor vehicles for off
season access to public lands behind the existing gate.
The status quo is working.
The Deschutes River Management Plan should also
continue to protect the river from being turned into a
place where only those with money can use it. This is a
state of democracy- let the people use and preserve
the resources here.
I urge you to make no changes at this time and only to
move very cautiously with clearly defined goals in the
future."

City of Maypin: "The City adopted this resolution in
support of the BLM staff recommendation to open the
road above the Deschutes Club's locked gate to
ensure public access upriver of Maupin.
It is hereby resolved that the City of Maupin support the
Bureau of Land Management staff recommendation for
the Deschutes River Plan to open the "LOCKED
GATE" of the Deschutes Club for public access to
public land on the Deschutes River above Maupin,
Oregon."

Organizations

m

Qregon C~ttlemen's AssQci~tion: "The members of
the Oregon Cattlemen's Association go on record

opposing the condemnation of the private road on the
eastside of the Deschutes river south of Maupin to
motor vehicles in order to gain off-season access to
public lands behind the existing gate.

3.

A number of people have also raised concern
about levels of use on the river. This would seem
to encounter increased use.

4.

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the State
Scenic Waterway program already have a difficult
enough time selling the merits of river protection
programs without fighting a Federal agency and
condemnation proposals. This is one of the
public's greatest fears when it comes to environ
mental protection issues.

5.

$1.5 million dollars could be better spent by
improving other river access points between the
"Locked Gate" and Maupin, including development
of a river information and education center at the
old train depot currently owned by the BLM."

Condemnation of private land, even for easements,
contradicts assurances given private landowners when
the Oregon Omnibus Wild and Scenic Rivers Act was
enacted. It violates the longstanding federal and state
policy of only acquiring land from willing sellers, a
policy ratified throughout the Deschutes River planning
process.
Resource values could be greatly impaired with motor
vehicle and bicycle access. Degraded fish habitat, poor
water quality and riparian vegetation destruction could
also occur. Trespass, vandalism and fire, already too
common, would increase. These are serious problems.
The plan was intended to resolve them, not increase
them by putting more private land at risk.
The costs for upgrading the road and buying the land
would place an extra burden on an already financially
burdened government."
National Wildlif~ FederijtiQn: "NWF believes the
Preferred Alternative in the Draft Management Plan//
EIS provides adequate access to the river resource,
while ensuring that the qualities which make the
Deschutes a Wild and Scenic River will be preserved.
Further, this alternative also bans motorboats, which
NWF considers imperative to the future well-being of
the Deschutes River."
The Wilderness Soci~ty: "Because walk-in and bike
in access would be compatible with continued recovery
of degraded fish habitat in Segment 1, because fish
are an outstanding resource of the river and because
no need for motorized vehicle access and a new
launch have been shown, a management plan incorpo
rating Mernative #2 would best meet the enhancement
policy of the National Wild and Scenic River Act and
the management goals stated in the DEIS."
NQrthwest Rafters Assn: "The NWRA supports
Alternative 2- for a number of reasons. They are as
follows:
1.

Power boats are banned in three years, so why
create a launch that will be useless in a short
period of time.

2.

Deschutes River users have "voiced" their con
cerns about motorized use in the river corridor. So,
why remove powerboats and replace them with
cars, trucks and motorized road vehicles.

OregQn Rivers Council: "The primitive and remote
nature of this area of the Lower Deschutes wild and
scenic corridor is integral to the recreational value.
Increasing the number of visitor days to over 4,000
during the 7-month off-season will have a detrimental
effect on the resource. Additionally, we are concerned
that the fisheries resource was not directly addressed
in the Supplement.
According to BLM estimates, the cost of the land
acquisition and subsequent road maintenance will be
approximately $1.5 million. This is an inappropriate use
of limited public money. BLM funds are finite and
should be spent on protecting and enhancing the
outstandingly remarkable values, not on increasing
access for a specific group of motor vehicle users.
For these reasons, ORC recommends that the BLM
not pursue acquiring easement south of the locked
gate near Maupin and choose Alternative 2."
National QrganizatiQn fQr River Spmt~: "The BLM is
one member of the managing agencies group in a
cooperative agreement to develop plans for the
Deschutes River. They have clearly overstepped their
authority by not following the agreed upon process for
decision making.
For the BLM to attempt to circumvent the public
process that has been ongoing for over 4 1/2 years
casts a shadow on the entire process. To continue
such a policy in the face of overwhelming opposition
and with no organized public effort to support its
position, will certainly raise questions about the
agency's motives. The BLM should, as gracefully as
possible, back away from this ill-conceived effort.
We wish to go on record in support of the original ERB
decision to adopt Alternative 2. The preferred alterna
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tive, number 5 in the Supplement, would create
adverse consequences never anticipated in the original
process."

an informal poll of regular river users and found
that their annual expenditures were under $55 per
year, and that their average expenditure per trip
was more on the order of less than $5 per day.
Many visitors spend no money in Maupin. The
financial benefit to Maupin, a town where the
tourist facilities are typically closed in the off
season, has at best been grossly over-estimated.

Anglers Club of PQrtland: "The Anglers' Club sup
ports Alternative 2. Our reasons are as follows:
a)

b)

c)

The present proposed management plan will limit
use to the 1990 user level. Based on use in 1991
and 1992, this means there will need to be man
agement plans created that will decrease present
use levels to those of i 990. The BLM should be
concentrating on determining how decreases in
user levels will be accomplished rather than on
increasing access.
The present estimate of $1.5 million does not
include severance costs or costs associated with
pursuing access in court. The Deschutes Land
owners Committee has already made known their
willingness to challenge the easement acquisition
on legal grounds. As a result, acquisition of the
easement will in all likelihood be far more expen
sive than is presently being estimated. The BLM
would, under the preferred alternative, use federal
money to litigate their way to implementing this
alternative and use federal funds for construction,
to provide access for only five cars per day. This is
not effective use of federal tax dollars.
The new preferred alternative will change the
nature of section one of the river. Presently floating
that section of river requires a commitment to at
least floating from Trout Creek to the locked gate.
This in turn helps decrease user levels without
active management intervention. Increased user
levels in the winter will change the atmosphere of
isolation presently enjoyed in this area in the off
season. Decreasing user levels between October
15 and May i 5 helps the riparian zone recover
from the summer users' abuses.

d)

If any further federal dollars are to be spent, they
should be spent on acquiring grazing rights to
decrease riparian damage by cattle. BLM seasonal
grazing should provide only limited access to the
river through the use of fenced exclusions.

e)

The BLM claims a financial benefit of $58,000 per
year to the town of Maupin by adopting the new
preferred alternative. This estimate is based on
expenditures of $55 per day by 1,050 visitors
during the off season. These figures are not
derived from any referenced data in the text. It is
doubtful that one day visitors not hiring commercial
guides would spend $55 per day. We conducted
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f)

We support t~e banning of powerboat use."

Qrru;~onians in ActiQn: "Condemnation would contra
dict assurances given private landowners when the
Oregon Wild and Scenic Rivers Act was enacted. Such
public acquisition and condemnation should only be
employed when there are strong and compelling
reasons for doing so. Our review of the Environmental
Impact Statement indicates lack of justification for such
action.

Apparently little attention was given to the adverse
impact on private property from trespass, vandalism
and fire. Providing vehicular access would increase
such risks.
The proposal is wholly at odds with the fiscal nightmare
the federal government is in. The estimated
$1 ,425,000 of federal funds needed to acquire the road
and rebuild or repair the road, and tunnels, etc. does
not include severance damages which could be very
substantial.
Access to public lands is already available for hikers
and boaters. The high costs involved vastly exceed the
benefits from the increased access it would provide.
Worse yet, the increased access will likely degrade the
resource values in the area."
wmamett~

Kayak £lng Canoe Club: "We feel that
Alternative #2 is the most reasonable plan for several
reasons:
1)

Alternative #2 will maintain a high quality recre
ational experience for those who float the river
above Maupin, without incurring the ridiculously
high costs associated with the Preferred Alterna
tive (#5). Under Alternative #2, the current
uncrowded conditions that most river runners
experience above the Deschutes Club locked
gate would be maintained and enhanced by the
absence of motorboats and crowds.

2)

The section of river from Two Springs Ranch to
the Deschutes Club Gate is currently a nice
tranquil place to camp, particularly in the early
spring and late fall. This tranquility would be lost

with the adoption of the Preferred alternative,
which would allow up to five cars/day to come up
the road next to these campsites, and put up to
30 more people on this river segment.
3)

The WKCC is opposed to the Preferred alterna
tive (#5) because the cost of this proposal vastly
exceeds the benefits to the public. We feel that
the million and a half dollars that the BLM pro
poses to spend on acquisition and maintenance
of vehicular access to this section of river, could
be put to much better use. The benefits of this
expenditure would also go to a very small seg
ment of the public that managed to be one of the
five/cars/day allowed above the Deschutes Club
gate. We suspect that the people most likely to
take advantage of this access on a ''first come
first served basis," would be commercial outfitters
from the Maupin area. Use of this area for
commercial day trips during the off-season
months is sure to create political pressure to
open up this area for day trips during the summer
months. The eventual result of this process may
be the extension of the over-crowded, circus-like
atmosphere that exists below the Deschutes Club
locked gate, upstream to Two Springs Ranch."

The Santiam Whit~water Association: "This access
will extensively diminish the quality of our experience
on this river by extending the crowded condition that is
currently the norm on the river below the locked gate.
Thus, we feel that access SHOULD NOT be increased
from the present time. The locked gate should remain
in its current location."
Santiam Flycasters: "The most cost effective alterna
tive would be Alternative 4, an access easement
through the Deschutes Club to BLM properties. This
guarantees public access would never be cut off."
Deschutes Home Owners As~ociation: "The De
schutes Home Owners Association ("DHOA") opposes
the preferred alternative (Alternative #5) in the Supple
ment to the Draft Lower Deschutes River Management
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement. The
DHOA's position is that:
- Acquisition of an easement can only be by
condemnation in this case, because there is no
''willing seller". Condemnation of private property
should be a Last resort of the government and
should be based upon a great public need and
benefit.
- Acquisition of a road easement is unjustified in
this case because most of the BLM land is on the
west side of the river and access to these lands

has always been available by downstream boating
access. There is no public need to condemn the
private road on the east side.
- The cost of the easement acquisition and tunnel
repair ($1 ,425,000) far outweighs far outweighs
any possible public benefit.
The DHOA is also particularly opposed to public
automobile access because of the very real possibili
ties of trespass and vandalism to our homes. The area
where our homes are located is extremely remote and
accessible only by a cable operated boat. The BLM
has said it would be able to identify public users by
license plates or some other method. However, the
homeowners are often away from their cabins for
weeks or months at a time, especially during the
winter. Any theft or vandalism would be extremely
difficult to track down as to exact date.
Another concern unique to the Dant community is the
very real possibility of public use of our cable operated
boat, if the public were allowed automobile access on
the east side. The cable-operated boat was installed in
about 1945 as a means of access for the mine workers
to the perlite mine on the west side of the river. The
curious public user will undoubtedly see the cable boat
as an easy, direct way to get access to the west side
public lands. There is a minority of the public who
always ignores any signs. Such a user could seriously
harm himself or the boat by improper use."
The Dalles Rod and Gun Club: "With more access,
during the off season, the Club feels there would be an
increase in Vandalism, Trespass and Fire on our
properties at Davidson Flats. The Club voted unani
mously to support Alternative 2."

Bureau of Land Management Response:
A number of concerns and challenges were raised
through the public comment period on the Supplement.
A description of how the major concerns were ad
dressed follows. A full set of the written public com
ments and the hearings record is available at the BLM
office in Prineville.
The value of public access: The importance of
general public access to public land is recognized. The
analysis of this issue was conducted in the Supplement
in the context of the resource and management goals
for this segment of the river.
Condemnation: Condemnation, by Federal policy, is a
last resort to resolve public land management or
access issues. While it is a tool which could fit under
one or more of the alternatives analyzed in the Supple
ment, it is not the preferred approach.
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Effect of changes in access on resource values:
The alternatives analyzed in the Supplement would
yield up to a maximum of six percent change in use on
Segment i. Changes would occur in the off-season
when use is presently low. The density of use during
this period would continue to be low. Significant
adverse impacts to soils, vegetation, cultural re
sources, visual quality and opportunities for recreation
would not occur under Alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8.
Some impacts would occur with construction of a new
road segment under Alternative 7.
Costs of implementation: This is a significant factor
in selecting the Final Plan decision and is analyzed in
the Supplement. Approximate costs and benefits have
been identified for each alternative.
Legal access: Portions of the road alignment up
stream from the locked gate are covered by a publicly
owned right-of-way. However, no legal public access
exists immediately upstream from the locked gate to
connect to a publicly-owned road or land between the
locked gate and the current jetboat deadline.
Fishing pressure: Significant changes in fishing
pressure are not expected under any of the alterna
tives with possible exception of Mernative 1 (No
Action). Should unexpected problems arise, the
managing agencies would have additional mecha
nisms available to manage the amount and timing of
fishing.
Expansion of off-season access to year-round
access: No a~ernative under the Management Plan or
the Supplement would allow year-round road access to
the general public between the locked gate and the
current jetboat deadline.
Comparison with areas below the locked gate: It is
true that use levels are higher below the locked gate
than above. The differences between these areas were
recognized in the Final Plan. Both areas include public
land managed by the Bureau of Land Management.
Much of the natural resource management above the
locked gate has been jointly implemented by BLM and
the private landowners. The Confederated Tribes of
the Warm Springs own a small portion of the area
analyzed in the Supplement. Examples of the changes
in management that have been made include a bank
stabilization project and changes in grazing manage
ment (including livestock exclusion).
Access for homeowners: The Final Plan grants an
exception to the ban on motorized boats for residents
using them for access. This would be continued under
any of the alternatives analyzed through the Supple
ment.
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Selection of the Preferred Alternative: Alternative 5
was the proposal developed by the Executive Review
Board for the area between the locked gate and the
current jetboat deadline. It was not developed unilater
ally by the Bureau of Land Management. Also on the
Board were representatives from the State of Oregon,
the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs and local
government. The level of interest, the public comment
received and the analysis developed verifies that the
Supplement was necessary before a final decision was
made. The analysis and the opportunities for public
comment on this issue were not adequate through the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
Relationship of changes in use to use levels in the
Final Plan: Use levels in the Final Plan are based on
the primary boating season, not the off-seasor.L None
of the alternatives analyzed in the Supplement affect
use in the primary boating season.
Vandalism, fire and trespass: These are valid
concerns. Only the no action alternative would allow
continued use without controls identifying the individu
als using the area in the off-season.

Environmental Impact Statement Text
Revisions
Public comments on the Draft Lower Deschutes River
Management Plan and Environmental Impact State
ment resulted in several changes to the Preferred
Alternative as the proposed decision was developed in
the final plan.
Some changes to the text of the environmental impact
statement are also necessary as a result of public
comment. They are as follows:
Under Related Federal, Tribal, State and Local Plan
ning and Management Responsibilities on page i 7,
add the following:

Oregon Water Resources Department
The Oregon Water Resources Department is respon
sible for the management and allocation of the State's
water resources. The Water Resources Department
reviews and grants instream water rights to protect
streamflows for public purposes. lnstream water rights
can be granted in two ways: (i) conversion from
minimum perennial stream flows and (2) application
from the three state agencies that can apply: Depart
ment of Fish and Wildlife, Parks and Recreation
Department, and Department of Environmental Quality.
The Scenic Waterways Act requires Water Resources

Dept. concurrence on proposed land condemnations,
new scenic waterway management plans and scenic
waterway additions proposed by State Parks and
Recreation Department for designation by the gover
nor. The Water Resources Dept. must also assure its
actions have no adverse effects to fish, wildlife and
recreation.

Oregon Division of State Lands
The Division of State Lands (DSL) is the administrative
arm of the State Land Board (the Board), composed of
the Governor, Secretary of State and State Treasurer.
Under constitutional and statutory guidelines, the
Board is responsible for managing the assets of the

Common School Fund. These assets include the beds
and banks of Oregon's navigable waterways and are to
be managed for the greatest benefit of the people of
this state, consistent with the conservation of this
resource under sound techniques of land manage
ment. Protection of public trust values of navigation,
fisheries and public recreation are of paramount
importance, too.
DSL also administers the State's Removal-Fill Law,
which protect Oregon's waterways from uncontrolled
alteration. The law requires a permit for fill or removal
of more than 50 cubic yards of material within the
State's waterways. The permit-review process involves
coordination with the natural resource and land use
agencies from the local through the Federal levels.
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